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Voices from the Past 

The Entrance (1) 
'"Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holy place by the 
blood of Jesus, by the way which He dedicated for us, a new and living 
way, through the veil, that is to say His flesh; and having a Great Priest 
over the house of God; let us draw near with a true heart in fulness of 
faith, having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience and our body 
washed with pure water (Heb.10:19-22). 

In these words we have set before us an antitype of the entrance into 
the holiest of all under the Levitical law; and verily the antitype is greater 
and grander than the Aaronic type. According to Lev.16 it was by the 
blood of bulls and goats that the high priest alone one day in the year 
could pass within the veil. But the blood of Christ (that is, the death of 
Christ) purges our conscience from dead works to offer divine service to 
God; and the blood of Jesus (that is His death) has settled for ever the 
question of sin: for this He has put away once and for ever. 

Through the veil the Lord Himself entered into no earthly sanctuary, 
but into heaven itself. Therefore it is clear that if we are to fulfil the 
exhortation of Heb.10:19-22 it is into heaven itself we must enter. 
Obviously we cannot do this now in the body, we cannot with these 
earthly frames ascend into the high and holy dwelling-place of the 
Supreme. But in spirit it is possible to do this. And moreover it is possible 
for us to fail to do so. 

The letter to Hebrews was addressed to those who had a present place 
in the house of God of this dispensation (Heb.3:6). It seems clear that, 
judging by the analogy of the first covenant, the entrance under the 
present rule will also be at stated times and in a divinely appointed 
manner. It is drawing near to God, on the part of those who have already 
been made nigh, and who have moreover been builded together. If this 
drawing near is in spirit in agreement with the Master's words to the 
Samaritan woman (see Jn 4:21-24), it evidently implies that there will be 
on such occasions a special apprehension of God and of His goodness and 
power when we so draw near. Now all knowledge of God of this kind 
comes to us through His well-beloved Son, the eternal Logos. We 
therefore conclude that when the assembly is together for the 
Remembrance of the Lord Jesus Christ in the breaking of the loaf this is 
the special occasion when in the highest and truest sense we can enter in 
spirit into the Holies, and worship and praise God there. 

(From Needed Truth, 1917, C. M. Luxmoore) 
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The crucial Test  Comment by Torchlight 

The beginning of another year provides an appropriate opportunity to re-
assess our spiritual stature. We can do so by applying the test prescribed 
in the memorable phrase used by John the Baptist as he stepped into the 
shadows to make way for his Master: 

"He must increase, but I must decrease" (Jn 3:30). Looking back 
over the past year we may each enquire. How have I measured up to that 
standard? Has 'self or 'Christ' had the ascendency? The test is a severe yet 
crucial one in terms of spiritual achievement; for men and women of God 
are expendable. Their success is not measured by their popularity but by 
their devotion to the ideal which captivated the great forerunner, whose 
words, quoted above, were the epitome of his service. 

Take a quick look at John's background and office. Mark his eminence 
in the economy of God. He was the last and the greatest of the Old 
Covenant prophets, destined to phase out the Old and prepare for the 
New. He lived where he preached — in the wilderness. Not for him the 
refinements and comforts of city life. Like Moses he was prepared for 
high office in the great silences. His pulpit was not to be the temple 

court; he was to be "the voice of 
one crying in the wilderness". There 
he waited, alone with God, eager 
for the day of his showing unto 
Israel. At last the word of God 
came to him, and he came 
preaching. And what a preacher! He 
burst on the scene like a mighty 
tempest, exposing the insipid 
formalism which had settled upon 
his nation. Repent! Repent!, he 
cried, "there cometh after me He 
that is mightier than I, the latchet 
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of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose". Multitudes 
flocked to him; Pharisees and Sadducees, lawyers and scribes, publicans 
and sinners, rubbed shoulders to listen to this astonishing preacher who 
had brought a whole nation to the tiptoe of expectation. John had arrived, 
there was no doubt about that. The seal of divine approval on his mission 
was there for all to see. 

Yet all the time he knew, as his preaching reached its crescendo, that 
his audience would suddenly melt away. They would turn from him to the 
Greater than he. Even beloved disciples — John and Andrew among them 
— left him. He watched them go; he knew they would never return. That 
was the Baptist's finest hour. A lesser man would have been soured and 
embittered. Not he. The voice in the wilderness had paved the way for 
Another. That was his mission. Now, "He must increase, but I must 
decrease". 

One of the greatest hindrances to spiritual usefulness is the projection 
of self. "O wretched idol, myself!", bemoaned the saintly Rutherford, 
"when shall I see thee wholly decourted, and Christ put wholly in thy 
room?" And how subtle 'self can be! It masquerades under many aliases 
and lifts its shameless head in our most sacred exercises. None of us is 
immune from its solicitations. "That was a fine sermon you gave us 
tonight, Mr Wesley", said a woman to the great preacher at the conclusion 
of one of his services. "Madam", he replied, "the Devil had already told 
me so before I stepped down from the pulpit". That is a hazard every 
spiritually-minded preacher will recognize. He will always be watchful of 
his motives, for, "no man can give at once the impressions that he himself 
is clever and that Christ is mighty to save" (Denny). 
How is it with me as I look into the year ahead? Is the self-effacement 
which was the hall-mark of the Baptist's life and service to be my 
watchword? Or will self-interest and personal prestige take precedence? 
For myself and for those whose lives I touch the choice will be crucial. 
John's pathway of complete self-effacement led to the sacrifice of his all. 
It reached its low when the Roman soldier entered his cell and severed his 
head. He had lived in the wilderness, deprived of human society and much 
else that men hold dear, to prepare himself for his brief unique ministry. 
But there was no earthly reward. In death as in life John was the exemplar 
of his own precept, "He must increase, but I must decrease". Will your 
love and mine stand up to that test? "Lord Jesus Christ, grow Thou in me, 
And all things else recede; My heart be daily nearer Thee. From sin be 
daily freed." 
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1977! A Lesson from the Past  Fingerpost 
We are a mere 23 years away from the end of the second millennium A.D. 
What does this year hold for us as Christians? What are we purposing to 
do for Him? More quiet times with our Bibles? More use of our talents in 
His work? More opportunities for testifying? More time for prayer? 

Prayer to the Christian is one of the essentials for spiritual survival. 
Elijah was a man of like nature with us, and he prayed fervently. "And he 
prayed again" (Jas.5:17,18). What cries, what pleadings, came from the 
lips of the holy prophet at mount Carmel, as he besought God to send 
showers of rain! Picture the scene of the waiting prophet, the watching 
servant, and the Mighty God etching in His sky the distant cloud as small 
as a man's hand. This was His token of prayer answered; the showers of 
blessing followed (1 Kgs.18:42-46). "AND HE PRAYED". 

Prosperity has deprived us of equalling the simple living quarters of 
Elisha. But we are not deprived of the privilege of doing what Elisha did; 
making them a place of prayer. This is where he brought the boy; and 
closing the door he prayed to the Lord. He gave his whole being to this 
challenging situation by stretching himself out upon the lad until their 
mouths, eyes, and hands met. God answered by restoring the boy to life (2 
Kgs.4:10). Every family needs its prayer room; a place where we can 
close the door, give ourselves wholly to the situation of concern, and 
speak to God about it in the confidence of faith, despite our sorrow of 
heart. Prayer will demand a price from us. Did the disciples realize this 
when they asked the Lord, "Teach us to pray, even as John also taught his 
disciples" (Lk.11:1)? John's disciples fasted often (Lk.5:33). Fasting is 
self-denial, and they deprived themselves physically in order to learn to 
pray, and so benefit spiritually. 

Many a treasured project, or planned arrangement, might have to be 
sacrificed for the needed time of prayer. Whatever the cost, whatever the 
sacrifice, full repayment will come from the One "Who loves to answer 
prayer". "I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears", was God's 
answer to Hezekiah (2 Kgs.20:5). There will be many tears in 1977, 
perhaps more than 1976. But the One who put the tears of praying David 
into His bottle (Ps.56:8), has our prayers in His golden bowls (Rev.5:8). 
This is how much He values our prayers.  What of you and me? 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

(1) Deity and Personality 

By P. L. Hickling, of Southport 

The nature of God 

Job was asked "Canst thou by searching find out God?"; the answer is, 
No. Men can make gods in their own image, gods which exist only in their 
own imaginations, but it is unreasonable to expect that the great 
transcendent, self-existent, immutable, holy God can be defined by the 
unaided minds of created beings. What we know of the Being of God can 
only be what He tells us; and it is not surprising that God's self-revelation 
describes a Being wholly different from any creature. Nor is it surprising 
that it is difficult to understand the description. It is a description which is 
inevitably incomplete, partly because of our limited comprehension, and 
also because the unique nature of God precludes comparison with 
anything else in creation. This article takes as its basis the scriptural 
record of God's self-revelation, and examines what it teaches about the 
mode of existence and Personality of the Holy Spirit of God. Later articles 
will examine His work. God has revealed these things for our spiritual 
benefit, and we can receive them, even if we cannot synthesize a complete 
concept of the divine nature. 

Scripture reveals that God is the Originator of all life, and He is the 
only Being intrinsically to possess life (Jn 5:26). He is transcendent, 
unlimited by the created universe (1 Kgs.8:27), and eternal, unlimited by 
time (Ex.3:14). He is holy, loving and truthful; more than this. He is the 
ground and origin of all moral excellence, love and truth. He is the sole 
God, and no other can share His glory. These claims originate from 
Scripture, but they agree with our instinctive definition of God as the one 
perfect Being. 

The Deity of the Holy Spirit 

The attributes of God mentioned above are some of those distinguishing 
characteristics of the divine nature which are inseparable from the idea of 
God. They are fundamental qualities of His Being, and if it can be shown 
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that Scripture attributes them to the Spirit of God, then it follows that the 
Spirit is fully divine, in the same sense in which God whom we call the 
Father is divine. This, Scripture frequently does. 

He is called the "eternal Spirit" (Heb.9:14), and His omnipresence is 
indicated by Ps.139:7; both of these attributes belong to God alone. The 
Spirit carries out the works of God in the inspiration of Scripture (2 
Pet.1:21), conviction of sin (Jn 16:8) and regeneration (Jn 3:8). He is 
called the Spirit of life (Rom.8:2), the Spirit of truth (Jn 14:17) and the 
Holy Spirit (Jn 14:26). He is directly linked with the Father and the Son in 
the baptismal formula (Matt.28:19), and it is noteworthy that Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit are together described by the singular Name. The church 
in Corinth was told, "ye are a temple of God, and the Spirit of God 
dwelleth in you" (1 Cor.3:16), showing again that the Spirit is not a mere 
emissary of God, but God Himself, entitled to all the reverence and fear 
due to the Almighty. A consideration of all the relevant passages will show 
that the Scriptures clearly testify that the Holy Spirit is God, and any 
system which gives Him an inferior place is in serious error. 

The recognition of the deity of the Holy Spirit is important in building 
up a true doctrine of the Godhead, but it also has its practical 
implications. The Lord Jesus promised His disciples "another Comforter" 
(Jn 14:16) who would be with them for ever, and we should realize that 
we today are at no disadvantage compared with the original disciples, for 
we have within us One who is of the same divine status and loving nature 
as the Son. 

The Personality of the Holy Spirit 

Both Old and New Testaments consistently emphasize that there is one 
God, and exaltation of any other into His place is very serious sin; indeed, 
this is the basis of all sin. Having established that the Holy Spirit is God, it 
might be argued that He is one mode of manifestation of God, or a 
personification of the influence of God upon men's minds. This avoids any 
suggestion of a plurality of gods, and might be said to give a rational 
explanation of what is meant by "the Holy Spirit". However, these 
conclusions are not consistent with Scripture. While to our natural 
thinking, in terms of human relationships, each person is a separate entity, 
Scripture reveals a Being outside our experience, and Scripture only can 
be authoritative about His nature. 

The Lord Jesus spoke of the Parakletos who was to come and be with 
the disciples in His place (Jn 16:7-14). This word can be variously 
translated as Comforter, Advocate or Helper, but not as 'comfort' or any 
other indication of abstract influence. The Lord regards Him as One like 
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Himself (Jn 14:16), and uses the masculine pronoun "He" when speaking 
of Him. The Spirit performs the acts of a Person; for example, He speaks 
(Acts 13:2), makes intercession (Rom.8:26) and convicts (Jn 16:8). He is 
affected as a Person by the acts of others, so that He can be grieved 
(Eph.4:30) and blasphemed against (Matt.12:31). The conclusion must be 
that the Holy Spirit is to be regarded as a 'Person'. This term describes that 
which, in our own experience, is nearest in kind to the distinctions within 
the Godhead. In our case it implies complete individuality, but in the case 
of God this is not so. God has one undivided essence, but three personal 
distinctions, of which the Holy Spirit is one. This doctrine has its practical 
implications, too. A divine power for us would be a great blessing, but a 
divine Person within us is a greater. He is able to help us personally, 
interceding for us (Rom.8:26,27) and guiding us as a strong friend helps a 
weaker. 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit 
The Spirit, who proceeds from the Father (Jn 15:26), was sent through the 
Son's request (Jn 14:16). He represents the Father and the Son in the heart 
of the believer (Jn 14:23), and so is referred to as the 'Spirit of Christ' and 
is even identified with Christ Himself (Rom.8:9,10). The whole of Rom.8 
illustrates the interlocking of the functions of the three Persons, while 
speaking of them individually. Each Person has His part to play in the 
great work of the divine plan of redemption, and in this is displayed to us 
the expression of the eternal reciprocation of love in the Godhead. Job 
considered some of the works of God and said, "Lo, these are but the 
outskirts of His ways: and how small a whisper do we hear of Him" (Job 
26:14). When we consider the nature of God Himself, we feel that we can 
comprehend it even less, but we can understand it in part, as it has been 
revealed, and rejoice in "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of 
God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit" (2 Cor.13:14). 

The Message of Amos 

By D. T. Hyland, of Middlesbrough 

The unity of Israel under the monarchy was short-lived. God's promises of 
blessing for His people were dependent upon their keeping the terms of 
the covenant made at Sinai. Israel were constituted a holy nation and their 
national life was to be regulated by the law of God. It was a tragedy 
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that idolatry became a "besetting sin" resulting in the people repeatedly 
breaking the first two commandments. This led to the rending of the 
nation into two kingdoms, north and south, an act of divine judgement. 
The northern kingdom comprised ten tribes, the southern was composed 
of Judah and Benjamin. To both kingdoms God sent His spokesmen the 
prophets to plead with the people to return to Him and re-dedicate 
themselves to the covenant terms. 

After the division, Jeroboam became king of the northern kingdom. He 
decided that his subjects must be prevented from going up to Jerusalem to 
worship in the place of divine choice, lest they transfer their allegiance to 
Rehoboam king of Judah. Jeroboam reasoned that it would be more 
convenient for his people if shrines were established and golden calves set 
up in Dan and Bethel. These two shrines became stumbling-blocks to the 
northern kingdom for centuries. In addition, a "priesthood" not of the tribe 
of Levi was set up and a ritual purporting to represent the festivals of the 
Lord established. Everything was based on expediency; principles of 
divine worship were compromised. 

The false shrine at Bethel was still operative 150 years after the death 
of Jeroboam I, when Jeroboam II came to the throne. During the reign of 
Jeroboam II, there was commercial prosperity. Samaria, the capital, 
became the meeting-place of merchants who travelled between Egypt and 
Mesopotamia. The merchants became prosperous but the poor were 
oppressed and downtrodden. Material prosperity was accompanied by 
moral and spiritual decline. Amos was chosen by God to challenge Israel 
and to bring them to an awareness of their responsibilities to Him. This 
would lead to greater love between a man and his neighbour. 

Amos came from the village of Tekoa where the grazing lands were not 
lush pastures but scrubland, so that he eked out a living by tending a few 
sycamore trees. Amos was a humble man. He was the kind of man God 
could use because he trembled at the word of God. He would not have 
chosen this task for himself, "I am no prophet, neither am I one of the 
sons of the prophets" (Amos 7:14 RVM). Amos was no country yokel. He 
was knowledgeable about current affairs and knew what was going on in 
the countries of the Middle East. He had a rare literary genius, his writing 
being marked by graphic illustration from everyday life; he was an able 
speaker. He lived close to his God in the Tekoan desert. When the call of 
God came he responded; in contrast to Jonah who at first tried to run 
away. 

God, who had communed so often with Amos in the Tekoan desert, 
had a message for His rebellious people in the north. Amos was to leave 
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his herd in the care of someone else in the south and go to proclaim God's 
message to the people of the northern kingdom. It was a daunting task. 
Despite his own feelings of unworthiness, Amos set off to be God's 
spokesman: "The Lord GOD hath spoken, who can but prophesy?" (Amos 
3:8). The call was to speak the message in Bethel, one of the centres of 
idol worship. What Amos saw in Bethel filled him with revulsion. He saw 
the evidence of the spiritual and moral decadence of the people. Wherever 
he looked he saw the results of backsliding, and no one seemed to care. 
Amos began to speak at Bethel, prefacing his message with "Thus saith 
the LORD". Amos paved the way for his scathing attack on Israel by 
proclaiming the judgement of God upon six surrounding nations. 

When Amos rounded on the people of Judah for their sins he must have 
captured the hearts of his hearers. At this time there was no love lost 
between the northern and southern kingdoms. What had the people of 
Judah been guilty of? "They have rejected the law of the LORD" (Amos 
2:4). What an indictment! It is a principle of God's dealings with men that 
greater light brings increased accountability. "And their lies have caused 
them to err". The Hebrew word which is here translated "lies" literally 
means "untrue" and is used figuratively of idols. It would require the 
refining fire of the Babylonian captivity to purify them of idolatry. 

When Amos proclaimed punishment on Israel the audience may have 
wondered what was coming next. This was too near home to be 
comfortable. They probably expected that, having dealt with the nations 
bordering Israel, Amos would turn his attention to the major powers, 
Egypt and Assyria. The people of the northern kingdom were complacent; 
had lulled themselves into believing that because they belonged to a 
divinely chosen nation their prosperity was guaranteed. 

God expected His people to be an example to the nations round about. 
They should have been different, but in many ways they lived and acted as 
their pagan neighbours. There was too much "confidence in riches". In 
that acquisitive society the rich swindled the poor. God intended His 
people to love people and to use things. Many were materialistic in 
outlook; they loved things and they used people. 

They thought that they went up to Bethel to worship God; but Amos 
told them that they sinned against God. There was irony in his chiding 
reproof, "Come to Bethel and transgress" (Amos 4:4). They were largely 
concerned with externals; their hearts were not right with God. Their 
elaborate ritual of sacrifice was just that— a ritual. It was not based on an 
appreciation of God's greatness and goodness. 

Through the prophet God says, "I hate, I despise your feasts... though 
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ye offer Me your burnt offerings and meal offerings. I will not accept 
them" (Amos 5:21,22). 

Through the prophet God asks many pointed questions to provoke His 
hearers to take stock of the situation. "Ye have not returned unto Me", is a 
refrain which occurs five times in the book. God longed for them to return 
to Him for restoration and renewal. "Seek ye Me, and ye shall live" 
(Amos 5:4). But if they continued in their wrong course of conduct they 
would be caught as a bird in a snare. They would not be able to escape 
judgement. They had not realized that the repeated calamities which had 
overtaken them were a result of God's displeasure. "I have smitten you 
with blasting and mildew" (Amos 4:9). Their poor harvests were a direct 
result of departure from God; He was withholding the blessing. 

The book graphically records five visions which were granted to Amos. 
The vision of the plumbline may be taken as representative. Amos saw the 
Lord standing "beside a wall made by a plumbline, with a plumbline in 
His hand" (Amos 7:7). The purpose of a plumbline is to ensure the 
perpendicular accuracy of a wall. The wall is first constructed with the 
plumbline, but in process of time the wall may become out of true, 
consequently, when the plumbline is again applied the wall will fail the 
test. It was because the nation of Israel pledged their obedience to the law 
of God that they became the people of God. But when the standard of the 
law of God was now applied to Israel their failure was apparent. The 
judgement of God was to fall on the shrines of apostate worship and upon 
Jeroboam personally. 

Although Amos was a southerner, he identified himself with the 
northern kingdom, pleading for God's disobedient, careless people, "Then 
I said, O Lord GOD, forgive, I beseech Thee: how shall Jacob stand? for 
he is small" (Amos 7:2). But as Amos had proclaimed the inevitability of 
the Babylonian captivity for Judah he also prophesied that the ten tribes 
of the northern kingdom would be carried into captivity by Assyria and 
scattered amongst the nations (Amos 5:27; Amos 9:4,9). 

Does Amos see anything beyond the Assyrian and Babylonian 
captivities? He was granted a vision of Messiah's millennial kingdom. "In 
that day", God says, "I will close up the breaches thereof". When, in that 
future day, Israel's Messiah appears for her healing, the nation will be 
reunified. In that day "the plowman shall overtake the reaper" (Amos 
9:13). The curse which followed the Fall having been largely removed, 
there will be two harvests in one season. What a contrast with "I smote 
you with blasting and mildew"! Because Israel's King is on His throne 
"they shall no more be plucked out of their land" (Amos 9:15). 
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The Kingdom of God 

By John Drain, of Derby 

The truth of the kingdom of God leads us into an area of thought which 
emphasizes the supremacy and authority of God, with their correlatives, 
subjection and obedience. It reminds us also that God is a God of rule and 
order. This is seen in Creation itself, in the physical universe, its 
movements, its coherence and its functions. It is seen also in connection 
with created beings. We read, "The LORD hath established His throne in 
the heavens: and His kingdom ruleth over all. Bless the LORD, ye angels 
of His: ye mighty in strength, that fulfil His word, hearkening unto the 
voice of His word" (Ps.103:19,20). The mighty beings who surround the 
heavenly throne, in all the vast arrangement of the angelic hierarchy, are 
subject and obedient to divine rule. 

In the book of Genesis, in the history of the human race and in 
particular in that stream of humanity through Abraham with which God in 
a selective way was dealing, we trace a development of rule as affecting 
individuals and families and tribes. It is clear also that in a wider way men 
and women were grouped under human authority to form the kingdoms of 
men. Some of these kingdoms may have been small and primitive in 
character, but others were large and highly developed and organized. The 
progress of the revelation of God indicates that it was in the purpose of 
God to have on earth a kingdom for Himself, a people gathered in 
covenant relationship with Himself, subject to His authority and rule. An 
examination of how this purpose was fulfilled is not merely interesting 
and profitable but is also indispensable in a right understanding of divine 
principles in kingdom truth. 

When God called Abraham out of Ur and separated him from the rest of 
mankind He was initiating a way which was to lead to the establishment of 
the kingdom of God on earth. The subjects of that kingdom were to be of 
the seed of Abraham. When we reach the time covered by the opening 
chapters of Exodus we find Abraham's descendants in the kingdom of the 
Pharaohs of Egypt and suffering as slaves the tyranny of wicked 
despotism. Their plight became desperate and the groan of their bitter 
sorrows reached the throne of heaven. God remembered His covenant 
undertakings and He moved in for the salvation and redemption of those 
slaves who could not deliver themselves. They had to be saved not only 
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from their physical afflictions but also from the decreed divine judgement 
which was about to fall upon the nation of Egypt. God had said, "That 
nation, whom they shall serve, will I judge". From this judgement the 
children of Israel were saved by obeying the word of the Lord that they 
should apply to the lintel and side posts of the doors of their houses the 
blood of unblemished lambs, a lamb for a household. But those slaves 
needed also to be delivered from the cruel bondage of Pharaoh. This the 
Lord accomplished by the greatness of His mighty excellency. The Israel 
people were saved from the judgement of God by the blood of the lamb 
and were redeemed from the slavery of Egypt by the power of the Lord. 

The purposes of God relating to this saved and redeemed people could 
not be fulfilled in Egypt. They must be taken out of that land. As they 
moved forward under divine leading the children of Israel soon came to 
an experience which tested them. They were confronted with the deep 
waters of the Red Sea. The Lord triumphantly led them through to the 
wilderness beyond. Paul, referring to this incident, described it as a 
baptism. In this event the Israelites pictorially demonstrated that they had 
died to Egypt, to its ruler, to its gods and to its service. This saved and 
redeemed people had become physically and geographically separated 
from that land. But more than separation from Egypt was required for the 
divine purposes. God required that the people must be separated 
collectively unto Him. 

On the wilderness side of the sea the children of Israel could sing with 
full hearts their song of triumph and deliverance, but even that inspired 
song indicated that much had yet to be fulfilled. ". . . till the people pass 
over which Thou hast purchased. Thou shalt bring them in, and plant 
them in the mountain of Thine inheritance, the place, O LORD, which 
Thou hast made for Thee to dwell in, the sanctuary, O LORD, which Thy 
hands have established. The LORD shall reign for ever and ever" 
(Ex.15:16-18). The wilderness side of the Red Sea might have satisfied 
many of the Israelites. Could they not there rejoice in their deliverance 
from Egypt? Could they not sing that their chains were snapped, the 
bonds which had held them were broken? This they could have done but 
they would not have been moving forward in the way of God's will. The 
Lord had purposes concerning His habitation and His sanctuary, and 
concerning His regal authority which involved much more than mere 
deliverance from Egypt. He had brought the children of Israel out of that 
land that He might bring them in and plant them in the mountain of His 
inheritance. 

In the third month after their exodus from Egypt the Israelites came to 
the wilderness of Sinai and set up camp before the mount of that name. 
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There God halted the people for what was to be a remarkable crisis in their 
experience. Through Moses. His mediator, the Lord gave a disclosure of 
His amazing purposes and made an unprecedented offer. In grace and by 
power He had brought them out of the bondage and suffering of Egypt. 
This He had done unconditionally in implementing the covenant made 
with Abraham about which we read in Gen.15. But the Lord also 
covenanted conditionally with Abraham and his seed, and concerning this 
we have the record in Gen.17. In Gen.15 there was unconditional gift. In 
Gen.17 there were conditional blessings and privileges based on 
obedience and conduct. At Mount Sinai the Lord announced to the 
children of Israel, "Now therefore, if ye will obey My voice indeed, and 
keep My covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto Me from 
among all peoples: for all the earth is Mine: and ye shall be unto Me a 
kingdom of priests, and an holy nation" (Ex.19:5,6). It is not puerile to 
draw attention to the "if" and the "then". The offer to become a people, a 
kingdom, a nation unto the Lord in a relationship unshared by any other 
people, kingdom or nation demanded an unreserved acceptance by the 
Israelites of covenant obligation, and a declaration of obedience. 

At Sinai the lordship of Jehovah was emphasized and the claims of that 
lordship were promulgated. On their declared pledge of obedience, by 
which they avouched Jehovah to be their God, the Lord avouched the 
Israelites to be His people. In the bleak surroundings of Sinai there was 
established the kingdom of God on earth. Jehovah was the King of that 
nation and His word was its law and constitution. And the God and King 
of the Israel people commanded that a house should be erected in their 
midst, in which He would dwell and receive the worshipping service of 
His kingdom. This house would be His palace in which His throne would 
be established. A staggering conception is here placed in our minds. We 
think of the down-trodden, embittered Hebrew slaves in the land of Egypt, 
helpless victims in the clutches of the cruel power of its rulers. Some 
months later we see those same persons enjoying not merely national 
status but the status of a Theocracy, a kingdom whose King was Jehovah. 
Amidst the kingdoms of men on earth here was a kingdom which was 
unique. It alone had a divine constitution. It alone had the house and 
palace of Jehovah. 

(to be continued next month) 

"And I saw a new heaven and a new earth . . . and I heard a great voice 
out of the throne saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and 
He shall dwell with them, and they shall be His peoples" (Rev.21:1-3). 
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for YOUNG believers 
 
DO! 

By Robert McKaig, of Harthill 

"If ye know these things, blessed are ye if ye do them" (Jn 13:17). 

"If" makes this verse important. The first "if" could be translated "since" 
as it signifies knowledge already there. The second "if" is one of 
condition. Having knowledge is fine, but if there is no outward mani-
festation consequent upon that knowledge, blessing cannot be expected. 

Matthew tells us of a leper who had knowledge of the healing power of 
the Lord Jesus. Putting that knowledge into action, the poor leper came to 
the feet of Jesus. He knew that this Man had the power to release him 
from his agony, cleanse his leprosy, thus making him fit to return home. 
With the knowledge he had, the leper cries, "If Thou wilt. Thou canst 
make me clean". The blessing? "I will; be thou made clean" (Matt.8:2). 

The woman of Lk.8 was at her wits' end. She had spent her all in 
seeking a cure. She met Jesus one day and knew that if she could just 
reach out to touch the hem of His garment, a cure would be hers. Putting 
her knowledge to work brought great blessing, "Daughter, thy faith hath 
made thee whole; go in peace" (Lk.8:48). 

I suppose most of us can recollect at some time being told, "You should 
know better". The more knowledge we have, the more is expected of us. 
Our Saviour is bringing before us something to make us stop and 
consider. "If ye know these things, blessed are ye if ye do them". The 
blessing comes by doing. 

The reason Abraham finds himself mentioned in Heb.11 is because of 
the outworking of his faith. He did. The same can be said of all mentioned 
in that portion. The things they did made them notable. 

Our responsibility in churches of God today is twofold: 
(1) When gathered together at the Remembrance as a Holy Priesthood, 

we are to offer spiritual sacrifices to God. 
(2) As a Royal Priesthood, we should "show forth the excellencies of 

Him who called you out of darkness into His marvellous light" (1 
Pet.2:5,9). 

It is the doing that brings the blessing. If we don't do, we cannot 
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expect any blessing. The truth of doing is beautifully brought out in 
Ps.40:6-10 in reference to our Lord Jesus Christ. Note the progression — 

1. Mine ears hast Thou opened. 
2. I am come. 
3. I delight to do. 
4. I have published. 

The greater the revelation, the more God expects. The Lord Jesus makes 
this clear in Lk.12:48. "To whomsoever much is given, of him much is 
required". 
. . . which brings us back to Ps.40:9,10: 

5. I will not refrain. 
6. I have not hid. 
7. I have declared. 
8. I have not concealed. 
The doing in this life will have its effect in eternity. The apostle Paul 

wrote to young Timothy (2 Tim.4:7,8), "I have fought ... I have finished ... 
I have kept. . . henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of 
righteousness . . .". Great reward! 

"Whatsoever He saith unto you, do it" was the advice of one who was 
close to the Saviour, and knew Him well.  His mother (Jn 2:5). 

So we should be "doers of the word, and not hearers only ... a doer that 
worketh, this man shall be blessed in his doing" (Jas.1:22,25). 

Cast Clouts and Rotten Rags 
(Jer.38:1-13) 

By A. F. Toms, of Cardiff 

The details of God's word are intriguing. Jeremiah was in the dungeon, 
and that was more than godly Ebed-melech could bear. That God's 
prophet should be suffering in that way was unthinkable (to him) and, 
having obtained the king's permission, he set off with thirty men to rescue 
him. Strong cords were found, also old cast clouts and old rotten rags. 
These Ebed-melech lowered into the dungeon and at the same time 
shouted down his instructions to Jeremiah. He was to put the clouts and 
rags under his armholes under the cords and thus his deliverance from the 
dungeon would be so much more comfortable. 
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Old cast clouts and old rotten rags! They were of no value in them-
selves, but Jeremiah would thank God for them that day. He had sunk in 
the mire, the divine record says, and very likely his liberators would have 
needed to pull hard to loose him from it. It would have been a much more 
painful operation had it not been for Ebed-melech's thoughtful provision. 

Old cast clouts and old rotten rags! Does it seem strange that God 
should go into such detail in His Word? Not at all, for our God is the God 
of careful detail, as is evidenced in His work in creation. It was kind of this 
Ethiopian to espouse Jeremiah's cause at all, but the way in which he did 
it provided that little extra which meant so much to the prophet's comfort. 

"Be ye kind to one another, tenderhearted" is the divine instruction to 
our hearts, and the way in which we obey may well make all the 
difference. There are little things we can do for one another's help that 
cost no more than the thought involved, but how much they mean to the 
brother or sister in need. 

Old cast clouts and rotten rags. Surely God does not record this detail 
without a reason. There must be a lesson He wants us to learn. Is it not 
going the second mile about which our Master spoke? And might not such 
kindnesses be extended beyond our own brethren and sisters? "That 
which makes a man to be desired is his kindness" says the marginal 
reading of Prov.19:22, and maybe we shall prepare the way for the 
sowing of the gospel seed by the little acts of kindness which go before. 
They cost so little but they mean so much. 

"And He shall wipe away every tear from their eyes; and death 
shall be no more; neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, 
nor pain, any more: the first things are passed away. And He 
that sitteth on the throne said, Behold I make all things new" 
(Rev.21:4,5). 
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Voices from the Past 

The Entrance (2) 

The entrance into the Holies is directly connected with the Remembrance 
itself. But we do not enter into the Holies by taking our seats in the 
meeting place; nor during any preliminary matters. The entrance is 
spiritual and means that the redeemed being is consciously and experi-
mentally in the presence of God in a special and intimate sense. It is a 
matter of faith first and realization next. The thanksgiving and the 
breaking of the loaf, the thanksgiving and the pouring out of the cup, give 
us a view by faith of Him whom God sent, even the Son of God, and 
therefore also of God His Father. This comes to us if we are fitly tuned for 
it in connexion with the divinely provided ordinance. 

We say if we are fitly tuned for it. Because we must come looking for it 
and asking for it. And we must not come as to a means of grace. On the 
contrary from such an evil conscience our hearts must be sprinkled (see 
Heb.9:14; Heb.10:22), and with the water of the Word our body must be 
washed. 

Whilst thus in the presence of God it is fitting that we should address 
Him in words of praise and thanksgiving, whether they be said by one (to 
which all should say Amen) or sung by all together. How much cause 
there is to speak to God in thanks for His great Gift and for all the infinite 
love of which it makes us partakers! 

The moment we turn away from that which is addressed to God and 
begin to read or speak to one another we are by that very fact withdrawing 
from the place of intimate nearness that it was our privilege previously to 
occupy. 

This is surely beyond all argument. Is it possible to imagine in the holy 
of holies in the temple or the tabernacle anything in the nature of ministry? 
Is it possible for an instant to suppose that of all the many things that 
Moses had to give in charge to Aaron any single one of them was told to 
him inside the veil? 

Of course there will be at the end of the meeting, when notices are 
given out, and especially when persons are commended for baptism and 
fellowship and the like, a time when we are together in church but when 
we are not in the true and special sense in the immediate presence of God 
in His house. But we think it may be helpful to point out that ministry is 
also that which cannot be carried out whilst we are in spirit drawing near 
unto the throne of the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

(From Needed Truth, 1917, C. M. Luxmoore) 
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Silver Jubilee Comment by Torchlight 
In Britain this is Silver Jubilee Year, the 25th year of the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth II. These have been momentous years; years of change and 
perplexity for Britain and for the world. Throughout this period the Queen 
has carried her heavy burden of responsibility with dignity and grace, and 
has firmly established herself in the affections of her peoples. 

1977 will be a year of grave challenge for Britain. The inflationary 
spiral has yet to be brought under control and the spectre of even higher 
unemployment remains a haunting prospect. No doubt, in this climate 
celebrations during Jubilee Year will be low key and not on the scale 
which would be appropriate in more prosperous times. 

February 6 is the actual day of the accession and it is understood that the 
Queen plans to spend that day quietly at Windsor. But there is little doubt 
that congratulations and good wishes will flow to Britain from all parts of 
the Commonwealth and of the world. All will wish Her Majesty good 
health and prosperity in the onerous role she is called upon to play by 
reason of her high office. The Queen and Prince Philip plan to leave on 
February 9 for a two-month tour of New Zealand and Australia. The Royal 
Family are no strangers to such challenges but the strain of day by day 
official engagements under the glare of television cameras must be 
considerable. Christians everywhere will uphold the Royal couple by 
prayer for a successful tour and a safe return. 

The high point in the celebrations 
in London will be on bank holiday 
June 7, when the Queen and Prince 
Philip will take part in a carriage 
procession from Buckingham 
Palace. They will then lunch with 
the Lord Mayor. It would be a 
happy outcome of Jubilee Year if it 
were marked, not only by a display 
of loyalty and affection for Her 
Majesty, but also 
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by a spiritual awakening among her subjects. Political measures are impor-
tant and necessary, but above all, Britain's predicament calls for national 
humiliation and a turning to God in this crucial hour. This would have a 
transforming effect and bring untold blessing. In the 'permissive' society 
which has become the norm in so many Western lands we Christians dare 
not be complacent. We can best serve our fellow-men by the example of a 
sober life-style, by faithful witness and by earnest prayer for the progress 
of the gospel. This is the only effective means of arresting the spiritual 
decline which has brought such disastrous consequences. History 
demonstrates that 

"Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people" 
(Prov.14:34). 

Middle East moves 
The situation in the Middle East has continued in stalemate owing to the 
prolonged civil war in the Lebanon. There are signs that events may now 
be moving towards a pacification of the area, and recently Egypt and 
Syria have given evidence of a desire for realistic negotiations with Israel. 
There has been a qualified response from the Israeli government but the 
present political disarray in Israel, where a General Election is pending in 
May, could defer any meaningful developments. 

Now that the new President of the United States, Mr Jimmy Carter, has 
moved into the White House, and a new Secretary of State has taken 
office, a fresh U.S.A. initiative in Middle East affairs is expected by both 
Jews and Arabs. Due to the civil war in the Lebanon there is obscurity 
about P.L.O. leadership and aspirations but this vital factor in any real 
settlement of the region will need to be faced. It seems to be accepted that 
1977 will bring some settlement of the Middle East problem. Israel has 
indicated her willingness to cede occupied territory but only on condition 
that her new borders will be guaranteed. But so many world problems are 
competing for solution that no-one can foresee the shape of things to 
come. The sheet-anchor of the Christian is that God is over all, and that all 
things are "working to fulfil, counsels of His sovereign will". 

"Truth in the inward parts" (Ps.51:6) 
"Search me, O God, my actions try, 

And let my life appear  
As seen by Thine all-searching eye. 
Search all my thoughts, the secret springs, 

The motives that control, 
The chambers where polluted things 

Hold empire o'er the soul." 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (2) The Holy Spirit and the Word 
By L. Burrows, of Kingston upon Thames 

A vital part of the Holy Spirit's work is the provision for mankind of God's 
written revelation of Himself in the Scriptures. That it was the Spirit's 
work cannot be doubted, "for no prophecy ever came by the will of man: 
but men spake from God, being moved by the Holy Spirit" (2 Pet.1:21). 
Yet precisely how this came about is not revealed to us. Many theories, 
some of them patently erroneous, have been proposed to explain the 
phenomenon. One such idea is that the sacred writings were in their 
entirety produced by direct dictation, God using His servants to write 
mechanically the words He gave them. Whilst this may be true of certain 
passages in the Old Testament, these comprise a minor proportion of the 
whole. Another suggestion is that the writers merely received spiritual 
ideas from God and, unaided by divine power, conveyed them to the 
reader in their own words. 

This magazine has consistently opposed such views, for the truth of the 
matter lies between these extremes. We do maintain that the supreme 
importance of God's message to His creature man demands that it be 
conveyed in precise language. Like the contents of a legal document or 
government statute, each word has to be carefully weighed. Furthermore, 
Scripture stresses the importance of God's words again and again; they are 
eternal and immutable (Ps.119:89; Matt.24:35; 1 Pet.1:23-25). The Bible is 
called the Word of God, and so it is, not that there is any intrinsic value in 
words printed on paper, but their existence in language which can be 
understood, ensures that the very oracles of God, unadulterated by any 
human ideas, are readily available to the reader, precise in meaning and 
unchangeable in content. But "precise in meaning" does not necessarily 
imply that the meaning is always immediately clear. The understanding of 
the Scriptures involves another aspect of the Spirit's work which will be 
dealt with later in this article. 

Again, the Scriptures are indeed given by the Holy Spirit, they are God-
breathed (theopneustos, translated "inspired of God", 2 Tim.3:16), the 
writers were moved by the Holy Spirit (2 Pet.1:21). There was no 
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overriding of their personalities, but there was also no departure, even by 
a hair's breadth, from the divine Mind. These two statements may seem 
incompatible, but so do some other statements of Scripture, for the human 
mind cannot comprehend what is divine. However, some understanding of 
the subject may be obtained by observing how those chosen by the Holy 
Spirit to make their contributions to Holy Scripture actually did their 
work. 

David is perhaps the most prominent of the Messianic writers and it is 
instructive to study his experience of the work of the Holy Spirit with him. 
Much of his prophetic writings stemmed from deep personal experience; 
suffering, rejection, persecution, and afterwards, kingly glory. For 
instance, in Ps.69, he cries to God for deliverance from the dire trouble 
into which he had been brought by persecution. But principally, the psalm 
depicts the sufferings of the Messiah. Note, however, that verse 5 cannot 
apply to the Lord Jesus, and verse 21 does not seem to relate to David's 
own experience but the sufferings of the Saviour on the cross. This psalm, 
although written by David, is attributed to the Holy Spirit in Acts 1:15-20. 
Peter said to the early disciples, "Brethren, it was needful that the scripture 
should be fulfilled, which the Holy Spirit spake before by the mouth of 
David concerning Judas. . . . Let his habitation be made desolate, and let 
no man dwell therein". It would seem that the writer, moved by the Holy 
Spirit, took up his pen to record the Lord's dealings with him and in so 
doing was carried away by the same Spirit to write things which were 
beyond his understanding. Another Old Testament prophecy attributed in 
the New Testament to the Holy Spirit as well as David is Ps.2, the first two 
verses of which are quoted in Acts 4:25,26. Divine inspiration can also be 
clearly seen in Ps.22. David begins to pour out his soul to the Lord as 
poetically he records his personal trials, but the expressions he is led of 
the Holy Spirit to use are exactly fitted to describe the sufferings of the 
Christ, and readily spring to mind when, at the Remembrance of our 
blessed Lord week by week, we search for words adequate to describe 
what He passed through on the cross in accomplishing our salvation. 

Among the sublime Messianic prophecies are the words of David, "The 
LORD saith unto my Lord, Sit Thou at My right hand, until I make Thine 
enemies Thy footstool" (Ps.110:1). Sadly enough, when the Messiah 
Himself was here in the flesh, His contemporaries had no appreciation of 
such things. They were in no doubt that the Christ is the son of David, but 
how David could speak of Him as Lord was beyond their comprehension 
(Matt.22:41-46). Whatever may have been David's understanding of the 
One who was to come, he was conscious, at least in 
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later life, that he was instrumental in the writing of Holy Scripture, for 
among his last words he wrote, "The Spirit of the LORD spake by me, and 
His word was upon my tongue" (2 Sam.23:2). Peter, in his first epistle, 
tells us that David and the other Old Testament prophets "testified 
beforehand the sufferings of the Christ, and the glories that should follow 
them". This they did by the Spirit of Christ which was in them and they 
desired intensely to know when these things should be. Although such 
knowledge was withheld from them, it was revealed that they wrote for 
the blessing of future generations (1 Pet.1:10-12). The Holy Spirit's 
gracious work has ensured that we are able to enjoy the fruits of the 
labours of God's faithful servants of past ages. 

Much of the Old Testament is historical and some of it was written by 
men whose names are unknown to us. They sat down with pen in hand to 
record the events of their time, but the result was different from secular 
history, for the Holy Spirit was overseeing what they wrote. It was His 
function to ensure absolute accuracy and the selection of the material that 
was needed for God's sovereign purpose in the conveyance of His will to 
men. Perhaps a loyal Israelite would have preferred to omit from his scroll 
some of the shameful happenings of his time, but he would find himself 
constrained by a Power greater than himself to commit such things 
faithfully to writing so that they might remain as a divine warning to 
future generations. 

In the New Testament we read of some who spoke under the control of 
the Holy Spirit (Lk.1:67; Lk.2:25-32; Acts 4:8). But for the most part He 
took up apostles who write this part of the Bible. They were specially 
endowed for the task. The Lord told the "eleven" that the Comforter, the 
Holy Spirit, would teach them, bring to their remembrance the Lord's 
words, guide them into all the truth and declare to them the things which 
were to come (Jn 14:26; Jn 16:13). The Comforter is also called, 
significantly, the Spirit of Truth, and it is in this capacity that He bears 
witness to the Lord Jesus (Jn 15:26). Peter must have felt greatly honoured 
to be able to say to the Jewish Council, "And we are witnesses of these 
things; and so is the Holy Spirit" (Acts 5:32). Peter and the other apostles 
were charged with speaking in the name of Jesus of Nazareth, but their 
words were the same as those of the Holy Spirit, words which were "the 
Truth" and could not be gainsaid. The experience of the apostle Paul 
differed from that of the "eleven". He certainly received a revelation direct 
from the Lord Himself, but of necessity it was at a later time, not disclosed 
in Scripture. Paul says, "The gospel which was preached by me... is not 
after man. For neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but it 
came to me through revelation of Jesus Christ" 
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(Gal.1:12). It was these men, in this Spirit, who wrote the New Testament. 
No wonder it has changed the course of history! 

There is another aspect of the Holy Spirit's work which was vitally 
important in the giving of God's word to men, and it began before a word 
was written. Each writer was divinely chosen, long before his birth, to 
fulfil the role which was required of him in producing just that facet of 
truth which was his lot. For instance, of Jeremiah the Lord said, "Before 
thou earnest forth out of the womb I sanctified thee; I have appointed thee 
a prophet unto the nations" (Jer.1:5). Similar words were spoken about 
Isaiah (Isa.49:1) and the apostle Paul (Gal.1:15,16). The individual 
contributions of the writers reflect a variety of ages and cultural back-
grounds, yet they all voice, without any trace of discord, the character of 
God and His dealings with the human race. The ruler, the priest, the farm 
worker, the fisherman, the doctor, the tentmaker, all combine their 
obviously distinctive styles to give us the Word of God, divinely inspired 
in all its parts (2 Tim.3:16 AV and RSV). Thus there is seen a divine plan 
from eternal ages past, which was executed by the Holy Spirit, through 
men, to give to the human race the Creator's revelation of Himself so that 
"the wayfaring man . . . shall not err therein". 

As well as being the Author of Holy Scripture, the Holy Spirit is its 
Interpreter. He caused the oracles of God to be committed to human 
language and is perfectly fitted to help men to understand them. The Word 
of God is foolishness to the natural man (1 Cor.2:6-16) but there is a God-
given wisdom, a light which illuminates the sacred page for those who, 
being born again, are indwelt by the Holy Spirit. There is a sympathetic 
relationship between the inspired Word and the indwelling Spirit. We do 
not suggest that the Christian will have instantly revealed to him all the 
truths of Scripture, but as he reads and ponders and prays he will be taught 
of the Spirit. "He shall guide you into all the truth" (Jn 16:13). 

Fitly framed together 
By J. L. Ferguson, of Barrhead 

There are two New Testament occurrences of this expression. In 
Eph.4:16, "all the body" is viewed fitly framed and knit together. In 
conjunction with Christ, the Head, this is achieved through two things. In 
the first place, "through that which every joint supplieth". It is, of 
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course, impossible for every believer to help in supplying the needs of 
every living member of the Body. But there is a part for all believers to 
play in the fitly framing together of at least some members of the Body. In 
the second place, "according to the working in due measure of each 
several part". This contemplates the same process. Every believer is 
viewed as having a responsibility to contribute at least some "working in 
due measure". 

In this way the Body is said to "increase", the objective being "the 
building up of itself in love". It is the increase of edification, not of 
numerical strength. Members of the Church the Body, linked to the Head 
by an eternally inseparable bond, are looked to by the Saviour of the Body 
to minister to each other for general spiritual growth. To achieve this 
purpose He gave gifts and specific guidance as to where and how they were 
to function. Body membership is of itself an invisible unity. Members 
must declare themselves if they are to share in the increase or contribute to 
it. So the invisible unity had to have a counterpart in a visible unity; which 
leads us to the second use of the expression. 

In Eph.2:21 we read "each several building, fitly framed together, 
groweth into a holy temple in the Lord". We quote from the R.V.  Paul 
was writing to the church of God in Ephesus. Like the church of God in 
Corinth, and all the early churches, it was termed a building. Paul himself 
had laid the foundation during three years of patient labour. It comprised 
believers, converted in an idolatrous city, baptized into the Name and 
separated as disciples, as set out in Acts 19. The assembly was later 
described as a golden lampstand (Rev.1). At the time the Revelation was 
written it was one of seven such lampstands in the province of Asia, all 
churches of God, all grouped together. This was evidenced in the one 
book which sufficed for the messages to all. The church of God in 
Ephesus was in a fellowship of churches. Built on the foundation of the 
apostles and prophets, in whose ministry Christ Jesus was the chief 
Corner-stone, Ephesus was thus fitly framed with the other churches of 
God in the great link-up of the early testimony. They were forming a holy 
temple in the Lord. 

It was evidently the divine plan that in these local assemblies the gifts of 
the Body should function and thus the members of the Body should 
increase and develop spiritually. But the assemblies were not independent 
units of testimony, unconnected groups of Christians. On the contrary they 
were in a unity worthy of the One Body. The church of God in Corinth, 
for example, was called into a Fellowship which was wider than its own 
assembly borders (1 Cor.1:9; 2 Cor.1:1). 

Many readers will be aware of a textual problem in the Greek of 
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Eph.2:21. Should the reading be pasa he oikodome ('all the building' A.V.) 
or pasa oikodome ('every building' R.V.M.)? Textual scholars are 
marginally in favour of pasa oikodome as the best attested reading. The 
difficulty  in  translating  the phrase  is apparent from  the following 
renderings (there are many more) down the centuries:  
Wycliff   1380   "In whom eche bildynge made"  
Tyndale  1534     "In whom every bildynge coupled togedder"  
A.V.  1611     "In whom all the building fitly framed together"  
R.V.        1881     "In whom each several building fitly framed together" 
R.S.V.   1946    "In whom the whole structure is joined together" 
Phillips  1958    "In Him each separate piece of building, properly 
     fitting into its neighbour"  
N.E.B. 1961     "In Him the whole building is bonded together". 

These will suffice to illustrate the point.  
Westcott has no difficulty in supporting 'every' or 'each several'. To 

him, "This harmonious fitting together of the parts and the building up of 
the whole (v.22) are present and continuous processes. Each several 
building is incorporated in the whole and grows not by itself but with the 
whole".  

Alford has difficulties. "To a classical Greek ear, any other rendering of 
pasa oikodome than 'every building' seems preposterous enough. But 
'every building' here is quite out of place, inasmuch as the apostle is 
clearly speaking of but one vast building, the mystical Body of Christ". 
But is he? Did Paul write only of the unity of the Body? Did he not write 
also of the unity of the churches? 

Whichever translation is accepted it seems to us that the sense is the 
same. Paul viewed the churches of God, built by men on the foundation of 
the apostles and prophets, as integrated into a fitly framed structure, 
whether regard is had to the resultant overall building, or the several parts 
which went to make it. Thus it may be viewed as 'all the building' as in the 
A.V.; which has regard to all the churches as fitly framed by the apostles' 
teaching into one thing for God in divine testimony. Or it may be viewed 
as 'each several building' as in the R.V.; thus having regard to the 
individual churches which when fitly framed together in divine testimony 
with other churches of God, formed one unified spiritual structure, a holy 
temple in the Lord. And this temple stands related to the people of God, 
seen collectively in divine worship and service, just as the spiritual house 
is "for a holy priesthood" in 1 Pet.2:5 (RVM); whereas the "mystical Body 
of Christ" to which Alford refers is a Church of individual believers and 
as such has no collective, visible expression. 

We invite the attention of all our readers to this basic New Testament 
truth, that not only does God view believers as fitly framed together as 
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members of the Body of Christ, but He desires that those members of the 
Body who are alive on the earth at any one time should be together in 
divine testimony; not scattered through all the sects, but in churches of 
God fitly framed together by bonds of adherence to the apostles' teaching, 
the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Pentecostal Blessing 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

It was given by God on the first Lord's day of this age of grace. We do not 
here refer to the gift of tongues or to baptism in the Holy Spirit which 
occurred on that day, but to the divine plan outlined by Peter under the 
guidance of the newly-given Holy Spirit. It is a blessing which all 
Christians should accept without question; it is a plan for all Christians to 
adopt. 

The Lord Jesus was raised from the dead on the first day of the week. 
Fifty days later the Holy Spirit was to descend from heaven, and this He did 
on a Lord's day, the day of Pentecost. This was the day a multitude heard a 
restored, divinely energized Peter proclaim the message to which over 
3,000 souls responded. Drawing on Old Testament quotations from Joel 
and David, he appealed with ringing tones, to "Ye men of Judea, and all ye 
that dwell at Jerusalem" (Acts 2:14) to recognize the momentous truth that 
God's approved Man, Jesus of Nazareth, had conquered death and the 
grave, and was now glorified in heaven (Acts 2:23,24,34). Then came the 
great challenge. "Let all the house of Israel. . . know assuredly, that God 
hath made Him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom ye crucified" 
(v.36). 

What a culmination to a power-filled message! What an example to 
preachers of the word today! There are no limitations or restrictions to this 
message. Peter proclaims clearly and unequivocally that Jesus is Saviour, 
Lord and King. The Man of the Cross (Jesus), is also the King of the 
Throne (Christ), and Master Supreme (Lord). There was no partial 
acceptance on the part of those who heard. They did not claim the 
forgiveness of sins through faith in Jesus, and then go on their way to 
follow their own plan. But these redeemed hearts felt the full impact of the 
Spirit's message through Peter, and they received it with its full 
consequences that Jesus was to become their Lord: "They then that 
received his word were baptized" (Acts 2:41). About 3,000 people did this.  
What is involved in the word "received"? It means that they 
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welcomed, approved, accepted, and took fully, the truth contained in 
Peter's words that Jesus was Lord and Christ. No wonder there was such a 
mighty response on the part of these redeemed, obedient souls to be 
baptized. And the same willingness was manifested in their embracing 
and implementing the rest of the divine plan in their individual and 
collective lives. This, then, is the plan:— 

(1) They that received his word 
(2) were baptized: 
(3) and there were added about 3,000 souls, 
(4) and they continued steadfastly in the apostles' teaching, 
(5) and fellowship, 
(6) in the breaking of bread, 
(7) and the prayers (Acts 2:41,42). 

These were the seven foundation stones connected with the first church 
of God of this era. There are no excuses to be found here for not being 
baptized in water; for not being associated with the divine dwelling-place 
; or for not remembering the Lord as He requested. In their first love these 
early disciples were determined to have and to enjoy this Pentecostal 
blessing. So they were found to be experiencing gladness, praising God 
(Acts 2:46,47); they were of one heart and soul (Acts 5:32); the word of 
God increased, and the number of the disciples multiplied (Acts 6:7); and 
the outcome was peace, edification, and walking in the fear of the Lord 
(Acts 9:31). 

In conclusion we would like to stress that it is one thing to share a 
common salvation (Jude 1:3), which all in the Body of Christ do and can 
enjoy. But it is quite another thing to comply with the divine plan outlined 
by Peter on the day of Pentecost. How do these truths affect us? Are we 
prepared to follow the seven principles laid down in Acts 2:41,42, and 
thus share in Pentecostal blessing? 

Those interested in these questions are invited to write for helpful 
literature obtainable from our Publishing Office. The address is at the foot 
of the back page. 

Look therefore carefully how ye walk, 
not as unwise, but as wise; redeeming 
the time, because the days are evil. Wherefore 
be ye not foolish, but understand what the 
will of the Lord is. 

(Eph.5:15-17) 
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The Kingdom of God 

By John Drain, of Derby 

(contd. from page 13) 

At this point we wish to observe that a reigning king chosen from the 
people was not necessary to the existence of the kingdom of God. Over 
half a millennium elapsed from the Exodus until the crisis in the time of 
Samuel when the people clamoured for a king from among themselves. 
They wanted to be like the nations around them. Saul was given the throne 
but he was not a spiritual man, and God rejected him. Then the Lord raised 
up a man after His own heart, a man in the kingly line of Judah. For forty 
years David sat on the throne of the kingdom of the Lord over Israel. Forty 
years later the kingdom was divided so as to form the two-tribed kingdom 
of Judah and the ten-tribed kingdom of Israel. After the split, kingship 
continued in Judah for nearly four hundred years. The last but one king to 
sit on the throne was Jehoiachin, a man whose wickedness drew forth the 
divine veto on human succession to the throne of David. "O earth, earth, 
earth, hear the word of the LORD. Thus saith the LORD , Write ye this man 
childless, a man that shall not prosper in his days: for no man of his seed 
shall prosper, sitting upon the throne of David, and ruling any more in 
Judah" (Jer.22:29,30). 

Zedekiah, the last king of Judah, was not Jehoiachin's son. He was his 
brother and was raised to the throne by Nebuchadnezzar. When, therefore, 
the seventy years of the captivity in Babylon ended and the Spirit-stirred 
remnant returned to Jerusalem and Judah to rebuild the house of God and 
to restore its services according to the covenant of the Lord in the law of 
Moses, this named and numbered people did not have a king reigning over 
them. There was no-one who could ascend the throne. But that this people 
was God's kingdom, subject to His authority and rule, is made manifest in 
the historical records of Ezra and Nehemiah and in the prophetical 
utterances of Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi. This truth will be seen also 
in later developments of this article. It may be enough to say here that the 
service of God's house is the service of His kingdom. 

Though it was not necessary to the existence of the kingdom of God 
that there should be a human king reigning it was necessary that con-
stitutional arrangements be made to ensure that the rule of God among 
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His people should be enforced. For this purpose the Lord commanded that 
responsible men, who would be the representatives of the Throne of God, 
would be identified to teach and to administer His law. Not all these men 
had the same ability and the same responsibility but all had the same 
solemn accountability to God. These men had responsibility in localized 
action, but provision was made to cope with problems which were too 
difficult for local solution. Such matters were to be referred to those who 
had wider knowledge and experience. Thus the Lord intended that in all 
matters His rule would be effectively and righteously administered. For 
references to these matters readers are invited to consult Deut.1:12-18; 
Deut.16:18-20; Deut.17:1-13. 

The history of the kingdom of God in Old Testament times confirms 
that God was greatly disappointed with His people. With amazing 
patience and love and power He worked with them to produce in their 
lives and service the response which would have been to His glory and to 
their blessing. The words of Isa.5 graphically depict how the Lord was 
affected, "What could have been done more to My vineyard, that I have 
not done in it? wherefore, when I looked that it should bring forth grapes, 
brought it forth wild grapes? . .. For the vineyard of the LORD of hosts is 
the house of Israel, and the men of Judah His pleasant plant: and He 
looked for judgment, but behold oppression; for righteousness, but behold 
a cry" (Isa.5:4,7). 

A salient feature of Old Testament prophecy was the promise of the 
coming of the Christ, the Anointed One of God. He would be of the seed 
of the woman, the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of Judah, in the family of 
David. He would be King, Prophet and Priest. "When the fulness of the 
time came, God sent forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the law" 
(Gal.4:4). His earthly ministry of revealing God the Father and His 
purposes was confined to the borders of Israel but the work which He 
came to accomplish had world-wide implications. The coming of Christ, 
the Son of God, to earth was an important crisis in the purposes of God, 
and it held particular significance for the Israel people. From the 
commencement of His public ministry it was evident that Christ was to be 
a despised and rejected Man. The officers of His bitter opponents the 
Pharisees exclaimed, "Never man so spake". "The multitudes were 
astonished at His teaching: for He taught them as One having authority, 
and not as their scribes". But despite such impact the great Prophet was 
despised. 

Near the end of His public ministration this lovely Man was seen 
entering the city of Jerusalem. Prophecy was being fulfilled in that event. 
The promised King of David's family approached the capital city borne 
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by a colt the foal of an ass. The scripture being fulfilled said, "Rejoice 
greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: behold, thy 
King cometh unto thee: He is just, and having salvation; lowly, and riding 
upon an ass, even upon a colt the foal of an ass" (Zech.9:9). What a sight 
this must have been for "The Father on His sapphire throne" and for "The 
angel armies of the sky"! But the great King was rejected. 

Ride on, ride on, in majesty, In 
lowly pomp ride on to die. 

Some hours after His amazing entrance on the colt into Jerusalem the 
King-Messiah walked out of the city with a heavy cross laid on His flesh-
furrowed, lacerated back. He walked out voluntarily to die. He had been 
rejected. At the third hour of the morning, to the fiendish delight of His 
enemies and under the barrage of their raucous sneers and insults, Jesus of 
Nazareth was lifted up on the cross He had carried. Six hours later there 
was lifted an abnormal darkness which for three hours had enveloped 
Golgotha. On the centre cross men saw bowed in death the blood-stained 
body. An identification title said, "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the 
Jews". "Jesus" indeed and "King" indeed, but He who was sent to save His 
people from their sins, He who was Jehovah the King was despised and 
rejected by those to whom He came. 

We have referred to the fact that the rejection of Christ by Israel 
manifested itself early in His public ministry. But He who knew the end 
from the beginning did not at any time deviate from the way of God's will 
for Him. He was the faithful Witness. As the final act of rejection drew 
near we see and hear the Lord Jesus in what was a solemn crisis in His 
ministry. We refer readers to Matt.21. We think of the Lord standing 
between two groups of people. (1) There was the nation of Israel 
represented by its acknowledged leaders. (2) There was the little flock 
composed of His disciples, men who had heard His call to follow Him and 
who had by faith obeyed. We view the Lord also as standing between two 
dispensations. The old dispensation which began at Mount Sinai and 
which at its inauguration witnessed overwhelming displays of the great-
ness and power, the righteousness and holiness of Jehovah, whose voice 
shook the earth, this dispensation was vanishing under divine rejection. Its 
closing scenes included the Mount Golgotha with its Roman cross to 
which was transfixed the Man who was Jehovah Incarnate, the silent 
Sufferer whose "visage was so marred more than any man, and His form 
more than the sons of men" (Isa.52:14). But His death was not just that of 
a Man who was rejected by men. Nor did He die just because of loyalty to 
His principles. His death was that of the great Sin-bearer, appointed in 
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the counsels of Deity before the foundation of the world, foretold and 
foreshadowed in the developing revelation of God to mankind. 

On the cross, His will unshaken, 
Dying, outcast, crushed, alone; 
Visage marred, by God forsaken, 
There for sinners to atone.  

At Golgotha we see the sacrificial Victim of a new covenant which God 
was about to introduce, a covenant which would be eternal and which 
would offer blessings, privileges and responsibilities which never before 
had been enjoyed by men and women. Within the framework of this 
covenant lay a new dispensation of divine dealings, a dispensation in 
which would be fulfilled things unique in the purposes of God, but a 
dispensation which would see also fresh and remarkable manifestations of 
the house of God and the kingdom of God. 

In this crisis of His ministry the Lord made two solemn pronounce-
ments, one of judgement because of rejection and one of promise because 
of reception. Christ said to the representatives of the Israel nation, "The 
kingdom of God shall be taken away from you". This was divine 
judgement. "And shall be given to a nation bringing forth the fruits 
thereof". This was divine promise. Because of its rejection of Christ, the 
Israel nation was to lose its place of special privilege and function in 
divine purpose. But the conception and expression of the kingdom of God 
on earth were not to perish. That which Israel was to forfeit was to be 
given to another nation. Next month (D.V.) we very briefly trace the 
origins of that new nation. 

(to be continued) 

 
Question and Answer 
"We may have a strong encouragement, who have fled for refuge to lay 
hold of the hope set before us" (Heb.6:18). Does this hope refer to the 
coming again of the Lord Jesus Christ? 

(a) The hope set before the people of God in Hebrews is described in 
chapters 3 and 4. Today, as in Moses' day, the hope was of entering 
into the rest of God's house (Heb.3:11,18; Heb.4:1,3-11). To enter 
into this 
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promised rest requires a holding fast, boldness and diligence, in spite 
of trials and difficulties. If we should succumb to unbelief and be 
hardened by the deceitfulness of sin we shall forfeit the hope set 
before us and lose our place in God's house. Perhaps the difficulty in 
Heb.6 is the unusual thought of our hope entering into the holies, but 
on reflection is it not most reassuring that the One who Himself has 
gone into the holies in heaven with His own blood is the One in 
whom our hope resides? When therefore we enter the holies to 
worship God the highest aspiration of our being is realized, we enjoy 
to the full the rest of God's house, our hope is rewarded. 

L. B. 

(b) I had not thought of the hope in Heb.6:18 as being the hope of entering 
into the rest of God's house, but rather the hope which can be enjoyed 
by those who today are in God's house. In the past the hope of the 
children of Israel was their high priest. He entered the holies as the 
representative of the people. He carried them symbolically on his 
shoulders and on his breast. The hope of the people was pinned on 
their high priest. His acceptance meant their acceptance before God. 
He bore the judgement of the children of Israel and he bore "the 
iniquity of the holy things, which the children of Israel shall hallow in 
all their holy gifts, and it shall be always upon his forehead, that they 
may be accepted before the LORD". 

Those who are in God's house today have as their Hope the 
glorious Person of the Son of God in all the value of His Person, 
work and office. He as the Forerunner has entered into that which 
is within the veil. He is there for us and in His acceptance we are 
assured of our acceptance before God. Our hope is better than 
that enjoyed by the Israel people because of the infinite superiority 
of the Son of God. The hope of Heb.6:18 is not the blessed hope 
of the Lord's return to take to Himself all who are in the Church 
the Body. J. D. 
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Voices from the Past 

The Entrance (3) 

The object of the breaking of the loaf is that we may have brought back to 
our minds things we already know about the Lord Jesus Christ. Those 
who are gathered by the Holy Spirit to break the loaf are those whom He 
has previously taught; having taken of the things of Christ and shown 
them to us beforehand. We come together as those who possess a heart 
knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ. Inasmuch as He took a loaf and gave 
thanks and brake it on the night of His betrayal, we are reminded by the 
loaf and by the thanksgiving and the breaking, of Himself. We have 
brought back to our remembrance what we have already learnt about the 
Lord Jesus Christ. This is in part a knowledge of His work and of His 
death; of His resurrection and of the place to which God has raised Him at 
His own right hand. But it is chiefly and firstly a knowledge of Himself. 

The one who assays to lead the assembly in this blessed act of divine 
service takes on him a solemn responsibility, but we greatly fear that there 
are not a few who by shirking this burden rob themselves grievously and 
are impoverished spiritually in a way they little imagine. 

In giving thanks for the loaf and for the cup the one who speaks to God 
on behalf of his brethren and sisters in the holy priesthood should do so in 
such a manner that all may be able to say Amen with the spirit and with 
the understanding. He must not try and teach his brethren or say things 
that are beyond the measure of their spiritual attainments. It is his blessed 
privilege to put into such words as may be supplied to him by the Holy 
Spirit the thanksgiving and praise which naturally come from those who 
have the Lord Jesus Christ brought afresh to their hearts' remembrance. 

In other words, we come together on the Lordly morning like the man 
of Deut.26:1-11. We bring to the Lord what He has already given us. We 
come into His presence with what we already possess to tell Him how 
good He has been to us and to speak well to Him of His great Gift, the Lord 
Jesus Christ. 

We do not come to teach one another nor to learn from one another. It 
is by the symbols, the bread and the wine, that we are reminded of what 
we have previously learnt from the Holy Scriptures. 

(From Needed Truth 1917, C. M. Luxmoore) 
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The Corruption of Power Comment by Torchlight 

"Power corrupts" is an oft-quoted adage. Now a new term has been coined 
which will go into the dictionaries as the classic synonym for the 
corruption of political power. The term 'Watergate' will henceforth call to 
mind one of the greatest governmental scandals in American history 
which drove President Nixon from the White House and brought shame 
and disillusion to a great nation. No doubt the background of the crisis 
and the lessons to be derived from it will be debated and analysed for 
decades. While many would wish to forget, a sensation-seeking Press will 
not let be. When the anticipated memoirs of ex-President Nixon are 
published controversy will be rekindled and fuel added to the fire. 

We refer to the subject here with some reluctance. We do so because 
the crisis not only exposed the relentless pressures of political intrigue but 
was also a modern demonstration of the frailty of human nature, and 
striking confirmation of the Biblical doctrine of man. This aspect of the 
Watergate scandal has been ably reviewed by one of the five men closest 
to ex-President Nixon throughout these shattering events. 

In his remarkable Born Again (Hodder and Stoughton, 1976, £4.95), 
Charles W. Colson graphically describes his climb to the summit of 

U.S.A. politics. At the age of forty 
he was appointed Special Counsel 
to the President, and was the 
architect of the landslide re-election 
of Richard Nixon to the Presidency 
of the United States in 1972. As the 
Votes kept piling up in Nixon's 
favour on election night, and 
victory was assured, the President 
warmly congratulated him, "It was 
your strategy", he said, "and it's a 
landslide". This was   the   
fulfilment   of   Colson's 
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fondest dream. But instead of the elation which victory should have 
brought, a strange deadness of spirit which, try as he would he could not 
shake off, settled over him. From that point the story moves on until at 
last he found peace and fulfilment by a commitment to Christ. 

Born Again is a moving story with an honest ring. It makes compulsive 
reading. In December 1973, as the Watergate crisis mounted and the net 
was closing around the President and his associates, this headline 
appeared in a leading Washington newspaper, "Colson makes a decision 
for Christ". There was the usual sneer. Was this a cover-up, a gimmick? 
Time would tell. The events which followed brought severe challenges to 
the new convert. How he met them, and the prison sentence which 
followed, Colson tells with transparent simplicity. 

Looking back on the crisis which reversed the whole course of his life, 
Colson makes this penetrating comment: 
"Were Mr Nixon and his men more evil than any of their predecessors? 
That they brought the nation Watergate is a truth. But is it not only part of 
a larger truth — that all men have the capacity for both good and evil, and 
the darker side of man's nature can always prevail in any human being? If 
people believe that just because one bunch of rascals are run out of office 
all the ills which have beset a nation are over, then the real lesson of this 
ugly time will have been missed — and that delusion could be the greatest 
tragedy of all. Watergate has raised many questions. Can humanism ever 
be the answer for our society? There is an almost sanctified notion that 
man can do anything if he puts his will to it. That was once my credo. 
Having seen through Watergate how vulnerable man can be, I no longer 
believe I am master of my own destiny. I need God. . . . "  This is the 
witness of both Scripture and history. What Colson learned from bitter 
experience Paul set out in stark detail in the early chapters of his epistle to 
the Romans. 

Colson devotes 7 chapters of Born Again to describing conditions and 
routine in the maximum-security prisons where he served his sentence. 
This is a chilling part of the record. The unbelievable squalor and the 
hopelessness which reduced men to "empty shells" left its mark on the 
former proud White House "hatchet man". Divine grace broke through 
and he was able gradually to surmount the distrust and hostility of his 
fellow-inmates and witness effectively for his Saviour. 

Since his release Colson has devoted much of his time to the ministry of 
the gospel in federal prisons and to giving practical help to released 
prisoners in obtaining suitable employment. 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (3) His work in Old Testament times 

By L. A. Hickling, of Derby 

In these days the Holy Spirit is given to persons who truly put faith in the 
Lord Jesus Christ as their Saviour (Eph.1:13); and He continues to dwell 
in them throughout their lives (Jn 14:16). He did not indwell men in the 
same way in Old Testament times, nevertheless His operation is seen on 
this earth throughout the course of history. 

We learn from Gen.1:2 that before man was created the energy of the 
Holy Spirit was manifested. The earth, created by God to be the habitation 
of man, was waste and void, a place of darkness. Then, we are told, 

". . . and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters." No 
details are given, but His movement there was preparatory to the acts of 
God in making a new thing, an environment suitable for the man He was 
going to create. And so it is, that every work of God, be it in past ages or 
today, begins with a movement of the Holy Spirit. 

The first pair were created and put into the environment God had 
provided for them, but because of disobedience their communion with 
God was spoiled and they forfeited their place in the garden. Children 
were born and men multiplied on the face of the earth. As they increased 
in numbers they increased in wickedness. We read, 
"The wickedness of man was great in the earth, and . . . every imagination 
of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually" (Gen.6:5). God saw 
it and it grieved Him at His heart, yet in spite of all, His love reached out 
to men and His desire was that they should be reconciled to Him. So the 
Spirit strove with them to convict them of their wickedness and to guide 
them into right ways. They were not responsive and God said that His 
Spirit would not strive with man for ever. The day came when judgement 
fell and men learnt the consequences of their failure to pay heed to the 
strivings of the Spirit of God. Only Noah listened to the warnings and 

"prepared an ark to the saving of his house; through which he 
condemned the world, and became heir of the righteousness which 
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is according to faith" (Heb.11:7). 
After the deluge, the mass of men again went their own way but it is 

evident that there were those who responded to the voice of the Spirit and 
God maintained a race of men who were led by the Spirit. Isaac was one 
such and Joseph was another. The fact of such leading was evident in the 
lives of these men. It was not the observation of a single incident that 
prompted Pharaoh to say of Joseph, 
"Can we find such a one as this, a man in whom the Spirit of God is?" 
(Gen.41:38). The fruit of the Spirit in a man's life is apparent in any age. 

As time went on and God was working out His purposes He chose a 
people amongst whom He could dwell. Isa.63:11 tells that He put His 
Holy Spirit in the midst of them, and in Neh.9, where the dealings of God 
with Israel are under review, we read "Thou gavest also Thy good Spirit 
to instruct them". If they had heeded the guidance of the Spirit they could 
have realized to the full the blessings that God had for them, 

"But they rebelled, and grieved His Holy Spirit: therefore He was 
turned to be their Enemy, and Himself fought against them" 
(Isa.63:10). 

The oversight of God's people called for men fitted for leadership and 
the men who were marked out by God for this were those in whom the 
Spirit of God worked. God's house was associated with His people and 
the building of the house needed craftsmen who could faithfully carry out 
the pattern given. This work, no less than that of leadership, needed men 
guided and fitted by the Spirit, as, for example, Bezalel, a man called by 
name and filled with the Spirit of God 

"to work in all manner of workmanship" (Ex.31:5). 
The days of the judges were sad days of departure from God, and Israel 

was persecuted by enemies as a result. When the people cried to God in 
their oppression He had men upon whom He could lay His hand to be 
saviours of the people and by the power of His Spirit they were able to do 
their appointed work. For eight years the children of Israel served 
Cushan-rishathaim. God gave them Othniel to be their saviour, but before 
he went out to meet the oppressor 

"The Spirit of the LORD came upon him" (Jdgs.3:10). Again, because 
of their wrongdoing a great horde of Midianites, as locusts for multitude, 
came against the children of Israel and again they cried unto the Lord. 
This time He chose Gideon and commanded him: 

"Go . . . and save Israel from the hand of Midian" (Jdgs.6:14). He was 
not equipped to go in his own strength, but the Spirit of the Lord came 
upon him and the resulting conquest of the many by the few is well 
known. 
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In Samson is portrayed the weakness of a man without the Spirit of 
God. Before any of his great deeds were done "the Spirit of the LORD 
began to move him" and, later, "the Spirit of the LORD came mightily 
upon him". In that might he did his great works; he rent the lion, smote the 
men of Ashkelon and burst the bands that bound him. How sad was the 
contrast when the Lord was departed from him! He said: 

"I will go out as at other times",  
but the strength was not there and he became the gazing-stock of his 
enemies. Mere human strength cannot avail, either in that day or in this. 

The first of Israel's kings had a similar experience. Time was when God 
was with Saul and the Spirit of the Lord came mightily upon him. But by 
disobedience he grieved the Spirit and He departed from him (1 
Sam.16:14). Afterwards Saul tasted the bitter consequences. 

When David was anointed in the midst of his brethren: 
"The Spirit of the LORD came mightily upon David from that day 
forward" (1 Sam.16:13). We see very much evidence of the working of 
the Spirit in his life, but he realized the sad possibility of the Spirit being 
taken from him. Hence his confession after his grievous sin, 
"Cast me not away from Thy presence; and take not Thy Holy Spirit from 
me" (Ps.51:11). Today our disobedience does not result in the Holy Spirit 
being taken away from us but it is still possible to grieve or to quench the 
One who has His dwelling-place within. 

An important aspect of the working of the Holy Spirit in Old Testament 
times was His speaking through the prophets, 
"For no prophecy ever came by the will of man: but men spake 
from God, being moved by the Holy Spirit" (2 Pet.1:21). 
God spoke through the men He had chosen. They were moved by the 
Spirit and they spoke words given by Him. These words we have in our 
written record and we accept them as given by the inspiration of God. 

The continued disobedience of God's people to His revealed will led to 
their captivity and exile, just as the inspired words of the prophets had 
predicted. So for 70 years they were in Babylon and the house of God was 
in ruins. But again the Spirit of God worked and some were moved to go 
up to Jerusalem to begin the rebuilding of the house. The beginning was 
made with vigour but with the passage of time persecution and 
materialism took their toll and hindered the work until God's Spirit 
through the prophets and the leaders stirred them to fresh activity and to 
the achievement of their purpose. 

So, even before the great outpouring at Pentecost the activities of men 
evidenced the working of the Holy Spirit who abode with them. 
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"The Spirit of truth: whom the world cannot receive; for it beholdeth 
Him not, neither knoweth Him; ye know Him; for He abideth with 
you, and shall be in you" (Jn 14:17). 

In the later days of the Old Testament revelation in Holy Scripture, 
there is a striking scene brought before the prophet Zechariah; one which 
illuminated for every age a principle of God's dealings with men. As the 
prophet observed the golden lampstand with its seven lamps, from the 
angel he heard, "This is the word of the LORD . . . not by might, nor by 
power; but by My Spirit, saith the LORD of Hosts" (Zech.4:1-6). The One 
who is entitled the Eternal Spirit (Heb.9:14) has a unique and abiding role 
as the divine Agent of the triune God in enabling and energizing the 
accomplishment of the purpose of grace. This reaches from the earliest 
times, as we have shown, through the triumph of the redemptive work of 
Christ and on into the eternal day. 

How is Your Heart? 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

In many Western countries heart attacks are still considered by doctors to 
be the number one killer of people. Without our knowing, our hearts can 
be diseased, failing, or otherwise unsound. On the other hand symptoms 
can indicate heart weakness, and a variety of medical tests will quickly 
reveal the extent of the problem. Advice or treatment is then outlined for 
the patient's benefit. Heart examination, therefore, can prove to be a good 
thing from a physical, and likewise a spiritual, standpoint. 

The longest psalm in the Bible is the one hundred and nineteenth, and it 
consists of a wonderful variety of prayers by a sensitive, godly man. One of 
his requests is for a sound heart. "Let my heart be sound in Thy statutes", 
he cries (Ps.119:80, AV). He was asking for a heart that was clean, full of 
integrity, truth, sincerity, and entire: a spiritually-healthy heart indeed, 
and is in contrast to the "fat as grease" heart of the proud (Ps.119:70). 
From a spiritual viewpoint this psalmist would instruct us that to maintain 
a healthy heart we should avoid pride, mischief, and unbelief. 

Our hearts are the seat of our affections, the very centre of things. The 
Hebrew word for heart is leb, meaning the centre of everything. Our 
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hearts must have spiritual protection; that is why the breastplate is 
mentioned as part of the whole armour of God (Eph.6). The helmet of 
salvation is to protect the mind; the breastplate of righteousness is for the 
heart. In Israel an ephod of gold, blue, purple, scarlet and fine twined linen 
was made for the high priest. Made from the same five materials, which 
might speak of Christ in His divine glory, His heavenly character, His 
majesty, His humiliation, and His pure life, was the breastplate. On it were 
names of the children of Israel according to their tribes, which can teach 
us the importance of heart service to the Lord; while on the shoulder 
pieces of the ephod were their names according to birth, which indicates 
to us the truth of security in the strength of the Lord Jesus. The breastplate 
and the shoulder pieces were joined by golden chains, showing a precious 
divine link between salvation (shoulder pieces) and service (the 
breastplate). The two should be inseparable in the life of the disciple. 

For Israel's benefit it is written: "And Aaron shall bear the names of the 
children of Israel in the breastplate of judgement upon his heart. . . and 
Aaron shall bear the judgement of the children of Israel upon his heart 
before the LORD continually" (Ex.28:29,30). For us it is encouraging to 
remember that 

"On His heart our names are graven, 
On His shoulders we are borne. 
For His sake the Father loves us; 

Praise becomes us in return".  
Secure in Him and in His love, may our hearts respond with service, 
fruitful and affectionate. 

David was commended by God for having it in his heart to build the 
divine dwelling-place. "Thou didst well that it was in thine heart", said the 
Lord (1 Kgs.8:18). Solomon received largeness of heart, wisdom, and 
understanding exceeding much at the beginning of his glorious reign. At 
the end of his reign we have this sad commentary: "And the LORD was 
angry with Solomon, because his heart was turned away from the LORD, 
the God of Israel, which had appeared unto him twice, . . . Wherefore the 
LORD said unto Solomon ... I will surely rend the kingdom from thee, and 
will give it to thy servant" (1 Kgs.11:9-11). 

Today, the Lord wants obedience from our hearts to that form, or 
pattern, or mould of teaching which He has revealed to us for our life in 
the house of God (Rom.6:17). He does not want us to be carried away by 
the strange teachings and ideas of men, which are so prevalent today. He 
says, "for it is good that the heart be stablished by grace" (Heb.13:9). 
What does stablished mean? Simply, to be solid, firm, sure, concerning 
God's place and plan for you in the church of the living God, the pillar and 
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ground of the truth (1 Tim.3:16). It also means to set a steady pace for 
your feet in fellowship with others. This we can accomplish by being 
obedient to the truth; and being obedient involves listening attentively, 
and responding humbly. Can we be like the Israelite who was encouraged 
to look at the cord of blue which was to be attached to the border of his 
garment, and not go about "after your own heart and your own eyes", 
which could lead back to Egypt (Num.15:37-41)? We have a spiritual cord 
of blue which identifies us as a heavenly people. If our hearts are set on 
the realization that our citizenship is in heaven (Phil.3:20); that we are born 
from above (Jn 3:3); that we are living stones built up for a spiritual house 
(1 Pet.2:5); and that our Saviour is on the throne of heaven (Heb.12:2); it 
will discourage our eyes and hearts from wandering back into the world to 
spy out its pleasures (Num.15:39 RV margin). 

A Remarkable Family 

By A. H. Jones, of Barry 

During their long stay in Egypt, the Hebrews were reduced to slavery, and 
life became very difficult for them. But many more years were to elapse 
before the divine promise of deliverance would be fulfilled. In this 
difficult period two God-fearing souls married. For them the promises of 
God were sure and their posterity must receive the fulfilment of those 
promises. Their first child was a girl. Perhaps the birth of their second 
child, Aaron, took place about the time that an edict of the Pharaoh to the 
midwives demanded that Hebrew male children should be destroyed at 
birth. Acting in the fear of God, the midwives would not carry out those 
instructions. So a further command came from the throne. Every Hebrew 
male child was to be cast into the river. At this time a third child, a boy, 
was born. He was a goodly child and his parents Amram and Jochebed 
were not afraid of the king's commandment. God's promises were sure. 
The nation must be preserved for the day of redemption. Only eighty 
years more and those promises must be fulfilled. For three months his 
parents concealed the babe in the house. When this was no longer safe 
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they made an ark of bulrushes and hid him near the river. Those who act 
in faith can claim the promise "The LORD worketh for him that waiteth 
for Him". The daughter Miriam, now in her teens, was put to watch. She 
had been brought up in "the nurture and admonition of the Lord" and 
acted with wisdom and discretion when the hiding-place of her brother 
was discovered. Soon the babe, now called Moses, was restored to the 
family circle. 

It would seem that the parents would enjoy the presence of the babe in 
the home for only a few years, but it proved long enough for his mother to 
instil into him the fear of the Lord. The early years call for special care. 
This is appreciated in the physical realm. Christian parents do well to 
realize that the early period of a child's life can be used to great advantage 
in preparation for the future. Care needs to be taken that the young child 
learns the fear of the Lord. Then a high regard for truth and honesty needs 
to be instilled into young hearts. Precept alone will not avail. It is the 
power of example in detail that will have the desired effect in influencing 
the character of the child. Then this again needs to be linked with 
instruction regarding the Sacred Writings, for these make wise unto 
salvation. First impressions are not easily erased, and as the parents show 
example the child's mind will be impressed. 

The time arrived for Moses to leave the sheltered atmosphere of his 
parents' home. It was exchanged for the luxury of court life and the 
education of Egypt. In striking contrast, his brother Aaron takes his place 
with his fellow-Heb.in the brick-fields. Both were being prepared for 
future service. Their times were in God's hands. Their circumstances were 
planned by Him and in that godly home the conduct of the parents had its 
influence upon both young men, the one in the brickfield, the other in the 
palace. Young Christians do well to realize that if their lives are yielded to 
God He will overrule for good. "In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and 
He shall direct thy paths", whether those paths lead to the lecture room, 
the office, the factory, the farm or the mine. When Moses was a young 
man Egypt was at its peak. The standard of education would be judged to 
be of the highest but many theories and fables may have been mingled 
with it. Yet all that Egypt offered Moses never obliterated the lessons 
learned at his mother's knee. 

Christian parents who seek a straight way for their little ones need to 
instil divine principles into their young hearts. We are in the last days, and 
truth, honesty and gratitude are at a discount in the minds of men. The 
lack of these in human society today is having a serious influence, 
especially in the lives of adolescents. What is the antidote? It is what it has 
always been, faith in God and in His Word, which, instilled in early child- 
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hood will preserve the young from evil influences from any source and 
enable the young person to discern between good and evil, between the 
false and the true. 

The boys of today are the men of tomorrow. Moses in adult life refused 
to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter. He championed the Hebrew 
cause and killed an Egyptian. Discretion led him away to the land of 
Midian. The contemplative atmosphere of the shepherd's life opened the 
door for deeper knowledge of the great "I AM". The experience led on, as 
all such experiences should, to a call to service. His humility led him to 
decry his ability, but he responded to the divine call. Aaron, too, was 
ready to hear the voice of God and he readily obeyed the divine instruc-
tion to go and meet his brother. Surely, as they met, reminiscence of early 
days would find a place in their conversation and the godly influence of 
their parents would still yield fruit. The boys of the slaves' home now 
become the men who lead the people of God. 

The two brothers intercede with Pharaoh and after the ten plagues they 
lead the people to liberty to serve God. The Red Sea is crossed and we 
find the sister, Miriam, leading the women in praise. The influence in the 
home now reaches out to the nation. It has been said — 
"The slightest wave of influence set in motion, Extends and widens to the 
eternal shore". It is well to realize that this is true whether the influence be 
for good or evil. Whatever power we have to influence others let us use it 
to their blessing. 

As we follow the history of these three children of Amram and 
Jochebed, interwoven with the history of the people of Israel, we have 
further instruction. The relationship of the three seems to have been 
cordial for a long time. But Miriam was not pleased with her Cushite 
sister-in-law. A root of bitterness seems to have sprung up and it yielded 
sad fruit. Miriam gained the ear of Aaron and together they spoke against 
Moses. This was the only occasion when Miriam was faulted. "Dead flies 
cause the ointment of the perfumer to stink". "A little folly outweighs 
wisdom and honour". How often an exemplary life has been sadly marred 
by one act of foolishness! God intervenes and Miriam is stricken with 
leprosy. The graciousness of Moses' character stands out as he pleads for 
his sister, an example worthy of emulation. But the judgement falls on 
Miriam and although she is healed, all the people are hindered in their 
progress. Yes, the family life of the people of God has tremendous 
influence for good or ill upon their progress. Home life and assembly life 
are bound together. 

(contd. on page 48) 
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The Kingdom of God 

By John Drain, of Derby 

(contd. from page 31) 

At the beginning of His public ministry the Lord called to Him certain 
men. These men, drawn by a divine attraction, "left all, and followed 
Him". Their hearts were won by the lovely Man whom the many despised 
and rejected, and they became His sheep. On one occasion the Shepherd 
said to some Jews, "Ye believe not, because ye are not of My sheep. My 
sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me: and I give 
unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish ..." (Jn 10:26-28). It is 
important to observe that eternal life is given personally to each one who 
believes. The Lord referred also to His sheep as being a flock. This noun 
describes the sheep as gathered in one flock in collective subjection and 
obedience to the one Shepherd. It was to this flock that the Lord said, 
"Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you the 
kingdom" (Lk.12:32). We believe that these words identify the nation of 
which the Lord spoke (Matt.21:43). The kingdom of God, taken from 
Israel, was to be committed to the little flock of the disciples of the Lord 
Jesus. To individual believers is given eternal life and no believer in 
Christ can ever lose this gift. The kingdom of God is a collective 
endowment, and we shall see that forfeiture of its privileges is a solemn 
possibility. 

The harrowing and bewildering happenings in the crucifixion of Christ 
led to the temporary scattering of the little flock. Shortly before His death 
Christ said to His disciples, "All ye shall be offended in Me this night: for 
it is written, I will smite the Shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall be 
scattered abroad" (Matt.26:31). We notice that to the words of Zechariah, 
the Lord, by sovereign divine authority, added "of the flock", thus 
identifying the sheep that were to be scattered. Having uttered this 
prophetic announcement the Shepherd made a post-resurrection, reuniting 
appointment with His sheep. During forty days after His resurrection the 
Lord Jesus paid periodic visits to His disciples. One reason for these visits 
was to re-establish in the minds and hearts of His followers the 
responsibilities which were to be shouldered by them in the new 
dispensation soon to begin. We would here ask each reader to 
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consider carefully the question, What were the matters about which the 
Lord spoke to His disciples? There is, of course, no doubt whatever as to 
the answer. He was "speaking the things concerning the kingdom of God" 
(Acts 1:3). This is very clear in the word of God and it is greatly to be 
regretted that many children of God have refused to examine the 
implications of what is recorded. The Lord was preparing His men for 
their task. When the kingdom of God was founded at Sinai it was 
impressed deeply upon Moses that all things were to be done according to 
the word of God. Moses, a man instructed in all the wisdom of Egypt, was 
not permitted to introduce from his store of human knowledge any ideas 
for the fulfilment of God's purpose. Similarly, for the purposes of God to 
be effected in the new expression of the kingdom of God in the new 
dispensation the Lord told His disciples what was to be done and how and 
where they were to do it. 

For brevity's sake we now submit concisely six propositions concerning 
the kingdom about which the Lord instructed His disciples. 
(1) This kingdom is a divine kingdom. 
For many centuries there have been on earth kingdoms of human origin 
and ownership. This kingdom is of divine origin and ownership. It is the 
kingdom of God. It is on earth a kingdom for God. The conception of such 
a kingdom is in the mind of the divine Being and the implementation of the 
conception is in the activity of divine power. It is far removed from any 
thought of people just deciding to group for the purpose of some 
collective action. 
(2) It is a kingdom having a divine constitution. 
A kingdom requires a constitution to establish the rules by which will be 
determined the conduct, the rights, the privileges, the responsibilities of 
those who form the kingdom. In Israel of the old dispensation the 
constitution of the kingdom was embodied in the law given through 
Moses. By this instrument God ruled His people, denning their responsi-
bilities to the Lord Himself, to one another and to the nations around. In 
the present dispensation that which answers to the law of Moses is the 
Faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the teaching of the apostles and prophets 
which has been preserved for us and is presented to us in the New 
Testament Scriptures. The Faith covers every sphere of our lives and 
activities. It reveals the privileges of God's kingdom today and the 
responsibilities with which those privileges are linked. It is God's doctrine 
for His people and it shows the behaviour and conduct which are proper to 
the kingdom. 
(3) It is a kingdom embodying divine authority. 
On the occasion of one of His visits to the disciples during the forty-day 
period the Lord Jesus said, "All authority hath been given unto Me in 
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heaven and on earth. Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the 
nations, baptizing them . . . teaching them to observe all things whatsoever 
I commanded you . . ." (Matt.28:18-20). The lordship of Jehovah was 
emphasized at Sinai. On the mountain in Galilee that same authority was 
stressed but with more remarkable implications. To the Man who was 
despised all authority has been given. The authority of Jehovah is vested 
in Christ and by it He controls the kingdom of God. By the authority of 
the Lord divine rule operates in God's kingdom, and for this purpose men 
are raised up by the Holy Spirit to have responsibility in maintaining rule. 
Such men are referred to as elders and as overseers (see Acts 14:22,23; 
Acts 20:17,28; 1 Tim.3:1-7; 1 Pet.5:1,2). 

In our English Bibles we have several times the words "bishop" and 
"bishops". It may be helpful here to quote from the writings of three 
respected ecclestiastical dignatories. 

Dean Alford, "The episcopoi of the New Testament have officially 
nothing to do with our bishops. It would be better . . . always to render 
episkopous overseers. Thus we would avoid the chance of identifying it 
with a present and different office". 

Dr Lightfoot, "but what must be said of the term bishop? It has already 
been shown that in the apostolic writings the two (that is, bishop and 
presbyter) are only different designations of one and the same office". 

Dean Stanley, "It is as sure that nothing like modern episcopacy existed 
before the close of the first century, as it is that nothing like modern 
Presbyterianism existed after the beginning of the second". 

These observations carry considerable weight because of the identity 
and position of those who made them. 

(4) It is a kingdom expressing divine power. 
If a kingdom is to survive it must have not only the authority but also the 
power to deal with wrongs occurring within its territory. When writing his 
first epistle to the Corinthians the apostle Paul obviously felt the necessity 
of dealing with certain irregularities which had gained a foothold in the 
assembly. Early in the epistle he says. "For this cause have I sent unto you 
Timothy . . . who shall put you in remembrance of my ways which be in 
Christ, even as I teach everywhere in every church. Now some are puffed 
up . . . but I will come to you shortly, if the Lord will; and I will know, not 
the word of them which are puffed up, but the power. For the kingdom of 
God is not in word, but in power" (1 Cor.4:17-20). What Paul taught in 
every church was the Faith of our Lord Jesus Christ. This carried the 
authority of divine legislation, but it also gave the power to deal with evil. 
There was power to enforce the Faith. There could not be tolerated sin in 
the churches of God. 
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(5) It is a kingdom enjoying privileges of divine service. 
This service includes witness and worship. It was said to those disciples to 
whom the Lord spoke so much about the kingdom of God which they 
were shortly to become, "Ye shall be My witnesses". In his ascription of 
praise to the Lord in the opening words of the Revelation John said, "Unto 
Him that loveth us, and loosed us from our sins by His blood; and He 
made us to be a kingdom, to be priests unto His God and Father..." 
(Rev.1:5,6). 
(6) It is a kingdom manifesting divine characteristics. See Rom.14:17-18. 
To this we shall return next month (D.V.). 

(to be continued) 

 
for YOUNG believers 
Meditation — Meaningful or Mysterious? 

By D. T. Hyland, of Middlesbrough 

In the West today there is increasing interest in Eastern mysticism. Young 
and old are enrolling at night school classes in Yoga and Transcendental 
Meditation. Many of these students may not be aware that Yoga is a 
system of Hindu philosophy. In this context 'meditation' is very different 
from thinking things through deeply. It is claimed that Transcendental 
Meditation, which may involve, for example, the constant repetition of a 
word or phrase, enables the meditator to come into contact with God. 

The Scriptures teach that the only way to enter into a relationship with 
God is through His Son, Jesus Christ, who said, "I am the Way . . . no one 
cometh unto the Father, but by Me" (Jn 14:6). The Lord also warned 
against the use of "vain repetitions" in approaching God (Matt.6:7). We 
would warn all our readers to beware of people claiming to teach Yoga or 
'meditation' as defined by Eastern religions. 

Is the Christian then to be so active that he has no time at all to 
meditate? Certainly not! The believer needs to wait on God for guidance 
as to where his activity should be directed. There are times in the hurry 
and bustle of contemporary life when it is necessary to heed the psalmist's 
words, "Be still, and know that I am God" (Ps.46:10). 
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There is ample scope for profitable meditation, as Paul exhorted, 
"Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honourable, what-
soever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are 
lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue and if 
there be any praise, think on these things" (Phil.4:8). 

Such meditation will bring us to our knees in prayer and thanksgiving. 
We should not be self-centred in prayer like the self-righteous Pharisee 
who "prayed thus with himself, God, I thank Thee that I am not as the rest 
of men... I fast... I give tithes" (Lk.18:11,12). Notice, "he prayed thus with 
himself". God does not hear a prayer like that. 

We should set aside some part of each day for a quiet time to pray to our 
heavenly Father in secret. Whatever our own problems, the needs of 
others should not be forgotten. We should ask in faith; and there is always 
much cause for thanksgiving. We can be stimulated by studying the 
prayers of the Bible, especially those of the apostle Paul, remembering 
that many were written from a prison cell. 

(contd. from page 43) 
These three, who are reckoned by God in a later day as leaders of His 

people (Mic.6:4), all passed from this earth before the people reached 
Canaan. Miriam, who died at Kadesh, had served God as a woman in her 
God-given place. Can we not see behind her life the influence of her 
mother? Aaron died at mount Hor. In the brick-fields of Egypt he, no 
doubt, had experiences which helped to prepare him for subsequent 
priestly service. Moses had been prepared for his service in an entirely 
different sphere and proved faithful in God's house as a servant. We see 
him finally on mount Nebo. The root of these three godly lives was found 
in the home of Amram and Jochebed, two humble people who lived by 
faith; a remarkable family that provides many lessons for families that 
would honour God today. 
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Voices from the Past 

The Entrance (4) 
It is not the Bible we carry in our pocket; nor yet the Scriptures we have 
stored in our minds; but the Word of God which we have laid up in our 
hearts that serves us when we enter into the Holies. There we will speak to 
God of what we know; there we can give to Him what He has previously 
given us. 

This is firstly in the words uttered by him who leads us in thanksgiving 
for the loaf and for the cup. Thereafter it finds expression in words of our 
hymns or in further spontaneous utterances of those whom the Spirit 
guides so to lead us in thanksgiving and praise and worship. 

The present writer gives it as his own deep personal conviction that 
where an assembly comes to God at the Lordly morning meeting and 
gives to God through the lips not of one or two merely but of several, 
whatever praise and thanksgiving may be within their power, God will 
abundantly bless them. It matters not how simple or how unlettered may 
be the words spoken, if there is true heart worship according to the divine 
pattern, if this be allowed full and adequate scope and the meeting be 
indeed a giving time, God will honour and God will reward. In such 
assemblies there will be no lack. The saints will be built up on our most 
holy faith. 

On the other hand, if there be a lack of this divine service; if the thanks-
giving be formal and stilted; if the assembly has little to say to God in 
relation to His great gift and in gratitude and praise for such abounding 
love; how can there be any spiritual health? How can other things go right 
if God does not receive His portion? 

We earnestly exhort young men who are entering on the age and 
development which fits them to take public part in the service of the 
House to exercise themselves very earnestly in this matter. Some alas! 
seem to grow up as if they were dumb. They can converse together; they 
can speak of other things; but they have little or nothing to say of the 
things of God. Others who are not silent at gospel meetings and prayer 
meetings and Bible readings never seem to dream of the very solemn and 
lamentable mischief they are doing themselves by sitting habitually silent 
on the Lord's Day morning; when God bends down His ear to hear and 
directs His eye to see who there is or who there are who are so full of 
gladness and joy that they cannot help speaking out of the fulness of the 
heart of Him who is the chiefest amongst ten thousand and the altogether 
lovely One. 

(From Needed Truth, 1917, C. M. Luxmoore) 
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The rising tide of Ecumenism Comment by Torchlight 
Slowly but surely the pattern of ecumenism is being woven into the fabric 
of Christendom. The recent document drawn up by the Anglican-Roman 
Catholic International Commission, the third of the series from this body 
during the past few years, grasps the nettle of the infallibility and 
universal jurisdiction of the Pope. At a Press conference, Dr Donald 
Coggan, the Archbishop of Canterbury, stressed that the document, 
"Authority in the Church", is not binding on either party. It is not to be 
regarded as a declaration by the two churches. The same point was 
emphasized by the Bishop Clark, the Roman Catholic co-chairman of the 
Commission, who likened the document to a Government Green Paper — 
for discussion. But it gives a further push to the idea propounded some 
years ago by Dr Ramsey, the former Archbishop of Canterbury, that the 
Primacy of the Pope in some form would be acceptable in a re-unified 
Christendom. 

Spokesmen from both sides of the Commission have not underrated the 
difficulties to be surmounted before a consensus is reached which would 
be acceptable to both Rome and Canterbury. Nevertheless, the Anglican 
members of this Commission have subscribed to the document which, 
they claim, has placed this problem in its proper perspective. 

A few decades ago such a 
discussion-document would have 
provoked a storm of protest. This 
one has scarce caused a ripple! 
Why? Is it that the rising tide of 
ecumenism is so strong that those in 
the denominations most deeply 
disturbed by it are now bowing to 
the inevitable? Clearly under the 
guise of reunion there is steady 
retreat from the historic stance of 
the Reformers. What was at stake in 
that great movement was the 
primacy of Holy Scripture,  
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not the primacy of the Bishop of Rome; the authority of the Bible, not the 
authority of 'the Church'. The one great world church envisaged by this 
Commission is attainable only by throwing overboard the Reformers' 
watchword Sola Scriptura. That is the "proper perspective" of this 
controversy. 

In days to come there will be hot discussion of this document at all 
levels in Anglican-Roman Catholic circles. Minorities on both sides will 
regard the proposals as a 'betrayal'. But if the controversy follows the 
usual pattern it will be increasingly urged by the majority that if there is to 
be reunion at all, the principle of Papal primacy must be conceded. So 
strong is the tide of ecumenism running that its supporters are supremely 
confident. The Roman Catholic co-chairman of the joint Commission 
stated, "The enduring conviction of this Commission has been that the 
failure of the Christian churches to achieve unity, which Christ prayed for, 
remains a scandal". That kind of plausible talk misstates the whole case. 
But it will enlist widespread support among those to whom reunion is the 
'be all and end all'. Those who regard Holy Scripture as the sole authority 
for the Christian Faith will not be taken in by it. Embodied in our Lord's 
prayer for unity among His own is this vital principle, "I have given them 
Thy word. . . . Sanctify them in the truth: Thy word is truth" (Jn 
17:14,17). 'Christian unity' on any other basis is a pretentious misnomer. 

The ecumenical trend in the State Church places born-again Anglicans 
in a dilemma. Few of their leaders seem prepared to speak out in 
opposition to it. In the past there has been no such reticence. There has 
been a hard core of Bishops who stood without compromise for the great 
principles of the Reformers. Among them was the former Bishop of 
Liverpool, Dr J. C. Ryle, who wrote: 
"Unity in the abstract is no doubt an excellent thing: but unity without 
truth is useless. Peace and uniformity are beautiful and valuable: but peace 
without the Gospel — peace based upon a common Episcopacy, and not a 
common faith — is a worthless peace, not deserving of the name. When 
Rome has repealed the decrees of Trent, and her additions to the Creed — 
when Rome has   formally   renounced   image-worship,   Mary-worship,   
and transubstantiation — then, not till then, it will be time to talk of 
reunion with her. Till then there is a gulf between us which cannot be 
honestly bridged. Till then I call on all Christians to resist this idea of 
reunion with Rome." We would take issue with Dr Ryle on other grounds 
but in this matter of reunion with Rome we commend to our Anglican 
brethren in Christ the clear, logical thinking of the above statement. 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (4) His work in Incarnation and Atonement 
By J. K. D. Johnston, of Musselburgh 

The Old Testament Scriptures are replete with prophecies of the coming 
Christ. The men who, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, penned them 
were intensely interested in the things they wrote about, although they 
knew that their fulfilment lay in the future (1 Pet.1:10-12). These Spirit-
given prophecies were completed some 400 years before Christ came, but 
as the time drew near a few godly men and women were living in a state 
of expectancy. Among them were Simeon, Anna and others. To Simeon it 
had been revealed by the Holy Spirit that he would see the Lord's Christ 
before he departed this life. We do not know the particular circumstances 
of that special revelation but we do know that Simeon had diligently 
studied the prophetic writings. His knowledge of these writings was 
revealed in his expressions of praise and thanksgiving when the promise 
was fulfilled and he at last held in his arms the incarnate Son of God, the 
Christ (Lk.2:29-34). That experience provided a fitting climax to a godly 
and faithful life. 

As the 'fulness of the time' approached, the necessary initial steps were 
taken for the fulfilment of the divine purpose, the first of these being the 
announcement made by the angel Gabriel to Zacharias. It is sad to relate 
that the godly Zacharias displayed unbelief when he heard the angel's 
pronouncement, and in consequence he experienced the chastening hand 
of the Lord in that he remained dumb until soon after his child was born 
(Lk.1:20). Six months later the same heavenly messenger was sent to 
Nazareth to a humble Hebrew maid called Mary to inform her of the 
unique role she would fulfil. Gabriel's reply to Mary's question clearly 
indicated the part that the Holy Spirit would play in the incarnation: 

"The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Most 
High shall overshadow thee: wherefore also that which is to be born 
shall be called holy, the Son of God" (Lk.1:35). 

She did not, at that time, fully understand all that was involved in the 
angel's words, but her willing resignation to the will of God is worthy of 
emulation. 
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Luke records the delightful episode of Mary's visit to her kinswoman 
Elizabeth, the wife of Zacharias. How much they would have to talk about 
during those three months! These two women were closely linked in the 
fulfilment of the divine purpose, and we are enriched by their Spirit-given 
utterances. 

The work of the Holy Spirit in the heart of Zacharias was revealed by 
his expressions of praise and thanksgiving when his tongue was again 
loosened following the birth of his son. In his song of praise he looked 
forward to the visit of the "Dayspring from on high" (Lk.1:78) and when 
that prophecy was fulfilled a new day had indeed dawned for mankind. 

The anxieties of Joseph, Mary's betrothed husband, were removed by 
the words of the angel in which the part the Holy Spirit would play was 
again emphasized. Joseph was directed to the specific prophecy relating to 
the virgin birth that was given through Isa.(Isa.7:14). The purpose behind 
this miraculous event was highlighted in the instruction given to Joseph, 
that the Child to be born should be called Jesus (Jehovah the Saviour). He 
was not, at that time, coming to reign; He was coming to put away sin 
(Matt.1:19-25). 

The mystery of the incarnation is for ever beyond the understanding of 
human minds; it is a miraculous event that we accept by faith as a fact 
revealed by Holy Scripture: 

And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: He 
who was manifested in the flesh . . .  (1 Tim.3:16). 
The virgin birth was essential for the work the Lord had come to 

accomplish, by this means He, who is eternally God, became Man. Only a 
divine Saviour could accomplish man's salvation. Isaiah spoke of the 
Child born who was also the Son given. Micah, who foretold the birth-
place of the Christ, also clearly recognized the eternal being of the One 
who would appear: 

But thou, Bethlehem . . . out of thee shall One come forth . . . 
whose goings forth are from of old, from everlasting (Mic.5:2). 
Luke gives us a few glimpses of the childhood of the Saviour, sufficient 

to indicate something of the unique fragrance of those youthful days. The 
years spent in Nazareth were years of preparation. Of Timothy it is 
recorded that from a child he had known the Sacred Writings (2 Tim.3:15) 
and, in a fuller way, this was true of the Child Jesus. In His early life He 
manifested a love for the Scriptures, acquiring a comprehensive 
knowledge of them by diligent study. The learned doctors of the law at 
Jerusalem were amazed at the understanding and answers of the twelve-
year-old Boy from Nazareth as He sat in their midst, "hearing them, and 
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asking them questions" (Lk.2:46). The evidence was there in those early 
days of the complete dedication that was so manifest in His manhood. 
"Wist ye not that I must be in the things of My Father" (Lk.2:49 RVM). 
The Scriptures with all their wealth of detailed prophecy and delightful 
types and shadows must have been especially precious to Him in whom 
they were to find fulfilment (Jn 5:39). 

Included in those preparatory years were the years of patient toil at the 
carpenter's bench, and in those humble surroundings He was content, and 
experienced the great peace of those who love God's law. 

At last the years of preparation drew to a close, and, at the time 
appointed, the Lord turned His feet towards the Jordan where John the son 
of Zacharias was baptizing repentant ones. 

John's specific mission was to prepare the people for the appearing of 
the Messiah in their midst, announce His arrival, and then recede into the 
background, mission accomplished. For such a work he had been uniquely 
fitted, being filled with the Holy Spirit from his mother's womb. The 
power of the Holy Spirit was manifest in John's ministry, and many were 
roused from spiritual lethargy to a state of lively expectancy. 

As Jesus came up out of the water the Holy Spirit in form as a dove 
descended upon Him (Mk.1:10). At least two purposes were fulfilled by 
this event; firstly it provided the promised sign to John (Jn 1:33,34), and 
secondly it was the promised anointing by the Spirit to empower the 
perfect Man to accomplish the work into which He was entering (Acts 
10:38). 

The baptism in water to which he willingly submitted before He began 
His ministry was also a foreshadowing of the awful baptism to which He 
would willingly submit at the end of His ministry (Lk.12:50). 

The Spirit-given record takes note of the fact that from the Jordan the 
Lord was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, and also that He was led by 
the Spirit while in the wilderness. It was according to the divine plan that 
the second Man, who was also the Lord from heaven, should be subjected 
to those specific assaults of the adversary at that particular time. He 
emerged victorious from the period of testing, having effectively used His 
acquired knowledge of the written Word to defeat the tempter. In this 
there is a lesson for us. It is only as the Word is stored up in our minds that 
it can be used as the Sword of the Spirit to defeat the adversary, therefore 
we should diligently store our minds with the Scriptures. 

In the power of the Spirit the Lord returned to preach in the synagogues 
of Galilee. Eventually he came to Nazareth and, in the very synagogue 
where Sabbath after Sabbath He had sat and listened in those preparatory 
years, He stood up to read: 
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"The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because He anointed Me to preach 
good tidings to the poor" (Lk.4:18). 

How wonderfully this prophecy of Isaiah was fulfilled in the Lord's 
lifetime! What joy it must have given the divine Spirit to work through the 
perfect Man and find in Him One who was fully responsive to His leading 
and guiding! In that incomparable life the delightful fruits of the Spirit 
were manifested to the full: love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, meekness, temperance (Gal.5:22,23). In this He 
has left us an example that we "should follow His steps" (1 Pet.2:21). In 
His life He translated godliness into the terms of everyday living. To such 
a perfect standard we shall never fully attain, but we should endeavour to 
display a pattern in our lives that others might be induced to emulate. Paul 
was conscious of the value of such living examples (1 Cor.11:1). 

The power of the Spirit was clearly demonstrated in the mighty works 
the Lord performed. We recall that He challenged His critics by saying: 
"If I by the finger of God cast out demons then is the kingdom of God 
come upon you" (Lk.11:20). 

That holy sinless life was the necessary prelude to the great climax for 
which He had come: to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself 
(Heb.9:26). "This is He that came by water and blood, even Jesus Christ" 
(1 Jn 5:6). The obedience He manifested in life was to be an obedience 
even unto death (Phil.2:8). His precious blood had to be shed in death to 
effect atonement for the sinner. It was for this purpose that He became 
incarnate. He had come to be the 'Daysman' that Job had visualized 
coming between God and man, knowing fully the requirements of a holy 
God and the needs of fallen man. 

As the time appointed drew near He turned His face towards Jerusalem, 
knowing the things that would befall Him there (Lk.9:51). He would not 
allow Himself to be deflected from the pathway of obedience. To do the 
will of God was the consuming desire of the perfect Man and so, "through 
the eternal Spirit (He) offered Himself without blemish unto God" 
(Heb.9:12). That Sacrifice accomplished what all the sacrifices of a past 
day could not accomplish; it put away sin. 

The reality of the humanity of Christ was further emphasized in His 
death. He became Man that He might die (Heb.2:14) but, because He was 
sinless, death hath no power over Him; He voluntarily entered into it. He 
dismissed His spirit, His soul went down to Sheol, and His body was laid 
in the tomb. 

The Spirit-given prophecies were again gloriously fulfilled when, on the 
third day, He rose in triumph, quickened in the Spirit (1 Pet.3:18). 
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In His resurrected body He appeared unto His own, giving them 
commandment through the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:2), and in that body He 
returned to heaven. The effects of the incarnation and the atonement 
remain, 

"To the end that we should be unto the praise of His glory, we who 
had before hoped in Christ: In whom ye also, having heard the word 
of the truth, the gospel of your salvation, — in whom, having also 
believed, ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, Which is 
an earnest of our inheritance, unto the redemption of God's own 
possession, unto the praise of His glory" (Eph.1:12-14). 

On Guard! 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

Outside the Government recruiting hall was this message on a large 
banner sign: PART-TIME SOLDIERS WANTED. It made me think; it 
also made me wonder if a Christian would consider himself in this 
category as part of the army of the King of Kings. Did not the Lord Jesus 
choose us to be full-time soldiers who would not entangle themselves in 
the affairs of life? (2 Tim.2:4). Or are some of us part-time Christian 
soldiers? Being in an army is a serious business; it is a job for profes-
sionals not casuals; it is for those who value training and instruction in the 
weapons used in tactical warfare. Christians need to be as well-trained 
spiritually as Abram's army was physically (see Gen.14). Like the modern 
Israelis Abram's men were a small fighting group, but they knew how to 
deploy themselves, how to use their skills to the maximum, and they knew 
the enemy. The same is expected of us if we are to succeed in the battle of 
life. 

Our spiritual vitality, strength, and skill are maintained by feeding on 
the word of God. We must never be without the helmet of salvation to 
protect the mind from doubts and temptations (Eph.6, verse 17); to ensure 
that our heart affection is not stolen away by the world and its attractions 
the breastplate of righteousness must never be removed (v.14); the girdle 
of truth must ever remain characteristic of us and loved by us (v.14); the 
hand must ever hold the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God 
(v.17); the other hand must uphold the shield of faith for quenching the 
fiery darts which otherwise would leave their wounds and scars; and the 
feet, beautiful to Him, and washed by Him, must be equipped with good 
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tidings; and finally, there must be continuance in the all-important work of 
prayer, supplication and watching (v.18). 

The ancient city of Sparta had no walls. This was commented on by a 
foreign dignitary who was invited to inspect the famed Spartan garrison. 
Back came the answer from the commanding officer. "Sir, with our 
soldiers we need no walls for every man is a brick". That is the origin of 
the expression "he is a brick", symbolising reliability, dependability, in 
every circumstance. The Lord needs today those who are "bricks". 
"Wherefore take up the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to 
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand" (Eph.6:13). 

Paul describes the Christian's opponents as "the spiritual hosts of 
wickedness" and "the world rulers of this darkness" (Eph.6:12), led by 
Satan. Our battles and our strivings, therefore, are not against flesh and 
blood, but against an enemy who attacks the mind, the soul, and the 
affections of the believer. And we must not be ignorant of his devices (2 
Cor.2:11). Our enemy never rests, and this is what makes it essential for 
us to be full-time in the King's ranks. Because Satan is relentless in his 
attacks, it is necessary for us to be fully equipped and on guard at all 
times. He can be the craftiest, subtlest foe one can expect to meet 
(Gen.3:1). His cunning ways appear so innocent at times, until he springs 
his trap and a spiritual life is maimed or destroyed. 

This tactic, something innocent proving to be a "booby trap", is an 
integral part of certain types of warfare today; it indicates the need for us 
to be alert, trained, and on guard so that we are able to recognize the 
things of the enemy which we must resist in order to be victorious 
(Jas.4:7). Spiritual alertness is most essential today because so much is 
being advanced under the guise of religion and Christianity. Millions in 
money are being spent for the production of films based on Bible 
incidents: unquestionably a subtle way of getting people, saved and 
unsaved, to attend shows and theatres. Christians must avoid being caught 
in this mesh at all costs. Another plan ready to be launched is the filming 
of the entire Bible, which would run for a total of 100 hours, take 33 years 
to make, and cost hundreds of millions in money. It is called the New 
Media Bible. 

Scholars must have been enrolled to provide teaching aids for inter-
pretation of the Scriptures, and it is in this area that grave dangers arise. 
Reliable commentaries have their place, but Christians need a spirit of 
discernment lest they be found sampling and reading everything that 
appears to have spiritual connotations. With so much confused and 
distorted teaching being printed as well as preached, we must be on our 
guard, and we must heed the warning Paul gave to Timothy: "Give 
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diligence to present thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth 
not to be ashamed, handling aright the word of truth" (2 Tim.2:15). It is in 
this same chapter that Paul also exhorts Timothy to suffer hardship as a 
good soldier (v.3); and in the margin "handling aright the word of truth" is 
rendered "holding a straight course in the word of truth". This is what is 
expected of us in Churches of God in the closing days of this dispensation. 
We have been given the responsibility to contend earnestly for the faith 
(Jude 1:3), and to fight the good fight of the faith (1 Tim.6:12), which 
adds emphasis to the reality of being full-time soldiers of Jesus Christ. As 
good soldiers, adequately equipped soldiers, who know their weapons and 
their enemy, we must avoid being distracted or diverted from our purpose 
by the enemy of our souls. David's mighty men expressed their loyalty, 
love and courage for him in the words expressed by Amasai: "Thine are 
we, David, and on thy side" (1 Chron.12:18). Joab, the intrepid army 
general of king David, once rallied his troops with these words: "Be of 
good courage, and let us play the men for our people, and for the cities of 
our God" (2 Sam.10:12). Can we accept anything less as soldiers of the 
King of Kings? 

The Sons of Korah 
By J. Renfrew, of Paisley 
Nestling in the book of the Psalms, like apples of gold in baskets of silver, 
is a group of psalms attributed to the sons of Korah. These comprise Ps.42 
to 49, 84, 85, 87 and 88. A consideration of the historical background of 
the writers of these psalms and the place they filled in the service of God 
and His house is a profitable study. 

The sons of Korah were a Levitical family descended through Kohath. 
A reference to their genealogy is contained in Ex.6:18,21. Their service in 
the days of the tabernacle is detailed in Num.4:1-16 and they also took 
part in the general tabernacle duties allocated to the Levites (see 
Num.18:1-6). 

Korah came into prominence at the time of the rebellion against Moses 
and Aaron mentioned in Num.16. Not content with the service which the 
Lord had allotted to them, he and others desired a place of eminence and 
were severely judged of the Lord. The earth opened her mouth and 
swallowed them up, and their households, and all that appertained unto 
them, and all their goods. Such was the Lord's displeasure at their 
rebellion, yet He was merciful to their children, so that we read in 
Num.26:11, "Notwithstanding, the sons of Korah died not". 
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When David brought the ark of the Lord to Jerusalem, he appointed 
singers from the three main families of the Levites and one of these was 
Heman, who was of the sons of Korah (1 Chr. 6:33,38). Heman, it will 
also be noted, was a grandson of Samuel the prophet, and no doubt 
Samuel's godly life and influence would be a factor in the godly 
aspirations of Heman and his family. Associated with Heman in the 
service of song in the house of the Lord were his sons and daughters (1 
Chr. 25:5,6) and in association with the other Levitical families, they were 
responsible for the continual song of praise which ascended to the Lord 
from His house in Jerusalem. Some of the sons of Korah were also 
doorkeepers in the house of the Lord and details of this service are given 
in 1 Chr. 26. 

What kind of persons were the sons of Korah? It is evident from the 
psalms which bear their name that they had deep desires after God and 
His house, see Ps.42, 43. It is not known at what period of time these 
psalms were written, but adverse circumstances had made more intense 
their longing for the service of God. They had a deep love for Zion, as 
Ps.87 shows, and Ps.48 gives a glowing account of the Lord's dwelling-
place and what it meant to the godly Israelite. 

Through their writings also, the Holy Spirit speaks of the Person of 
Christ, and Ps.45 must surely be one of the most beautiful of the 
Messianic Psalms, portraying the glories of the King and those associated 
with Him in His coming kingdom. 

What lessons can we learn from the sons of Korah? Have not we also 
been spared from the wrath of God that we might praise Him in His 
house? Men and women with aspirations after God will be able to say 
with the sons of Korah, 

"O send out Thy light and Thy truth; let them lead me, 
Let them bring me unto Thy holy hill, 
And to Thy tabernacles. 
Then I will go unto the altar of God, 
Unto God my exceeding joy: and upon the harp will I praise Thee, 

O my God" 
(Ps.43:3,4). 

Circumstances may arise in the life of the believer which cause doubt and 
despondency, as they did to the sons of Korah, but we also can say, "Why 
art thou cast down, O my soul? 

And why art thou disquieted within me? 
Hope thou in God: for I shall yet praise Him, 
Who is the health of my countenance, and my God" 
(Ps.42:11). 
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Times of sorrow may come into the life of the believer, as they did to the 
sons of Korah, but they could say, 

"Blessed is the man whose strength is in Thee; 
In whose heart are the high ways to Zion. 
Passing through the valley of Weeping they make it a place of 

springs. . . . 
They go from strength to strength, 
Every one of them appeareth before God in Zion" 
(Ps.84:5,7). We commend this group of Psalms to our readers that 

we may all derive spiritual help from the writings of the sons of Korah. 

Faithfulness 

Faithfulness in times of departure from God on the part of the many will 
in a coming day win its due reward. This comes out in the case of the sons 
of Zadok. In David's day, when Levi came with the other tribes to make 
David king over all Israel in Hebron, we read of "Zadok, a young man 
mighty of valour" (1 Chron.12:28). Zadok was made priest in the room of 
Abiathar (1 Kgs.2:35). In Ezek.44:15 we are told of "the sons of Zadok, 
that kept the charge of My sanctuary when the children of Israel went 
astray from Me, they shall come near to minister unto Me". And speaking 
of the holy oblation of the land in millennial times, we are told that "it 
shall be for the priests that are sanctified of the sons of Zadok, which have 
kept My charge; which went not astray when the children went astray, as 
the Levites went astray" (Ezek.48:11). Here men enjoy benefits won by 
the faithfulness of their fathers, and their fathers too will enjoy rewards 
won in dark and perilous days of departure from God. Such are the days in 
which we live, for in these last days perilous times were to come (2 
Tim.3:1). Let us keep our eyes on the future day of Christ amidst the 
perils and sorrows of present days and be faithful to our God in the truth 
He has revealed to us. 

(From Needed Truth, 1952, by J. Miller) 
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The Kingdom of God 

By John Drain, of Derby 

(contd. from page 47) 

A matter of particular importance to which we now refer emerges from 
words spoken by our beloved Lord to the teacher of Israel, Nicodemus. To 
that instructed, religious leader the Lord Jesus said, "Except a man be born 
anew, he cannot see the kingdom of God... except a man be born of water 
and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God" (Jn 3:3,5). Before 
a natural man can either see or enter into the kingdom of God he must 
experience the radical spiritual change which is identified as being born 
anew or again, born of the Spirit. In this experience the word of God, the 
word of the gospel, has a part, and the believer is "begotten again, not of 
corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, through the word of God, which 
liveth and abideth" (1 Pet.1:23). The necessity of this radical spiritual 
change is implied in Paul's words, "Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and 
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God" (1 Cor.15:50). Scripture does 
not say that the new birth automatically places a believing sinner in the 
kingdom of God. The Lord's words teach clearly that there must be 
regeneration before a person can enter that kingdom. Some truly born 
again persons may never see the truth of the kingdom of God. Some may 
see the truth but never enter. 

Being born again is an individual and personal matter. It may take place 
in circumstances which preclude anyone knowing about it except God and 
the believing sinner. It brings with it marvellous unconditional blessings. 
The believer in Christ is blessed "with every spiritual blessing in the 
heavenly places in Christ" (Eph.1:3). He becomes by new birth a child of 
God, is by Christ baptized in the Holy Spirit into the one Body — the 
Church which is Christ's Body, is indwelt by the Spirit of God who makes 
the mortal body of the blood-purchased believer "temple of the Holy 
Spirit" (1 Cor.6:19,20). The believer in Christ has been delivered by God 
"out of the power of darkness, and translated into the kingdom of the Son 
of His love" (Col.1:13). These are some of the unconditional, inalienable 
blessings which divine grace gives to the person who accepts Christ as his 
Saviour. But the "kingdom of the Son of His love" should be distinguished 
from the kingdom of God. More than the new birth is required to be in the 
kingdom of God because it is not a sphere of unconditional blessing. We 
saw that the redeemed and baptized children of Israel 
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became God's kingdom on the grounds of pledged obedience to the Lord. 
On these conditions the covenant was ratified and became binding. Moses, 
the mediator, sprinkled on the book of the covenant and on all the people 
the blood of the covenant sacrifices, "Saying, This is the blood of the 
covenant which God commanded to you-ward" (Heb.9:20). To be in the 
kingdom of God in this dispensation involves subjection to the revealed 
will of God and obedience to the lordship of Christ. His commandments 
are binding. We live in a day when many people insist on what they call 
their rights, but the same persons repudiate their responsibilities. In the 
kingdom of God there are glorious privileges but there are also 
obligations. Let us not separate rights and responsibilities. 

Pursuing this matter of the conditional character of God's kingdom we 
would draw attention to what is recorded in Acts 14. After being viciously 
attacked at Lystra Paul decided that he and Barnabas should go to Derbe 
and then return to Lystra, Iconium and Antioch. The main objective in this 
return visit is seen in the words, "Confirming the souls of the disciples, 
exhorting them to continue in the Faith, and that through many tribulations 
we must enter into the kingdom of God" (Acts 14:22). That the kingdom 
of God was in existence at the time of the visit of Paul and Barnabas is 
self-evident in these words. That the kingdom of God is not the Church, 
the Body is also evident because in no way is it through tribulations that 
we enter the Church, the Body. In this dispensation those who constitute 
the kingdom of God constitute the house of God. The phraseology in Acts 
14:22 reminds us of what the writer to the Hebrews said about those who 
were in the house of God, the place of His rest, "Let us therefore give 
diligence to enter into that rest, that no man fall after the same example of 
disobedience" (Heb.4:11). Diligence on our part is not necessary to 
entrance into the Church, the Body. But because the kingdom of God and 
the house of God are spheres of conditional experience those who are 
brought into them must unrelaxingly maintain in their attitudes and actions 
the conditions of entrance imposed by the authority of God. For some this 
may mean many tribulations. For all it will demand some degree of 
suffering. 

Writing to the Corinthians Paul said, "Know ye not that the unrighteous 
shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, 
nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves 
with men, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor 
extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God" (1 Cor.6:9,10). The 
Corinthians had washed themselves from these habits of their former life, 
but the message was plain that there could be lapse which would lead to 
disinheritance of the kingdom of 
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God. To the Ephesians the apostle wrote, "This ye know of a surety, that 
no fornicator, nor unclean person, nor covetous man, which is an idolater, 
hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God" (Eph.5:5). 
Forfeiture of place and privilege in the conditional realm of the kingdom 
of God could not possibly involve losing one's place in the unconditional 
sphere of the Church, the Body. 

We have previously stated that in this dispensation those who are God's 
spiritual house are also His kingdom. When John was writing the 
Revelation of Jesus Christ which was given to him he opened with the 
words, "John to the seven churches which are in Asia... and He made us to 
be a kingdom, to be priests unto His God and Father. ... I John, your 
brother and partaker with you in the tribulation and kingdom and patience 
which are in Jesus ..." (Rev.1:4,6,9). We understand that the kingdom here 
is the kingdom of God and that those who were identified as being in the 
kingdom were the seven churches. Those who comprised the churches of 
God comprised the kingdom of God, and each church was the local 
expression of the kingdom. Each church was not the kingdom. In Corinth 
there was "the church of God in Corinth". There was only one church, the 
church of God. The church in Corinth was also "Fellowship of His (God's) 
Son, Jesus Christ our Lord" (1 Cor.1:9), "temple of God" (1 Cor.3:16,17). 
The church in Corinth was not the Fellowship or the temple (neither noun 
here has the definite article in the Greek). It was in Corinth the local 
representation of the Fellowship and of the Temple. What was true of the 
larger thing as to constitution, privileges and responsibilities was true of 
the local church. Similarly the church of God in Corinth was kingdom of 
God in character and the local expression of it in particular. It is essential 
that the kingdom of God be an identifiable company of persons. Otherwise 
it would be impossible to give effect to the law of the kingdom because it 
would not be known who were in the kingdom and who were not. 

Reverting to the sixth of our propositions we ask attention to the words 
in Rom.14. The saints in the church of God in Rome had been drawn from 
many and varied backgrounds of upbringing and habits. When they were 
brought together in corporate testimony for God it was inevitable that 
there arose many problems of adjustment and fellowship. There was, 
indeed, the danger of the work of God being overthrown by trivial things. 
The apostle was led to remind the saints of important principles relating to 
the kingdom of God. Negatively, the kingdom of God is not eating and 
drinking. Material and physical things do not have prominence in God's 
kingdom today. In this respect it stands in obvious contrast with the king-
doms of men, in which human philosophy has thrown such heavy 
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emphasis on materialism. Positively, the kingdom of God is "righteous-
ness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit". Where the kingdom of God 
has true expression these things will be in evidence. The kingdom of God 
demonstrates the reality of righteousness, peace and joy. We observe also 
that the kingdom of God is a place of service. There are various kinds of 
service to be rendered but we draw attention to the words, "He that herein 
serveth Christ". Christ is served in the kingdom of God. It is there that His 
lordship can find full response from His privileged bondservants. And He 
is worthy of the highest and best. 

We note also the relationship of the Holy Spirit to the kingdom of God. 
It is His power that makes righteousness, peace and joy realities and not 
mere ideals. This is a spiritual kingdom in which the divine Spirit is the 
dominating power and influence. Always there is need for more of the 
Spirit's work, and for deeper and more intense spiritual exercise in the 
hearts of the subjects of the kingdom. 

The Scriptures indicate that this earth will yet see glorious expression 
of the kingdom of God as future purposes of God unfold for fulfilment. 
Our hearts are stirred by joyful expectation of the coming display of 
divine authority and privilege. But what about the amazing possibilities of 
the present? Should not children of God investigate with spiritual 
diligence and unbiased minds the teaching of God's word concerning the 
present expression of the kingdom of God? And ought not those who are 
in that kingdom to be more aware of its privileges and responsibilities? 
Our hearts should be profoundly grateful for God's grace to us, and with 
genuine humility and meekness our grateful hearts should be constantly 
searched and challenged by the enquiry, Am I in God's sight and for the 
sake of my beloved Lord a fellow-worker unto the kingdom of God? 
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Voices from the Past 

Falling Away (1) 

No more sad and no more serious subject can be written upon affecting 
the people of God than this one of falling away. We need scarcely 
mention, except in passing, that where we are warned in the Scriptures 
against falling away, it is not a question relating to the eternal security of 
those who believe in the Lord Jesus Christ which is referred to. For once a 
person has laid hold of the Lord by faith, be that faith of the weakest sort, 
or the person's apprehension of Christ as Saviour and Lord the smallest, 
the almighty hand of Him, who of old meted out the waters in the hollow 
thereof, is laid upon that soul and no power in earth or hell can ever pluck 
him thence (Jn 10:28,29). Our salvation in this respect depends entirely 
upon the everlasting strength of the divine Saviour. The many and great 
difficulties which have arisen in many minds regarding falling away have 
no doubt come because such persons see no more in Scripture than being 
saved from the wrath to come. A place and portion in Christ is all the 
Scriptures seem to contain for them. 

The words "falling away" involve the falling away 
1. From God:— 
"Take heed, brethren, lest haply there shall be in any one of you an evil 

heart of unbelief in falling away from the living God" (Heb.3:12). 
2. From the faith:—- 
"But the Spirit saith expressly, that in later times some shall fall away 

from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of demons" 
(1 Tim.4:1). 

3. From the house of God:— 
The aged and blessed Anna "Departed not from the temple, worship-

ping with fastings and supplications night and day" (Lk.2:37). The word 
"departed" is the same as the word translated "falling away" and "fall 
away" in the former passages, though somewhat altered in form. 

In Heb.3 we are given one cause of falling away and in Lk.8:13 we are 
given another reason. In the one it is the attitude of the heart to God and 
His word which is dealt with, while the Lord shows that the temptations 
of the world are too strong for those who are like the stony ground. It is 
not a question in the case of the stony ground hearer that he has made a 
mere profession without possession of life, for divine life is in his heart. 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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Divorce by Post  Comment by Torchlight 
The following appeared in one of the popular daily newspapers on the 1st 
of April last: 

"A truly astonishing social change ... has taken place in Britain 
overnight. Without tumult, shouting, or public debate, undefended 
divorce has become a simple registration procedure. From today it's 
more complicated to sell a house than to end a marriage. Even 12 
years ago, society deemed the dignity of marriage to be such that its 
breakdown was always presided over by a High Court judge, with 
barristers, never mere solicitors, in attendance. 

Now all we need do is fill in our application form, post it off — 
and for the price of a stamp our marriage will be officially tossed in 
the dustbin for ever." 

Undoubtedly, this arrangement will lead to an increase in the divorce 
rate in the United Kingdom, with its inevitable consequences in public 
morality. The stigma attached to divorced persons has gradually 
disappeared during the last few decades. Nevertheless, the unsavoury 
publicity of divorce proceedings has acted as a brake in some cases. The 
removal of this deterrent is a sad reflection of the decay in Britain of 
Christian standards of marriage. We are left with the result that in an 

undefended case it is now easier to 
dissolve a marriage in the United 
Kingdom than in the Soviet Union! 
The moral strength of any nation is 
based in its homes. When the home 
is broken by divorce, and there are 
children from the marriage, these 
often become mere pawns and 
suffer serious moral damage in their 
formative years. Much of today's 
juvenile delinquency is attributed 
by sociologists to the increasing 
number of broken homes. No-one 
with any concern  
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for the moral fibre of Britain can view with complacency this growing 
problem. The long-term consequences of further undermining the sanctity 
and permanence of the marriage bond will be catastrophic. When the 
matrimonial state becomes a mere contract to be dissolved by mutual 
consent, marriage vows are meaningless. 

The Christian gospel, now being largely discarded for substitutes 
history has proved to be delusive, goes to the heart of human relations. 
Many first century heathen homes were transformed by its healing touch. 
It has the same power today. "It is not too much to say that the perfecting 
of home is the masterpiece of the gospel in its work of social blessing. 
Nothing en earth is so beautiful as a perfect home, and it takes the name 
of Christ and the grace of His Spirit to produce the full phenomena. The 
home is the school of mutual unselfishness and duty, where love is 
continually learning its true work, namely, the finding of its happiness in 
the felicity of another" (H. C. G. Moule). 

Public morality rises or falls with the progress of the gospel; committed 
Christians are "the salt of the earth". Their purifying influence not only 
touches home-life, it extends to business and commerce where probity 
and honest dealing are vital to a well-ordered society. The grace of God 
not only brings salvation; it instructs: 

"The grace of God hath appeared, bringing salvation to all men, 
instructing us, to the intent that, denying ungodliness and worldly 
lusts, we should live soberly and righteously and godly in this 
present world" (Tit.2:11,12).  

It follows that God's people can best serve the nation in these decadent 
days by godliness of life, and by renewed fervent prayer for spiritual 
revival. There is always the danger of paralyzing apathy among Christians 
as iniquity abounds. Let us face our solemn responsibilities; for unless 
there is a genuine return to the fear of God, history will repeat itself, and 
increasing anarchy and violence will be the fearful harvest. For nations, as 
well as for individuals, the inexorable law applies: 

"Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, 
that shall he also reap" (Gal.6:7). 

Faith that lives 
"Think not the faith by which the just shall live 

Is a dead creed, a map correct of heaven.  
Far less a feeling, fond and fugitive, 
A thoughtless gift, withdrawn as soon as given;  
It is an affirmation and an act 
That bids eternal truth be present fact." (Robert Browning) 
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knowing GOD
 

The Self-revelation of God 
By T. M. Hyland, of Birkenhead 

It has been said by someone that God is the greatest Fact. It may be more 
exact to say that God is the only Fact. Leave Him out of reckoning and 
nothing makes sense. Life itself becomes meaningless. Man is left to his 
own resources; he is adrift without compass on an uncharted sea. Indeed, 
this is the philosophy of the current vogue of atheistic humanism. "Life is 
a useless passion", wrote Colin Wilson in The Outsider, "It is meaningless 
that we live, and it is meaningless that we die". Such a despairing creed 
leaves man without hope. It is the modern version of an old adage, "Let us 
eat and drink, for tomorrow we die". What utter folly! In his poem, The 
Course of Time, Pollok thus depicts "the sceptic's route": ". . . he laboured 
hard, And toiled with dark and crooked reasoning, To make the fair and 
lovely earth which dwelt In sight of heaven, a cold and fatherless, 
Forsaken thing, that wandered on, forlorn. Undestined, uncompassioned, 
unupheld; A vapour eddying in the world of chance, And soon to vanish 
everlastingly. He travailed sorely, and made many a tack, His sails oft 
shifting, to arrive, dread thought! Arrive at utter nothingness; and have 
Being no more, no feeling, memory, No lingering consciousness, that e'er 
he was." The philosophy outlined above has been termed, "Revolt against 
heaven" and that is precisely what it is. It completely rejects Holy 
Scripture as divine revelation.  Needed Truth is a magazine for the 
teaching of the Word of God, and this implies acceptance without 
reservation that "God is" and that He has spoken to mankind in the Holy 
Scriptures. 

The Bible is a fact of life. It has to be reckoned with. What are its 
claims? It is not, as some represent it to be, an account of human strivings 
after God, reflecting man's struggle for knowledge and his genius for 
discovering the unknown. The nature of Scripture is misunderstood 
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unless it be recognized that it is the disclosure of a self-revealing God. 
This is what it claims to be. It therefore follows that the knowledge of God 
available to mankind is confined to what He has chosen to reveal about 
Himself. In condescending grace God has "uttered His voice". Our 
wisdom will be to stand in awe and hearken. 

The opening words of Scripture, "In the beginning God created the 
heaven and the earth", are the starting point of God's self-disclosure. No 
attempt is made to prove His existence. That there is one God who is the 
sole cause of creation is stated in clear and direct terms. Belief in this 
cardinal declaration is the first step along the road to the discovery of 
God. Without faith, we remain in darkness and ignorance, "for he that 
cometh to God must believe that He is" (Heb.11:6). 

There is, of course, confirming evidence outside Scripture of the 
existence of a Creator. The law of causation and the argument from 
design are frequently cited as harmonizing with the revelation of God in 
the Scriptures. This kind of evidence is termed by theologians Natural 
religion (that is, what man is able to discover by his natural senses). The 
witness to God's power and divinity by the things He has made is 
frequently referred to in Scripture (see e.g. Rom.1:20; Ps.19:1-6). But the 
disclosures of the written Word transcend anything that can be inferred 
from God's creative acts. When addressing the Athenian philosophers on 
Mars' Hill the apostle Paul summarized the witness to God, of creation 
and Scripture: 
"The God that made the world and all things therein, He being Lord of 
heaven and earth, . . . giveth to all life, and breath and all things. ... He is 
not far from each one of us: for in Him we live, and move, and have our 
being" (Acts 17:24-28). This summary merits careful study because of its 
precise treatment of doctrine of the Godhead. 

The revelation of God in Scripture is progressive. There is a gradual 
and orderly unfolding until the climax and fulness is reached when God 
sent His only-begotten Son into the world (Heb.1:1,2). The Old 
Testament records the history of God's dealings with men from early 
times. God does not change (Mal.3:6). His wisdom being infallible does 
not mature, therefore His character never varies (Jas.1:17). That is why 
we must reject the notion, frequently advanced, that the God of the Old 
Testament is different from the God of the New Testament. If the 
revelation is gradual and progressive it is not therefore defective at any 
point. The stream deepens and widens, but it ever flows from the same 
source. We may launch out on its waters with complete confidence that it 
will bear us onward to a fuller knowledge of God. 
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Many errors regarding the being and nature of God are prevalent among 
those who reject Scripture as the final authority on such profound matters. 
Three of these call for brief mention — Polytheism, Pantheism and 
Deism. Polytheism is the belief that the universe is the work of several 
deities. In Old Testament times the nations surrounding Israel worshipped 
a multiplicity of gods. The Hebrews alone believed in only one God and 
this knowledge came to them by divine revelation (see Deut.6:4; comp. 
Mk.12:29). That God employs created beings in the administration of the 
universe is clearly revealed in Scripture, but these are all distinct from and 
subject to the one supreme God. He is "the only true God" (Jn 17:3). This 
is stated and emphasized throughout Scripture in clear unambiguous 
terms: 

"Thus saith the LORD ... I am the LORD, and there is none else; beside 
Me there is no God" (Isa.45:1,5). 

Underlying many of the religions of the East and some of their Western 
counterparts is the doctrine that God is everything; everything that exists 
constitutes God. This is called Pantheism. It is the theory that God and the 
universe are one; that the Creator is so completely merged with the 
creation that He cannot be distinguished from it. This denies the 
personality of God and reduces Him to a mere controlling influence. Such 
a concept is utterly foreign to the revelation of God in Scripture. The true 
God is not an impersonal influence or force; He is a living personal Being 
(Jer.10:10; Josh.3:10). While what we call natural forces are all due to the 
action of His will, yet the true God hears, sees, knows, feels, wills and 
acts. He is self-existent, distinct from His creation and Lord over it. The 
pantheistic view of God has wide acceptance outside the Christian Faith, 
but its elements are also discernible in certain schools of "modernist" 
theology. It would rob us of one of the most precious gems of Biblical 
revelation. 

The Scriptures, then, reveal that there is one only God, that He is a 
living personal Being, eternal and self-existent (Isa.40:28; Ps.90:2), and 
that He is the primal cause of all material and spiritual existence. What 
does Scripture reveal of the position He now adopts towards the creation? 
There is a heresy known as Deism. This is the term used for the theory 
that God created the universe but that He is not personally and actively 
present in its affairs. He endowed it with necessary powers of self-action 
and development, set it going, and left it to go of itself. Such a concept of 
the divine Being would demand complete rejection of the revelation of 
God in Scripture. From Genesis to Revelation He is seen as active, caring, 
providing, governing, judging. Proof texts are unnecessary. The Bible is 
the history of God's dealings with mankind; the 
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record of His glorious initiative to redeem us "from the slavish chains of 
Satan and of sin", to liberate His creation from the bondage of corruption, 
and to replace it with new heavens and a new earth. God has not 
abandoned His creation: "He doeth according to His will in the army of 
heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth: and none can stay His 
hand, or say unto Him, What doest Thou?" (Dan.4:35). "The LORD 
reigneth" sang the Psalmist in joyous exaltation. This has been the sheet-
anchor of the faithful down the ages in days of darkness and tribulation. 
What consolation lies here! 

As Scripture proceeds to unveil the mystery of God it discloses that 
there are three Persons in the Godhead: the Father is God (Phil.2:11), the 
Son is God (Heb.1:8), the Holy Spirit is God (Acts 5:3,4). Because the 
mode of existence of the Divine Being is unique the utmost reserve is 
necessary in attempting to illustrate this great mystery. Some have 
suggested that the terms Father, Son and Holy Spirit are used to describe 
three different forms of activity of one and the same Person, as in human 
affairs, one and the same person may be the father of a family, the 
commander of an army and the sovereign of a kingdom. This concept is 
contrary to the revelation of God in Scripture. The Father is described as 
sending the Son (1 Jn 4:10), and the Father and the Son as sending the 
Spirit (Jn 14:26 and 16:7). At the Jordan when Christ was baptized, the 
Father spoke from heaven, and the Spirit descended as a dove upon the 
Son (Matt.3:13-17). Such examples of the activities of the Persons in the 
Godhead are plainly inconsistent with the idea of the Trinity being three 
manifestations of one Person. "The Trinity in Unity, being the mode of 
existence of the Eternal, is a thing essentially unique, and is therefore 
lifted far above the possibility of complete comparison. The student and 
teacher will do wisely therefore to deal very sparingly with such treatment 
of the doctrine, and will always guard what he does in this direction with a 
remembrance of the unique nature of the subject" (H. C. G. Moule). Wise 
counsel! 

The doctrine of the Trinity is clearly discernible in the Old Testament 
writings but is fully demonstrated in the New Testament. The command 
of the risen Christ, "baptizing them into the name of the Father and of the 
Son and of the Holy Spirit" (Matt.28:19) demands the acceptance of this 
doctrine by all who submit themselves for baptism as His disciples. The 
use of the singular name is significant. The full revelation to men of the 
triune God awaited the incarnation of the Son and the sending forth of the 
Spirit. 

The relationship of the Persons in the Godhead is eternal. There are 
some who claim to accept the doctrine of the Trinity and of the deity and 
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eternity of the Persons in the Godhead, but who affirm that our Lord's 
divine Sonship is a development which took place in time, either at His 
incarnation or at His resurrection, and that it is therefore not original and 
eternal. Many passages of Scripture (e.g. Heb.1,2; Col.1:13-16) indicate 
that the relationship antedated creation. Further, the Fatherhood in the 
Godhead is the primary pattern from which the concept of fatherhood is 
devised. To assert that the divine Fatherhood commenced at some point in 
time is inconsistent with such a passage as Eph.3:14,15 (RVM). It is not 
possible for finite minds to comprehend all that is involved in the unique 
relationship of Father and Son in the Godhead, but the ineffable glory of 
the only-begotten Son is bound up with it (Jn 1:14,18). The teaching of 
Scripture requires that the doctrine of the eternal Sonship of Christ be 
held as a vital article of faith. 
We emphasized earlier in this article that true knowledge of God can be 
acquired only by unqualified acceptance of what He has chosen to reveal 
about Himself in Scripture. To venture beyond this is presumptuous; to 
question what we are unable to fully comprehend is equally reprehensible. 
While, "it is impossible for mortal man to comprehend or discuss God 
except by using symbols derived from mortal experience" (Prestige), yet 
because of our tendency to form concepts from our own imagination we 
need to bring our minds back continually to the consideration of what is 
revealed in Holy Scripture. At best our knowledge of God while we are in 
mortal body will be incomplete, "For now we see in a mirror dimly" (1 
Cor.13:12, RSV). "Our conception of God must fall far short of His real 
being, and our language about Him must fall short of our conception" (F. 
F. Bruce).  

"But if the little that we know  
Of Thee and Thine while here below  
Such triumph gives, what will it be  
When face to face Thyself we see" (Isaac Watts).  

In the search for the knowledge of God, as in all other studies, the 
activities of the mind are called into play. Diligent application to what is 
written is indispensable. This alone, however, is not the key to the hidden 
treasures of divine revelation. In Scripture God is revealed and yet 
concealed. Many study the Bible but fail to discover its spiritual wealth. 
Man's spiritual condition makes the true knowledge of God unattainable 
by him unless he is enlightened by God's Spirit. "Ye search the 
Scriptures", said our Lord to the Pharisees, "because ye think that in them 
ye have eternal life . . . and ye will not come to Me, that ye may have life" 
(Jn 5:39,40). Our Lord's further words in prayer to His Father confirm this 
paradox: 
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"I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou didst hide 
these things from the wise and understanding, and didst reveal them unto 
babes" (Matt.11:25). The knowledge of God is the subject of all subjects. 
There is no more worthy and satisfying pursuit. As Faber puts it: 
"God only is the creature's home, Though rough and strait the road, Yet 
nothing less can satisfy The love that longs for God." To recapitulate: the 
essentials to progress in the discovery of God are, earnest enquiry and 
diligent application to the Holy Scriptures, a childlike mind, unquestioning 
faith, and the enlightenment of the Spirit of God. 
"If thou seek her as silver, And search for her as for hid treasures; Then 
shalt thou understand the fear of the LORD, And find the knowledge of 
God" (Prov.2:4,5). This brief outline of a profound subject covers a 
limited area of God's self-revelation in the Holy Scriptures. It is designed 
to serve as an introduction to a short series of articles by our co-worker Dr 
J. D. Terrell which it is proposed to publish in succeeding months. These 
will focus attention on the experimental knowledge of God — a theme 
calling for renewed emphasis in this materialistic age. We trust that the 
treatment of the subject will prove helpful and stimulating to readers. 

 
Thoughts on His Passion Fingerpost 
On the momentous crucifixion day, the strangest procession in human 
history wended its way out of the city of Jerusalem, through the gate 
leading to a piece of ground which was to become notorious. Not long 
after sunrise, noisy groups formed gradually into a milling crowd of 
favouring and opposing factions. Pharisees and priests would be most 
vocal in their accusations against Jesus as they awaited the retinue of 
Roman soldiers to lead the three condemned men to the brow of 
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Calvary's hill. But in this growing crowd there were also those who 
recognized Him as Messiah, and among them were some women 
unashamedly shedding their tears. Despite the clamour, the jeers, the 
taunts, the scurrilous remarks, those tears did not pass unnoticed by the 
Lord. He cried, "Weep not for Me, but weep for yourselves, and for your 
children" (Lk.23:27-31). 

It is not easy for 20th century Christians to picture this Eastern scene of 
three accused men, moving slowly in procession, each bearing the 
wooden stake to be used for his own torture. The Lord was helped by 
Simon of Cyrene, and the help was most needed, for He had been brutally 
treated. The Roman use of the metal-tipped thongs of the cat o' nine tails 
had done its infamous work in making long their furrows in His back 
(Ps.129:3); and the unrestrained blows to His face caused His visage to be 
"so marred more than any man" (Isa.52:14). Weak from the afflictions 
which turned His face into bruised, bleeding flesh; physically tired from 
the constant standing and the badgering of His tormentors; and exhausted 
by the deeply emotional ordeal of Gethsemane, the Lord could be 
expected to stumble beneath the load of His cross, and so Simon would be 
pressed into service to assist (Lk.23:26). Would Simon ever forget the 
experience of bearing the end of that cross, and following the Master step 
by step, step by step, exposed to the same taunts and cries? Might this 
experience have been the means of bringing him and his family to Christ? 

The procession halts; the destination is reached; and destiny begins for 
the human race. "And when they came unto the place which is called The 
skull, there they crucified Him, and the malefactors, one on the right hand 
the other on the left" (Lk.23:33). The greatest travesty of justice in human 
history has taken place. An entirely innocent Man has been crucified. He 
was found faultless by Rome's high court (Lk.23:14-16), yet the Jewish 
rulers used the lawless men of Rome to put Him to death (Acts 2:23). 
Stephen described them as betrayers and murderers (Acts 7:52); but it was 
the disdainful, contemptuous cry of Israel which would live to haunt them 
down through the centuries. "And all the people answered and said, His 
blood be on us, and on our children" (Matt.27:25). 

God, in the death of His Son, has graciously made provision for all 
men. "For . . . the gospel ... is the power of God unto salvation ... to the 
Jew . . . and also to the Greek" (Rom.1:16). 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

The Coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost 

By R. Armstrong, of London, Ontario 

The Promise 
Before Calvary our Lord told His disciples He would go away, and that 
He would pray the Father to send another Comforter, even the Spirit of 
truth, who would be with them for ever (Jn 14:16,17). The word 
"Comforter" here is a divine title, the Greek word parakletos meaning, 
called to one's side and capable of giving aid. The same word is used of the 
Lord Jesus, now in heaven as an Advocate (1 Jn 2:1). God's purpose was 
to provide an Advocate in heaven and a Comforter on earth for His 
people, until the Lord returns. The word "another" in Jn 14:16 is allos, 
meaning another of the same kind, One like Himself. This is the Trinity 
acting in unity, as also shown in Jn 15:26, "But when the Comforter is 
come, whom I will send . . . from the Father, even the Spirit of Truth, 
which proceedeth from the Father, He shall bear witness of Me". 

The Preparation 
It was the day of Christ's resurrection, and evening shadows darkened the 
streets of Jerusalem. The disciples, afraid of the Jews, bewildered and 
uncertain of Christ's whereabouts, no doubt discussed the events of the 
day, as they waited behind closed doors. The stark tragedy and brutality 
of Christ's crucifixion, with all its disappointment, were still stinging in 
their hearts, and they were afraid of possible reprisals on those known to 
be His followers. It was all like a nightmare! Then there was the unlikely 
story of Mary Magdalene, that she had seen Him alive, and that He had 
spoken to her. To them, it was like an idle tale, and they did not believe it 
(Lk.24:11). 

Had these men remembered nothing of what He had told them? Was 
that all the three years in His company had done for them? Doubts and 
fears are one thing, but outright unbelief is another. How did the Lord 
deal with it? Suddenly, and without warning, "Jesus came and stood in the 
midst, and said unto them, Peace be unto you, and ... He showed unto 
them His hands and His side" (Jn 20:19,20). This is one of those heart-
moving scenes of Scripture, as those eleven young men looked in 
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astonished silence into the face of their risen Lord, and saw His hands and 
side. Unbelief and fear vanished like mist before the morning sun. A flood 
of memories came surging back of all He had said to them. What a 
difference when He is in the company! Then John tells us a surprising 
thing, which the other gospel writers omit. After He had said, "As the 
Father hath sent Me, even so send I you", then "He breathed on them, and 
said . . . Receive ye the Holy Spirit" (Jn 20:21,22). The word "breathed" is 
emphusao, to breathe upon, and is the symbolic act of the Lord Jesus 
breathing on His apostles the communication of the Holy Spirit (Vine). 
The Spirit did not come into them that night as some have supposed, for 
had the Lord not said earlier, "Nevertheless I tell you the truth; it is 
expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not away; the Comforter will 
not come unto you; but if I go, I will send Him unto you"? (Jn 16:7, see 
also Jn 7:38,39). 

Then the Lord's instructions were clear, "Tarry ye in the city of 
Jerusalem, until ye be endued (clothed) with power from on high" 
(Lk.24:49, AV). The Greek word for "tarry" means to sit down, and here 
implies waiting for the promise of the Father. Nowhere else in Scripture is 
tarrying instructed by the Lord in this frame of reference. It was a specific 
location, the city of Jerusalem, where they were to wait. We emphasize 
this for its importance, because many groups of Christians generally 
described as "pentecostal" have taken the verse right out of context, and 
have built a wrong teaching around it. They say that after receiving Christ 
one should, with others, continue in "tarrying meetings" to induce a 
second blessing or baptism of the Holy Spirit. In fact some are now 
teaching that without such an experience it is doubtful if one is saved. It is 
a travesty of the sovereignty of the Holy Spirit for humans to dare to 
command the Spirit of God to act outside of divine revelation. John, by 
the same Holy Spirit warns us, "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but 
prove the spirits whether they are of God; because many false prophets 
are gone out into the world" (1 Jn 4:1). The anointing (chrisma) of the 
Holy Spirit will teach us concerning all things, and is always consistent 
with divine revelation. This is the true charismatic experience. 

Pentecost marked the historic descent of the Holy Spirit into the hearts 
of God's people, and all who believed were baptized in the Holy Spirit into 
the body of Christ (1 Cor.12:13). With Pentecost came the gifts of the 
Spirit in confirmation of the new message of the kingdom of God, such as 
miracles, healings, tongues, and raising of the dead. In those beginning 
days, these gifts, working through the apostles, were always under the 
control of the Holy Spirit, and the apostles were never embarrassed by 
miracle failures. They always worked under the sovereignty of God, 
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according to His own will. It is very doubtful whether these miraculous 
gifts continued after the apostolic age. We are not now referring to 
physical healings from the Lord in response to the prayer of faith, but 
even this is always consistent with "praying in the Holy Spirit", and 
according to the will of God (1 Jn 5:14, Jude 1:20). 
The Fulfilment 
Pentecost means "fiftieth" and every instructed Jew was aware that this 
festival day was a fulfilment of the "Feast of Weeks" given to Israel, as 
one of the seven feasts in Lev.23. This particular Pentecost was exactly 50 
days after the Lord's resurrection, itself the glorious antitype of the wave 
sheaf offering of the new harvest, in those same festivals of the Lord. 
Jerusalem would be crowded at Pentecost week-end. Foreign exchange 
stalls would be thriving, as animal and commodity markets in the temple 
area competed for the purchases by Jewish worshippers who sought the 
favour of God as they offered sacrifices in lifeless ritual. Christ had gone 
back to heaven from Olivet to His Father's right hand. "Whom the heaven 
must receive until the times of restoration of all things" (Acts 3:21). 

In Jerusalem, in a room, away from the crowded streets, the disciples 
waited, in prayer, pondering the issues of the tremendous days ahead. 
"And suddenly there came from heaven a sound as of the rushing of a 
mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting. And there 
appeared unto them tongues parting asunder, like as of fire; and it sat 
upon each one of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit, and 
began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance" 
(Acts 2:2-4). This sovereign act of the Holy Spirit imparted the unique 
and unparalleled gift of tongues. Jews and proselytes from 15 different 
countries, who had come to Jerusalem, heard them speaking in their own 
tongues the mighty works of God. This use of the gift was consistent with 
Paul's later message, that tongues were for a sign to the unbeliever, and 
not to the believer, a fact being overlooked today (1 Cor.14:22). Paul also 
recalls the message of Isaiah centuries before, when God said He had 
spoken to Israel "by men of strange lips and with another tongue ... yet 
they would not hear" (Isa.28:11,12). 

The news travelled quickly that a tongue-speaking phenomenon had 
broken out in the city. As the crowds gathered "they were all amazed, and 
marvelled saying. . . are not all these which speak Galileans . . . how hear 
we ... in our own language wherein we were born?" (Acts 2:7,8). The 
miracle was in the speaking, not the hearing. They spoke with other 
tongues, and without interpreters. It was orderly, powerful and convicting. 
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The Purpose 
Peter preached the first gospel message in the new church age, and there is 
no evidence that he spoke this in another tongue. The burden of his 
message was Jesus Christ and His resurrection, and about 3000 were 
saved that first Lord's Day. Why only 3000 out of the hundreds of 
thousands who were in the city? Paul answers this in Rom.11, "a remnant 
according to the election of grace . . . obtained it, and the rest were 
hardened" (vv.5-7). Scripture does not say the 3000 spoke in tongues, but 
it does say "there were added unto them (the 120 of Acts 1:15) in that day 
about three thousand souls. And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' 
teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and the prayers" (Acts 
2:41,42). God bore witness then, and in after days, to the apostolic 
ministry "by signs and wonders, and by manifold powers, and by gifts of 
the Holy Spirit, according to His own will" (Heb.2:4). 

The Lord added daily to the church those who were being saved (Acts 
2:47). The word added means to lay alongside additionally, and here it 
refers to addition to the local church, not the Body of Christ, for they had 
already been baptized in the Holy Spirit into the Body. Christ was 
building His church, against which the gates of hell could not prevail, 
whereas the apostles were engaged in planting churches of God, which 
later became the object of bitter persecution by Roman imperialism. The 
continuing Christian witness, through the channel of the Lord's new 
Fellowship, represented by the first century churches of God, depended 
on the power of the Holy Spirit. 

Thus signs and wonders marked the early developing days of the new 
testimony of God, and continued until replaced by the completed 
revelation of New Testament Scriptures. In this more complete way God 
is now speaking finally in His Son (Heb.1:2), rather than through gifts of 
miracles to men. "The just shall live by faith" (Heb.10:38 A V) is the norm 
in this age of silence of God. Many spiritual giants who have been filled 
with the Holy Spirit performed no miraculous signs. In this age God is 
moving forward in electing grace. We see the Son's work in atonement, 
the Holy Spirit's work in the regeneration and anointing of the believer 
and the baptism in the Spirit into the Body of Christ. Co-extensive with 
these age-long purposes there are to be churches of God, forming a 
"habitation of God in the Spirit", a "spiritual house", a "holy priesthood" 
for "spiritual sacrifices" (1 Pet.2:5; Eph.2:19-22). This is an area of truth 
as vital today as in the first century. 

Because all the gifts of the Spirit outlined in 1 Cor.12:4-11, which must 
include the raising of the dead, are not fully evident today, we are 
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reluctant to accept as valid present-day attempts by many to revive these 
special gifts. The failure rate is too high, and the origin is open to serious 
question. It is the fulness of the Spirit that complements the life of faith, in 
all who are fully committed to keep the word of God and to do His will. 
The crucified life Paul spoke of in Gal.2:20 gives place to the Spirit-filled 
life yielding the "fruit of the Spirit" (Gal.5:22). 

We must in all honesty confess, as disciples of our Lord in churches of 
God, the need for a greater manifestation of the power of the Spirit of God 
in our lives and ministry. There is also an increasing need for the sound 
expositional teaching of the word of God, cast in the mould of the living 
orthodoxy of New Testament revelation relative to the house of God, and 
the gathering out of His people (Rom.6:17). But may we be delivered 
from preaching and teaching this essential doctrine without life in the 
Spirit. As we move in this world and work in the churches, may we be 
"the epistle of Christ. . . written not with ink, but with the Spirit of the 
living God; not in tables of stone, but in tables that are hearts of flesh... 
sufficient as ministers of a new covenant; not of the letter, but of the 
Spirit; for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life" (2 Cor.3:3-6). 

The time is short until the Lord comes, so let us spend our lives in the 
shadow of the Almighty, and throw ourselves on the resources of the 
Holy Spirit, to come out with anointed lips to speak the message of God. 

for YOUNG believers 
Run Well 
By D. T. Hyland, of Middlesbrough 
When athletes are about to take part in a sprint they crouch on the starting 
line waiting for the starter's signal. They must be careful not to "jump the 
gun". When the pistol fires, they are off down the track as fast as they can 
go. 

The Christian life is a race we begin running the moment we believe on 
the Lord Jesus Christ. It is a long-distance race rather than a short sprint. 
The sprinter needs energy for a short burst of speed; long-distance runners 
must be able to keep up their effort for a long time, they must have 
endurance. 
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Many believers run well at the beginning of their Christian lives. They 
are thankful to the Lord Jesus for their salvation. They are keen to read 
their Bibles, set aside time for prayer, and to meet with other Christians. 
But some soon tire. They get taken up fully with their studies or their 
work. Hobbies or interests which are not harmful in themselves begin to 
take up all spare time. The prayer life dries up. Bible reading gets missed. 
Excuses are easily found for not going to meetings. Let us never forget 
that Satan is always putting obstacles in the way. He is trying to hinder us 
from running well. Paul had to ask the Galatian Christians the searching 
question, "Ye were running well; who did hinder you?" (Gal.5:7). 

Runners are dressed for the job, they cast off anything that will hinder 
them. The writer of the letter to the Hebrew Christians had this in mind 
when he wrote, "Let us . . . lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth 
so easily beset us" (Heb.12:1). If you find something in your life which is 
a constant source of failure, ask the Lord to help you to overcome it. 
Otherwise it may become a "besetting sin". 

The runner has his eye fixed on a goal, he wants to be first to the 
winning post. In the Greek Olympic Games the victor was crowned with 
an olive wreath. The athletes strove hard for this great honour. As Paul 
says, "They do it to receive a corruptible crown", something that will soon 
fade, "but we an incorruptible" (1 Cor.9:25). Those who run well in their 
Christian lives will receive an eternal reward. 

Towards the end of his life Paul wrote, "I have finished the course". 
Although bodily weak, he was still spiritually vigorous. He finished his 
course strongly. May the Lord give us strength to run well to His glory. 
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Voices from the Past 

Falling Away (2) 
The view the writer takes of the parable of the Sower is that there are three 
kinds of believers given and one class who are unbelievers. Those who 
answer to the wayside are those who never receive the word in any wise. 
Their hearts are callous and indifferent and there is no opening into which 
the word can enter and where it can take root. The birds of the air find the 
seed uncovered and so devour it; such is the work of the wicked one with 
all such persons. The other three classes are all of them persons who 
receive the word, but only one of the three brings forth fruit for the Sower. 
These are they which receive the word into an honest and good heart and 
bring forth fruit with patience. Fruit bearing to God is a matter of slow and 
continuous progress. 

Those who answer to the stony ground are those who become apostate 
through the temptations. Their experience of divine life in its activities in 
the soul has been joyful, but short-lived. There was always in them a 
shallowness of character. How this came to be it is no matter for our 
investigation, though it gives one food for reflection why some persons 
should be so shallow and narrow in their moral structure, and others with 
both depth and breadth of soul. There was in them little earth and much 
rock, and so the roots of the divine seed could find in them but little to 
work upon. When the sun rose, that which promised fair, sank and withered 
away. There was no fruit for the Sower. If they had been transported to 
another scene than this after they received the word things might have 
been different, but believers in the Lord Jesus Christ have to live in a 
world of trials and difficulties after they are born again, in which the best 
and greatest of men fail miserably at times, and in which we wonder that 
we ever, in our infant days in spiritual life, were able to survive at all. 

One is reminded of the strong words of the Lord with reference to His 
little ones. "Woe unto the world because of occasions of stumbling, for it 
must needs be that the occasions come, but woe to that man through 
whom the occasion cometh!" (Matt.18:7). 

The Lord speaks from the depths of His soul because of the love He 
bears to every little one that believes in Him. Moreover He says before 
this that it were more profitable for a man than that he should stumble one 
of these little ones that a great millstone be hanged about his neck and that 
he should be sunk in the depths of the sea. Let us fear lest haply this come 
upon us, and so order our steps to be an example rather than a stumbling 
block. 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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Pray tor Africa  Comment by Torchlight 
It was a former British Prime Minister, Mr Harold Macmillan, who coined 
the phrase 'the wind of change' to describe imminent developments on the 
great African Continent. With statesmanlike foresight he recognized the 
transformation which would follow when imperial rule gave place to 
various independent administrations. In the event the 'wind' became a 
'hurricane'. A new day dawned for Africa. But sadly, the struggle for 
power and the heavy pressures of independence brought conflict and 
disruption. At the present time no fewer than six civil wars are simmering. 

In Southern Africa the situation is grave and has become a pre-
occupation of world statesmen to such a degree that it may divert 
attention from the urgency of a Middle East settlement. The Western 
Powers, Britain and America, are trying to help towards a peaceful 
transition to majority rule in Rhodesia. Failure to reach agreement at the 
Geneva Conference was a major setback. Whether this new initiative will 
succeed remains to be seen. At the time of writing the outlook is not 
encouraging. 

Western influence on the African Continent appears to be on the wane 
and Soviet Russia and China are exploiting spheres of interest among 
various African States. This is all part of the global struggle 

between East and West. These 
developments and the continuing 
stalemate in the Middle East are a 
grave threat to world peace. 

As Christians we must not close 
our eyes to the travails of mankind 
in this solemn phase of human 
history God forbid that we should 
be "at ease in Zion", unmoved by 
the sorrows of millions of our 
fellow-men. While waiting and 
longing for our Lord's return we are 
called to serve (1 Thess.1:9,10),  
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and an important part of that service is intercession "for all men" (1 
Tim.2:1). This is not only a duty but also a privilege. The responsibility to 
pray for "all in high place" extends not only to rulers who uphold 'human 
rights' but also to those who have little regard for them. Those of us who 
live in lands where freedom to worship and witness is unrestricted tend to 
take our liberties for granted. We are inclined to forget that there are vast 
areas in the world where fellow-believers and other minorities are 
persecuted in varying degrees of severity by oppressive governments. This 
is why repeated emphasis is given to this matter in our reviews of current 
events in these pages. 

To revert to the African situation. One feature of the conflict there is 
that there are many conflicting ideologies, not only secular but also 
religious. There is strong Moslem influence as well as deep-rooted 
idolatry. But in spite of these inveterate enemies of the gospel the story of 
the Cross has won the hearts of many. We can take courage from the 
assurance of final victory: 

"The winds of hell have blown,  
The world its hate hath shown,  
Yet it is not o'erthrown. 

Hallejulah for the Cross!  
It shall never suffer loss!" 

The Reconciling Cross 
Further to what is said above, in this closing paragraph we comment 
briefly on the Cross of Christ as the reconciling instrument not only 
between God and man but also between man and man. The one is referred 
to in 2 Cor.5:18,19; the other in Eph.2:14-16. One definition of 
'reconciliation' is "to make friendly after estrangement". 

One of the tragic results of man's Fall is that it not only impaired his 
relationship with his Creator but also affected his capacity for pure 
fellowship with his fellows. There was an early manifestation of this in the 
implied complaint of Adam against Eve: "The woman whom Thou gavest 
to be with me, she gave me of the tree". Instead of defending his wife he 
accused her. And this trait was tragically demonstrated when Cain, moved 
with malice against his brother Abel, slew him. The apostle put his finger 
on the same ingrained corruption of mankind in his inspired analysis of 
human society (Tit.3:3). 

While just laws are necessary and proper for ordering human relation-
ships in society they cannot reach down to the root of our malady. The 
Cross of Christ alone can rectify my relationship with God and my 
neighbour. 
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knowing GOD
 

(2) His Greatness 

By J. D. Terrell, of Carlisle 

"Bless the LORD, O my soul. O LORD my God, Thou art very great" 
(Ps.104:1). 

To address oneself to this lofty subject is to approach the very presence of 
the Eternal, and to share the awe which Moses felt at the words, "Put off 
thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy 
ground" (Ex.3:5). For surely the greatness of God is but a descriptive term 
for the Divine Person in all His attributes, expressions and works. No 
higher contemplation can engage the mind of man. No comparable pre-
occupation stirs the human spirit to such heights of joy and praise. It 
projects our holiest imaginings to the day when "the earth shall be full of 
the knowledge of the LORD, as the waters cover the sea" (Isa.11:9). The 
opening article of this series led us into the vast storehouse of wisdom 
associated with the knowledge of God. We proceed now to explore for a 
little, one of the rich treasure-rooms of God, His greatness, more a 
declaration of His Person than an attribute. We shall consider firstly . . . 

God's Greatness in His Being 

Immortalised in sacred verse we have the psalmist's confident assertion, 
"For I know that the LORD is great, and that our Lord is above all gods" 
(Ps.135:5); and again, "Great is the LORD, and highly to be praised; and 
His greatness is unsearchable" (Ps.145:3). The inspired words of the poet 
are an expression of elevation of spirit rather than the submission of a 
theological treatise. Yet the true greatness of God's Being rests upon His 
nature and character. Teachers of Bible doctrine have found it helpful to 
think of the divine attributes as 'natural' and 'moral', though words must be 
inadequate even in classification. Among the 'natural' attributes of God 
are His unlimited power and knowledge (Isa.40:12-26; Rom.1:20; 
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1 Cor.15:27,28); His 'transcendence', i.e. God's self-existence, separately 
from His creatures (Gen.11:6,7; Acts 17:24,25); His 'immanence', or 
nearness to and close involvement in His entire creation (Ps.139:1-13; 
Acts 17:27,28). These describe and underline one aspect of His greatness. 
Words which are unfamiliar do not immediately draw us nearer to the 
great God, but, when examined, they help focus our minds; and to grow in 
the appreciation of God's greatness demands both the exercise of the mind 
and the devotion of the heart. Among the 'moral' attributes of God we 
think of His holiness, righteousness, truth and love. Eternal, unlimited, 
sovereign and good — such is the character of the Being before whom the 
seraphim cry, "Holy, holy, holy, is the LORD of hosts: the whole earth is 
full of His glory". For the glory of God is integral with His greatness; the 
former the outshining and expression of the latter. 

One of the richest seams of truth in Holy Scripture is associated with 
names and their meanings. So it is with the Person of God. His greatness, 
in a full variety of aspects, is declared in the divine names of the Bible. 
Outstanding is the dominant monosyllable EL — Strength; The Most High 
God — The Supreme. Then ELOHIM, the plural designation so full of 
meaning in relation to the holy Trinity, itself expressing a vast dimension 
of divine greatness. We cannot stay to speak of "the Name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit" (Matt.28:19). And then God's 
covenant Name with Israel — JEHOVAH, the Self-existent One. What, 
asked the meekest man in all the earth, shall I say unto them, when they 
say to me, "What is His Name?". "And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT 
I AM . . . Jehovah . . . this is My Name for ever, and this is My memorial 
unto all generations" (Ex.3:14,15 RVM). There we must leave in the 
merest sketch our brief consideration of the greatness of God's Being. 

God's Greatness in Creation 

Our thoughts are, however, led inevitably from the Person of God to His 
works. Here, in finding an expression of God's almighty grandeur, we are 
drawn to the words of inspired verse. "Bless the LORD, O my soul. O 
LORD my God, Thou are very great; Thou art clothed with honour and 
majesty" (Ps.104:1). Thus is opened one of the choicest of hymns of 
praise of the Creator. From the heavens stretched out like a curtain, to the 
rocky refuge of the conies, "O LORD, how manifold are Thy works! In 
wisdom hast Thou made them all" and "Let the glory of the LORD endure 
for ever" and "I will sing praise to my God while I have any being". 
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O Lord my God, when I in awesome wonder. 
Consider all the works Thy hands have made, 
I see the stars, I hear the mighty thunder, 
Thy power throughout the universe displayed, 
Then sings my soul, my Saviour God to Thee, 

"How Great Thou Art". 
It is in creation that the human mind, itself taking origin from God and 

answering so far in character and image to the divine, first appreciates the 
greatness of God. With God-given faculties of a high order of sensitivity 
and perception, we appreciate beauty, order, scale, purpose in created 
things. And with a growing awareness of His greatness we increasingly 
share David's sense of contrasting human insignificance. "O LORD, our 
Lord, how excellent is Thy Name in all the earth!. . . What is man, that 
Thou art mindful of him?" (Ps.8:1,4). Yet as we shall see in connexion 
with revelation and salvation, a glorious measure of divine greatness lies 
in the grandeur of God's purpose in man. For the "son of man" of Ps.8 
emerges into the full light of revelation as the second Man; as the Bringer 
of many sons unto glory (Heb.2:6-10); the Lord from heaven. 

Central in the great concept of creation, "the things that are made", was 
the unfolding of "the invisible things of Him" (Rom.1:20). Man's 
understanding of God was to be led from the things that are seen, the 
temporal, to the things that are not seen, the eternal (2 Cor.4:18). And as 
Rom.1 declares in such solemn terms, men spurned "His everlasting 
power and divinity" in creation and "changed the glory of the 
incorruptible God for the likeness of an image of corruptible man . . .". 
Immeasurable greatness was revealed in God's splendid creative work; 
but fuller and richer dimensions of His greatness were to be disclosed in 
response to His creatures' folly and sin. 

God's Greatness in Revelation 

As we have seen, this begins with creation. But the patient self-unfolding 
of an infinitely caring Creator proceeded through personal appearances, in 
spoken message and in written word, to Abraham, to Moses, to Isaiah and 
to many others. Fleeting reminders of the light unapproachable, the 
natural environment of "the blessed and only Potentate" (1 Tim.6:15) 
were given to some of these noble men of God and are recorded to stir our 
hearts also to adoration and worship. And what can we say of the written 
word of God as a demonstration of God's enduring greatness? "Heaven 
and earth shall pass away, but My words shall not pass away" 
(Matt.24:35). "For ever, O LORD, Thy word is settled in heaven" 
(Ps.119:89). 
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So the imperishable Word stands sentinel over the integrity of God's 
glorious Person and Name. As He is, so is it — "living and active" 
(Heb.4:12). 

And so, "God, having of old time spoken unto the fathers in the 
prophets . . . hath at the end of these days spoken unto us in His Son ..." 
(Heb.1:1,2). The angel's message over Judea's hills was entirely 
appropriate to the occasion. "Glory to God in the highest ..." (Lk.2:14). the 
incongruity of the whole situation, in human terms, was staggering. A 
multitude of the heavenly host — and a "Babe wrapped in swaddling 
clothes" in a stable — "the King eternal, incorruptible, ... the only God . . 
." (1 Tim.1:17). As we have already remarked, God's glory is the 
outshining of His intrinsic greatness. And, said John the apostle, "we 
beheld His glory, glory as of the Only-begotten from the Father, full of 
grace and truth". True, John was one of those who shared the privilege of 
the transfiguration mount. But surely his primary claim to observing "His 
glory" refers to the spiritual and moral realm of Christ's grace and truth. 
Even in reference to human beings, true greatness is a thing of the heart. 
Creation had declared it; a wide range of other revelation had confirmed 
it; and now the Incarnate Son lived out the unlimited greatness of the heart 
of God. Some human hearts were impressionable. "Never man so spake". 
"Can this be the Christ?" "Thou art the Son of God, Thou art King of 
Israel". "My Lord and my God". And so, finally we approach the zenith of 
revealed greatness . . . 

God's Greatness in Salvation 

Said Isaiah, "The LORD JEHOVAH ... is become my salvation . . . great 
is the Holy One of Israel in the midst of thee" (Isa.12:2,6). When every 
observable power was against them the Israelites received the word, 
"Stand still, and see the salvation of the LORD" (Ex.14:13). The 
sovereign authority of heaven was about to be displayed, and earth's great 
ones humiliated. So it was in due course that "when the fulness of the time 
came, God sent forth His Son . . ."; and the whole universe wondered at 
the supreme work of God. Gabriel, the commissioned angel, made a 
declaration of infinite importance, "He shall be great, and shall be called 
the Son of the Most High". We have commented above on a few who 
received Him; the eyes of whose hearts were enlightened; who glimpsed 
the reality of the Godhead in Jesus Christ. "Great is the mystery of 
godliness, He who was manifested in the flesh". The Holy Spirit points 
uniquely to the incarnate Word in this world, "bringing salvation" 
(Tit.2:11). Yet — we speak reverently — the finest hour of the eternal 
Godhead had still to come. 
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But when I think that God, His Son not sparing, Sent Him to die, I scarce 
can take it in; That on the cross, my burden gladly bearing, He bled and 
died to take away my sin, Then sings my soul, my Saviour God to Thee, 
"How Great Thou Art". Fain would we linger, as did that little group of 
loving hearts by a blood-stained cross, with His "It is finished" beginning 
its triumphant reverberation down the ages; visit the garden tomb and 
glory in the victory of its emptiness. 
One of the last direct scripture references to the greatness of God is in 
Tit.2:13,14. It is applied to the Person of our Lord Jesus Christ. "Looking 
for the blessed hope and appearing of the glory of our great God and 
Saviour Jesus Christ". Until that day we are solemnly reminded that He 
"gave Himself for us that He might redeem us from all iniquity and purify 
unto Himself a people for His own possession, zealous of good works". So 
our little testimony is linked to the Eternal. "Bless the LORD, O my soul, 
O LORD my God, Thou art very great" (Ps.104:1). 

Jumping to Conclusions 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

Startling, is one way to describe a scriptural incident in which some of 
Israel's tribes almost went to war with each other because of a sad case of 
misunderstanding. Wrong decisions and bad judgements, with their 
resultant grief and sorrow, are often the outcome of assumptions and 
jumping to conclusions. These two barriers to good communication have 
always been with us. Obviously, God's people are not exempt from them. 
After Joshua's triumphs, the land of Canaan became the inheritance of 
Israel. The tribes were allocated their territories, and Reuben, Gad, and the 
half-tribe of Manasseh were given their possession in Gilead, on the other 
side of Jordan. Before they left Shiloh to possess their land, Joshua 
commended them for keeping the commandments of the Lord. Sending 
them on their journey with great wealth of gold, silver, and cattle, and a 
blessing, Joshua encouraged them to "take diligent heed to do the 
commandment and the law . . .  to love the LORD your God, and to walk in 
all His ways... to cleave unto Him, and to serve Him with all your heart and 
with all your soul" (Josh.22:5,6). 
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The spirit among all the tribes seemed to be exceedingly good at this 
time, but it was not long before a rift looked like developing because 
someone had jumped to a wrong conclusion. A rumour was started, and 
the resulting consequences were almost disastrous. Observe carefully the 
following words recorded by the Spirit: "And the children of Israel heard 
say . . ." (Josh.22:11). What had they heard? That the two and a half tribes 
had built an altar "in the region about Jordan, on the side that pertaineth to 
the children of Israel". Without apparent further enquiry, "the whole 
congregation . . . gathered themselves together at Shiloh, to go up against 
them to war" (v.12). What a frightening decision! Made, no doubt, with 
the best intentions in the world of guarding God's honour. But how 
contrary to the instruction given by Moses to the nation! He had 
incorporated in Israel's constitution the wise advice that when "thou shalt 
hear tell concerning one of thy cities", going to serve other gods, for 
instance, "Then shalt thou inquire, and make search, and ask diligently..." 
(Deut.13:12-18). Then comes the qualification before action is taken: 
"and, behold, if it be truth . . . thou shalt surely smite the inhabitants of 
that city ..." (vv.14,15). Not until the truth was known, after search and 
diligent enquiry, was a conclusion to be reached. Decisions cannot be 
reached on unconfirmed stories. Einstein said on one occasion: "Never 
determine anything as a matter of opinion that can be determined as a 
matter of fact". 

Led by Phinehas, the son of Eleazar the priest, ten princes of Israel 
confronted the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh, and alleged, "What 
trespass is this that ye have committed ... in that ye have builded you an 
altar, to rebel this day against the LORD?" (Josh.22:16). To charges of 
trespass, rebellion, were added those of iniquity like unto Peor, and 
turning away from following the LORD (vv.18,19). What a sad situation 
had now developed! How explosive it had all become! We cannot but 
admire the gracious response from those who were accused. No hostility, 
just a straightforward, truthful answer. The Lord knew, they said, that they 
had not built the altar out of trespass or rebellion, or to offer sacrifices; but 
as a safeguard for their children. "It shall be a witness between us and you 
. . . that your children may not say to our children in time to come, Ye 
have no portion in the LORD. ... It shall be, when they so say to us or to 
our generations in time to come, that we shall say, Behold the pattern of 
the altar of the L ORD, which our fathers made, not for burnt offering, nor 
for sacrifice; but it is a witness between us and you. God forbid that we 
should rebel against the LORD" (vv.27-29). Their explanation, with its 
additional assurance that the only altar for sacrifice and service they 
acknowledged was the one before His tabernacle, was 
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accepted by Phinehas and the princes, and in turn by Israel (v.33). And so 
was avoided unnecessary bloodshed, which otherwise might have torn 
Israel apart for generations. 

It might be said that the two and a half tribes were wrong in building the 
altar without consulting the other tribes. On the other hand it seems quite 
clear that the tribes with the majority had over-reacted; instead of thoughts 
of war; instead of an emotional prejudgement; they would have done 
better to follow out peacefully the wisdom of Moses in carrying out quiet, 
diligent search and enquiry. 

How true, "whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for 
our learning, that through patience and through comfort of the Scriptures 
we might have hope" (Rom.15:4). Perhaps there is a lesson for us to learn 
from Israel's experience, that we might be sure before we act. Then the 
scripture will be fulfilled that "wisdom is justified of all her children" 
(Lk.7:35). 

Ps.134 

By M. A. Jones, of Cardiff 

When the parents of the Lord Jesus went every year to Zion (Lk.2:41), the 
city of song and sacrifice, in company with other families for the feast of 
the Passover, probably they encouraged each other on the journey by 
singing the Songs of Ascents. On such an occasion, many a godly Israelite 
rabbi would have imparted to a Hebrew lad something of the glories of 
Zion, and many a son of the law must have looked forward to seeing "the 
city of our God, in His holy mountain, beautiful in elevation . . . Zion . . . 
the city of the great King" (Ps.48). If what David the king had introduced 
was still functioning when the Lord was a boy of twelve, the singing 
company of worshippers in Zion would find their songs caught up in the 
volume of praise that was ascending to the God of heaven, the One 
enthroned on the praises of Israel (Ps.22:3 RVM). Ps.134, the crowning 
hallelujah of the Songs of Ascents, indicates that this service of song and 
praise was a constant effort on the part of those who did Him service. 1 
Chron.9:33 supports the view that this service of song was sustained day 
and night by two hundred and eighty eight singers trained and supported 
by four thousand instrumentalists (see 1 Chron.23:5 and 1 Chron.25:7). 
Who would not have valued an opportunity to hear that! But a more 
glorious opportunity will be ours in a day certain to come 

(contd. on page 96) 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (6) The New Birth 

By F. L. Evans, of Yeovil 

The operation of the Holy Spirit in the new birth is simply stated in two 
verses of a hymn written by Dr C. M. Luxmoore. 

When I in Christ the Lord believed, 
And everlasting life received, 
He sent His Spirit from above, 
That I might understand His love. 

'Twas He who made me know my sin, 
By nature wicked and unclean; 

Twas He revealed the Son of God, 
And all the virtue of His blood.  

There can be no one saved without the shedding of the blood of Christ. 
Neither can any one be saved apart from the regenerating work of the 
Holy Spirit. As the "Spirit of life in Christ Jesus", His work is inseparable 
from that of the Lord Jesus Christ and is essential to salvation. Without 
Him, there is no real heart experience of conversion. For such, we must be 
born again, born of the Spirit (Jn 3:3-7; Rom.8:2). 

Conviction: Before the Lord Jesus left the world and went to the Father, 
He made a very clear statement to His disciples concerning the operation 
of the Holy Spirit. "If I go, I will send Him unto you. And He, when He is 
come, will convict the world in respect of sin, and of righteousness, and of 
judgement" (Jn 16:7,8). 

By means of the Word and conscience the Holy Spirit convicts 
unbelievers of the reality of sin and of their sinful nature, and of the sin-
hating character of God. He does not merely tell them of this in reproof, 
but He proves it to them so that they acknowledge it. This is the Spirit's 
work — He alone can open the heart to a realization of guilt, even of the 
most aggravated form of sin, unbelief and rejection of Christ, who came 
to "take away the sin of the world". 

In most cases of conversion there is a period when the person is "under 
conviction" of sin. This may be short or it may be long. Children, whose 
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sensitivity to wrong-doing is naturally clear and immediate, could not be 
expected to have a long struggle before making a decision. But the full-
grown and worldly-experienced person, with a heart hardened by the 
deceitfulness of sin, sometimes has a long battle in the soul, even for 
years, before the climax is reached and the matter is settled. The struggle 
may be bitter and laborious, but once the sinner-state is acknowledged and 
the decision is made, the close bond between the Saviour and the saved 
sinner is established. A real sense of safety, assurance and joy is 
experienced, even though the adversary continues his insidious assaults. 
The Holy Spirit also convinces of the righteousness of God. "Jesus Christ 
the righteous" was about to leave the world that had spurned Him, and go 
to His "righteous Father" with whom He had dwelt from everlasting. The 
coming of the Holy Spirit, according to promise, was a proof of Christ's 
exaltation to God's right hand. This was a powerful demonstration of the 
righteousness of God and an unmistakable vindication of the personal 
righteousness of Christ. The Spirit would convince men of this, and also 
would make it plain to them that Christ's righteousness could be 
communicated and imputed to them on the basis of their faith in Him. 
Christ's ascension to heaven is a strong assurance, to those who come to 
Him, of their righteous standing in Him.  

"Reach my blest Saviour first, 
Take Him from God's esteem; 
Prove Jesus bears one spot of sin, 
Then tell me I'm unclean."  

In addition, the Holy Spirit convicts concerning judgement. "The prince of 
this world" exercises control over men, women and children. His power to 
enslave and oppress is great. But there is a sense in which the death of 
Christ 'judged' him and judicially condemned him. As the Lord Himself 
walked in the shadow of the cross, He forcefully stated, "Now is the 
judgement of this world: now shall the prince of this world be cast out" 
(Jn 12:31). Through death and resurrection He brought to nought him that 
had the power of death (the devil), triumphing over principalities and 
powers. He had been manifested by God to destroy the works of the devil. 
Christ proved Himself to be stronger than Satan. It thus becomes clear that 
no other power can stand against Him. On these grounds the Holy Spirit 
brings a sense of emancipation from the fetters of Satan. He brings 
freedom from condemnation to all who "are in Christ Jesus", and liberty 
for them to live to serve the Lord. 

Born of the Spirit: In His night conversation with Nicodemus, the Lord 
used three times the phrase, "born of the Spirit" (Jn 3:5,6,8). He also 
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uses the expression which has been variously translated "born again" 
(AV), "born anew" (RV), and "born from above" (RVM). The Holy Spirit, 
using human agency, sows the seed, the eternal word of God, in the heart. 
This germinates within by faith, and the person is born again, becoming a 
child of God. This is regeneration. To Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews, a 
teacher of Israel, this was beyond his comprehension at the time. 

But such a birth would not come of natural descent, nor by human 
decision, nor by man's will. It would be the result of the working of the 
Holy Spirit, and the person would be born of God. "That which is born of 
the flesh is flesh". Natural birth produces a natural body, subject to the 
"law of sin and death". In contrast, "That which is born of the Spirit is 
spirit". He who is born of the Spirit of God is a partaker and possessor of a 
spiritual nature, subject to the "law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus". 

But let not the new convert to Christ be mystified or disheartened if the 
operation of the Holy Spirit in his own conversion was not fully under-
stood by him at the time. There are two comforting reassurances in Jn 3. 
First, the natural laws governing the motion of the wind were little 
understood by Nicodemus. So also the spiritual laws of the operation of 
the Holy Spirit may be only partially appreciated by the believer. Yet the 
witness of the Spirit is clear. Secondly, the Lord made it clear that "except 
a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God". The use of the 
word 'man' makes it evident that the message was for men universally. 
And the Lord's discourse on the new birth is closely followed by the 
wonderful and universal 'whosoever' of Jn 3:16. Many men, women, and 
children of all nations and languages have rejoiced in the 'whosoever' 
blessing of eternal life, without having a theological understanding of its 
depth and implications. 

Consequences and Assurances: A careful study of the Scriptures reveals 
that several words are used to make clear the diversity of the Spirit's 
ministry consequent upon the spiritual birth. These words are not used 
interchangeably or indiscriminately but rather with the utmost precision. It 
is, therefore, essential that we consider their significance, especially as 
they are all blessings initially bestowed on the believer at the time of his 
being born again. 

Indwelling: When a person places his faith in the Lord Jesus, the Holy 
Spirit is given to him to indwell him, to shed abroad the love of God in his 
heart. He dwells within the believer, directing and guiding, bearing 
witness that he is a child of God, a member of Christ. He is the happy 
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possessor of a life-union with Christ, and his body becomes a sanctuary of 
the Spirit (Rom.5:5; 8:9-16; 1 Cor.6:19). 

The   Sealing:   At   our   conversion   there   were   three happenings:— 
1. We heard the word of the truth, the gospel of our salvation. 
2. We believed in the Lord Jesus Christ. 
3. We were sealed with the Holy Spirit. 
A seal impressed on a contractual document gives undoubted validity, for 
security and authoritative purposes. The Holy Spirit, like a seal, is the 
impress on our souls at regeneration, an assurance of our once-for-all 
membership of the Church, the Body of Christ (Eph.1:13). 

The Earnest: The dictionary meaning of 'earnest' is 'money paid as 
instalment, especially to confirm a contract; foretaste, betokening'. It is a 
pledge that the rest will follow. The indwelling Holy Spirit is the earnest, 
the guarantee of our receiving our inheritance, the pledge of our complete 
heritage at the full "redemption of God's own possession". A somewhat 
similar way of expressing this is "the first fruits of the Spirit". He is the 
foretaste of the glorious things to come at "the redemption of our body" 
(Eph.1:14; 2 Cor.1:22; 1 Cor.5:5; Rom.8:23). 

The Baptism: "In one Spirit were we all baptized into one body, whether 
Jews or Greeks, whether bond or free" (1 Cor.12:13). 
"In one Spirit — The Spirit which the Lord Jesus had clearly promised 
that they who believed on Him would receive after His ascension. 
"Were we" — the original tense here points to an accomplished fact. At 
the time of our regeneration we were incorporated into the 'Body of 
Christ'. 
"All baptized" — this baptism had been the experience of all believers in 
Christ. It was connected with their standing in Christ, rather than their 
spiritual state, which in certain persons in the Corinthian Church was at a 
low ebb at the time. 
"Into one Body". Every true Christian is a member of Christ's 'Body' by 
baptism in the Spirit. This is not the work of any human evangelist or 
teacher, but it is the operation of Christ Himself. 

The Anointing: As Jesus of Nazareth was anointed by God with the Holy 
Spirit (Acts 10:38), those placing faith in Christ (the Messiah, the 
Anointed) are also anointed with the same Spirit. "He that stablisheth us 
with you in Christ, and anointed us, is God; who also sealed us, and gave 
us the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts" (2 Cor.1:21,22). The 
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anointing (or unction AV) is the Holy Spirit, who is received from the 
Holy God and abides in the believer to teach him the truth "concerning all 
things" by means of the Holy Scriptures (1 Jn 2:20,27). The Lord Himself 
made it delightfully clear:  

"He shall glorify Me: 
for He shall take of Mine, 
and shall declare it unto you" (Jn 16:14). 

Shipwreck 

"Supposing that they had obtained their purpose" (Acts 27:13). These 
words occur in the story of Paul's shipwreck. The purpose referred to was 
that of the master and owner of the ship in which Paul and his companions 
sailed from Myra on their way to Rome. The purpose was to leave what 
they thought was the uncommodious haven of Fair Havens and seek the 
shelter of the better harbour of Phoenix. 

Paul had remonstrated with them of the danger to which they were 
exposing their vessel, its passengers and crew, and its lading, it being 
dangerous for shipping at that time of the year in that part of the Levant. 

Paul's wise counsel was set aside. Thus it was that they weighed anchor 
and set sail from Fair Havens on what proved to be a disastrous voyage: 
yet it was a voyage in which the faith and hope of the apostle shone clear 
amid the darkness of the tempest. "I believe God" were words which rose 
above the hurricane, indicative of a faith which the storm could not shake. 

Lot had to make his choice. Lot would have the world and Abraham 
knew well that he could not hold his nephew back. The plain of Jordan 
with Sodom in the centre was Lot's choice, and so on he went till he 
reached Sodom's gate. He did not take the impious step all at once of 
going inside. He goes near enough to look in and be saluted by its 
inhabitants, but at length he enters, becomes a sojourner at first, then a 
citizen, and at last sits a full-fledged magistrate in the gate. But what is the 
end? It is but another case of "supposing he had obtained his purpose". 
Abraham's tent was but a poor structure to winter in, he would have a 
more comfortable and commodious house; he must have a more secure 
dwelling. Alas! fire consumed all and he himself was dragged out with his 
family by angelic hands — "saved, yet so as by fire". His was a sad case of 
shipwreck. 

J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1936. 
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(contd. from page 90) 
when the Lord of the Sanctuary will be the Leader of a greater congrega-
tion than in Israel's halcyon days and we shall be there with other blood-
bought ones to swell His praise eternally (Heb.2:12). 

for YOUNG believers 

"The Words of the Lord are Pure Words" 

By D. T. Hyland, of Middlesbrough 

The ores from which metals are extracted are found in the earth's crust. 
The base metals are often found in large quantities but the precious metals 
are rare. When liquefied in intense heat, waste matter, known as dross, 
comes to the surface and can be skimmed off. In Bible times gold was 
purified by being placed in a crucible which was held in the fire by a pair 
of pincers. The goldsmith blew the fire with a long, narrow tube or reed, 
to cause it to burn fiercely. Some metals were heated in a furnace, foot-
bellows being used to intensify the heat. 

The Word of God is likened to precious metal which has been fully 
refined; it is absolutely pure. Sometimes metals are mixed and an alloy is 
Produced. God's Word is unalloyed. David wrote in the book of Psalms 
about the purity of God's Word. Perhaps he had seen fully refined silver 
being poured from a crucible into moulds set in the earth. He said: "The 
words of the LORD are pure words; as silver tried in a furnace on the earth, 
purified seven times" (Ps.12:6). In another Psalm he wrote, "The 
judgements of the LORD are true, and righteous altogether. More to be 
desired are they than gold, yea, than much fine gold" (Ps.19:9,10). 

Gold ornaments were found in the tomb of one of the Pharaohs as 
lustrous as when they were made, whilst some of the other contents had 
corroded or turned to dust. But even this precious metal is described in the 
Bible as "gold that perisheth". In contrast to this, "the word of the LORD 
abideth for ever". God's Word is above and beyond valuation. Do we 
prize these living oracles as we should? 
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Voices from the Past 

Falling Away (3) 

The reality and solemnity of living seems to be but little impressed on the 
heart of some believers, and the nighty and unreal character of the present 
generation is leaving its mark upon the children of God. If they are not in 
the world entirely they like to live next door to it, to love its ways, its 
smile and approval; whereas we are told that, "Whosoever therefore 
would be a friend of the world, maketh himself an enemy of God" 
(Jas.5:4). The friendship of the world can have but one end for the child of 
God, and that is spiritual death, for its breath is deadly, however fragrant 
it may seem. 

The chief and primary cause of all apostasy is unbelief; an unbelieving 
heart which does not believe and consequently does not act upon the 
words God speaks in the ever present Today of His dealings with us. God 
is to us the living God if we hear Him and go on to hear Him to-day. 
"Wherefore as the Holy Spirit saith" (not said) "Today if ye will hear His 
voice harden not your hearts" and so forth (Heb.3:7,8). It is not a question 
of what we heard or did in the past, nor yet for that matter of what others 
heard and did, such as what was done by some, seventy or eighty or more 
years ago. To rely on that is like to what the Jews ever said, "We have 
Abraham to our father". The fatherhood of Abraham profited little when 
they had deflected from the faith of Abraham. Neither we nor they can 
live in the past in security. We live in the living present and it is only 
living faith in the living word of God which can and will sustain us. 

Subjection of the soul to a human system, however perfectly it may be 
arranged and organized, is absolutely worthless. What is taught us in the 
divine word is subjection of the soul to the word of God, and it was this 
latter that produced what was of God in the Reformation. Protestant lands 
have reaped the benefits of emancipation through the mighty moving 
power of the word of God in the souls of some men and women, but 
Protestantism is a mere cypher and hollow shell and such are also the 
systems which have sprung up in it. They alone shall stand the test and be 
overcomers who bow in heart obedience to the precious truths of the word 
of God. 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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Beloved Queen Comment by Torchlight 
Probably never before in history has the world witnessed a display of 
affection for a reigning monarch to equal that which occurred on June 7 
last when the Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee celebrations reached their 
high point. It was as though the world paused while the spectacle in 
London took the stage and all other events remained in the sidelines. By 
radio and television millions of homes, not only in Britain and the 
Commonwealth but in every corner of the globe, became aware of the 
devotion of the British peoples to their beloved sovereign. This was 
perhaps most evident during the walk of the Queen and Prince Philip from 
St Paul's to the Guildhall which was scheduled for 20 minutes but in fact 
lasted nearly twice as long. A relaxed and radiant Queen passing through 
cheering crowds paused here and there to chat with pensioners and 
children with an informality and ease which captivated all hearts. 

In a few well-chosen words Dr Donald Coggan, the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, expressed the mood of the occasion: "Our nations and 
commonwealth", he said, "have been blessed beyond measure by having 
at their heart an example of service untiringly done, duty faithfully 
fulfilled, and of a home wonderfully happy. For this we thank God. From 
this we take courage". 

No doubt it will be the Queen's speech after the luncheon given in her 
honour at the Guildhall that will receive the prominent place 

in the record of this Jubilee year in 
the history books. Her Majesty 
reviewed the momentous years of 
her reign in these words: "During 
these last 25 years ... I have seen, 
from a unique position of 
advantage, the last great phase of 
the transformation of the Empire 
into Commonwealth and the trans-
formation of the Crown from an 
emblem of Dominion into a symbol 
of free and voluntary association. 
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In all history this has no precedent". Nearly 30 Presidents and Prime 
Ministers of the 36 Commonwealth countries were listening to the 
Queen's words. Her Majesty went on to assess the present relevance of the 
Commonwealth in world affairs and to suggest a way forward for the 
future. She said, "An association of countries, like the Commonwealth, . . 
. need have no fear for the future. Far from it, it can look forward with 
abounding hope, not only for its own well-being, but also that its example 
may point the way forward for mankind". 

The present and future role of the British Commonwealth of Nations 
will, no doubt, be reviewed in the light of the Queen's observations. There 
are those who feel that conflicting national interests will lead eventually to 
its dissolution. Others argue that Britain's membership of the European 
Economic Community (itself under severe strain at the present time) has 
inevitably loosened her link with the Commonwealth. Time alone will 
resolve these questions. We remark here that such matters, no matter how 
they take shape, are not solely in the lap of the politicians. Divine 
sovereignty, not political sagacity, is the ultimate arbiter in world events. 
And there is one event which in the outlook of the Christian must ever take 
precedence — the coming again of our Lord Jesus Christ. Although, in 
general, this glorious event is left out of reckoning by world rulers we 
must not allow it to recede into the background of our thoughts. Let 
Maranatha — our Lord cometh — be our watchword in an age of 
bewildering change. In the meantime it is our duty to continue in prayer 
for the rulers in our respective countries. 

In the closing sentences of her Guildhall speech her Majesty struck a 
personal note which could well take its place with the famous remark of 
the late Queen Victoria when she realized the heavy burden she had 
inherited at such an early age. Queen Elizabeth concluded her speech with 
these words: "When I was 21,1 pledged my life to the service of our 
people and I asked God's help to make good that vow. Although that vow 
was made in my 'salad days', when I was green in judgement, I do not 
regret nor retract one word of it". There is, of course, a prior claim on our 
service. We do not take her Majesty's words to mean that she did not 
recognize that claim, but rather that she wished to accept the place 
assigned to her by divine providence and to fulfil it with God's help. Few 
are called upon to shoulder such heavy responsibilities as our beloved 
Queen. But to every child of God has been assigned a sphere of service. 
To fulfil that service should be our chief concern. If we are feeling that the 
service assigned to us is of little account, maybe the words of Paul to 
Archippus of Colossae are applicable. "Take heed to the ministry which 
thou hast received in the Lord, that thou fulfil it (Col.4:17). 
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knowing GOD 

(3) His Grace 

By J. D. Terrell, of Carlisle 

Grace is a beauty of character and thus is essentially a thing of the heart. It 
belongs to, and emanates from, a person as those observable, delightful 
traits which we call goodwill, kindliness, charm, gracefulness. It is a 
flower in God's garden which is not, to borrow Gray's words, "born to 
blush unseen, and waste its sweetness on the desert air". For grace 
becomes known and felt for its goodness and beauty when experienced by 
another person in whom it is understood as favour. Favour because it 
appreciates rather than depreciates his person, and confers on him a value 
and virtue which may be beyond the basic worth of his character. It is 
rooted in generosity, and has the divine stamp, "thoughts of peace, and 
not of evil" (Jer.29:11). Grace should also commend the giver to the 
receiver, but this depends upon the sensitivity of the receiver in 
appreciating the good shown — ultimately his trust in the giver— and his 
willingness to show a response of thankfulness, going on to genuine love 
and respect. 

'Favour' is thus inadequate in itself to sum up 'grace', for favour can be 
shown grudgingly or even from evil motives. What true grace involves is 
that the motivation of the favour shown is pure, i.e. "love out of a pure 
heart" (1 Tim.1:5). The thought is also prominent that the favour shown is 
gratuitous; that the kindly, well-wishing initiative is disinterested and 
ultimately based in the crowning virtue, LOVE. It is therefore to be 
expected that in the New Testament the word 'grace' is mainly used of 
God, and embraces the features already mentioned. It is applied to the 
words and actions of the Lord which demonstrate His underlying attitude 
to men. We shall return to the theme of grace as a character beauty 
reflecting the very nature and attitude of God Himself. 

Because, however, of the most important effect upon man of the grace 
of God, the term carries a very special theological or doctrinal meaning. 
This is because the grace of God, all of those concentrated traits of beauty 
of character which we have mentioned, found supreme expression in the 
redemptive work of the Lord Jesus Christ. This work of God, 'for us men 
and for our salvation', was so far-reaching and so brilliantly contrasting in 
its judicial basis with all that God had hitherto revealed in relation to 
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human sin, that 'grace' has come to be the one-word expression of this 
marvellous divine initiative, "For the grace of God hath appeared bringing 
salvation to all men" (Tit.2:11). Jesus Christ was the personification of 
grace. He was "full of grace and truth" (Jn 1:14). The whole basis of God's 
offer of salvation is so gloriously unconditional; so full of the love of 
giving, the utterly worthy to the totally unworthy, that we find the 
Scriptures contrasting it directly with the older legal basis of God's 
dealings with Israel. Hence, "Ye are not under law, but under grace" 
(Rom.6:14). And to the Ephesians, the prologue of the unfolding of the 
mystery of Christ is the glowing declaration, "By grace have ye been 
saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God" 
(Eph.2:8). The sentence comes full circle from grace to gift. Here too we 
have the expression which defies any measurement of that grace 
throughout eternity, "That in the ages to come He might shew the 
exceeding riches of His grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus". And 
so the essential link between 'grace' and 'faith' is made clear. Grace on 
God's part; simple faith, acceptance, on ours. All is in glorious contrast 
with legal demands on God's part and works to meet them on man's. 

Not that grace was foreign to God in Old Testament times. "Hath God 
forgotten to be gracious?" (Ps.77:9). The answer — no. But the full 
revelation of grace as the supreme principle of God's judicial dealing with 
man awaited the advent of the Lord from heaven. And, profound thought, 
"the law hath been our tutor to bring us unto Christ" (Gal.3:24). Whether 
we view this statement dispensationally or as applicable to the individual, 
we can glimpse the divine purpose in establishing by the law the reality 
and meaning of sin, as a prelude to the revelation of God's magnificent 
purpose of grace in Christ. It is in this context that we have in Rom.5:2 
reference to "our access by faith into this grace wherein we stand". This 
state of grace is the happy lot of the sinner who has placed himself by 
faith within the circle of divine redemptive grace in Christ, crucified and 
risen. But just as the Christian must "work out" in word and deed the 
salvation he has as the free gift of God (Phil.2:12), so in this grace which 
saves his soul eternally, he must "stand fast" if he is to please God (1 
Pet.5:12); and "grow" (2 Pet.3:18), not for the preservation of his eternal 
life but in the normal development of his spiritual stature. 

So we return to think a little further now of that beautiful characteristic 
of the Master, and of how we may reflect this in our testimony for Him. 
For grace, with mercy and peace, is commended to our developing 
appreciation of the glories of Christ's Person; and should result in the 
reflection in our lives of the same beauties of character. 

We can perhaps helpfully consider this in terms of contrast against the 
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sombre background of the world scene in which the servant of Christ finds 
his opportunities of witness. It is, firstly, a world of disillusionment about 
possessions, grasping them it is true, but underneath increasing dis-
satisfaction. Now above all, grace is a giving thing. And here we have a 
perfect link with the theological aspect of grace which we have already 
considered. In Phil.2:5-7 we read of "Christ Jesus: who, being in the form 
of God, counted it not a prize to be on an equality with God, but emptied 
Himself. The divine Lord was not in the business of getting. He did not 
aspire to Deity. It was His by very nature of Being, and could never be 
otherwise. Its essence was unaffected by incarnation. But He was deeply 
concerned about giving; giving to the point of relinquishing a glory 
unimaginable to us, and "becoming obedient even unto death, yea, the 
death of the cross". In 2 Cor.8:9 this same profound truth is expressed 
explicitly in terms of grace: "Ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
that, though He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor, that ye 
through His poverty might become rich". Here is the very pinnacle of 
God's favour of love to mankind. From riches unthinkable to poverty 
unknown; from unsurpassed wealth to total want. "I am a worm, and no 
man". Giving, self-giving, had never known the like degree, and never 
will. Now 2 Cor.8 is about simple people giving a little of what God had 
given them, to brothers and sisters in need. (How gloriously some of the 
choicest gems of the doctrine of the Person of Christ and His work are 
found in the practical context of the market-place of daily life!). So, 
matchless divine grace asks to be reflected in the believer's human 
kindness to, and care for, his brother. On the very same subject Paul 
writes in his first letter to Corinth, ". . . them will I send to carry your 
bounty to Jerusalem" (1 Cor.16:3). 'Bounty' here is the New Testament 
word 'charis', grace. Thus the message of the practical outflow in the 
Christian life is unmistakable; whatever form our practical giving may 
take. The variety of that giving is most encouragingly indicated in 
Rom.12:6, "having gifts differing according to the grace that was given 
us, whether prophecy . . .". But prophecy, ministry, teaching do not 
complete the list of "gifts" in Rom.12, gifts of divine grace for use in turn 
in our giving to Him and to others for His sake. Further down that list we 
have, for example, "continuing steadfastly in prayer"; "communicating to 
the necessities of the saints"; "given to hospitality"; "weep with them that 
weep"; and so on. Each such simple act is the exercise of a grace-
bestowed gift and reflects a little sunbeam of the grace of Calvary. Take 
courage and rejoice, sister, brother, if you think your gift is little. God 
reckons it much for Christ's sake. In the second place, this world is one of 
despair about power. Now 
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grace appears in men's eyes as a virtue maybe, but a virtue of weakness. 
In reality, spiritual reality, it is mighty. The strongest of world leaders 
tremble before forces beyond their control. Their power turns to dust, as is 
dramatically portrayed in Dan.2. There the image of human imperial 
powers becomes "like the chaff of the summer threshing-floors" when 
smitten by the Stone "cut out without hands", type of the God-man "full of 
grace and truth". To Timothy Paul offers the exhortation, "Be strong in 
the grace that is in Christ Jesus". He had been called "according to His 
own purpose and grace" (2 Tim.2:1; 1:19). The Christian will learn nothing 
from the 'power games' played in this world, be it in business, politics or 
any other sphere of human activity; nothing that will strengthen him in the 
realm of the spirit. But the daily expression of the grace of God in his life, 
in the power of the indwelling Spirit, will cause him to grow in spiritual 
effectiveness. Said the apostle Peter, "But grow in the grace and 
knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ" (2 Pet.3:18). With this 
blessed growth and development in mind we read in Jn 1, "of His fulness 
we all received, and grace for grace". A servant is not greater than his 
Lord, we are taught, and of Him it is so preciously written, "And the Child 
grew, and waxed strong, filled with wisdom: and the grace of God was 
upon Him" (Lk.2:40). Paul intreated the Corinthians "by the meekness 
and gentleness of Christ" in a warfare "mighty before God to the casting 
down of strongholds" (2 Cor.10:1,4). The same values emerge in 1 
Tim.6:11-19, a passage well rewarding study in this context, "that they may 
lay hold on the life which is life indeed". In a world drunk with 
uncontrolled power, the Christian has a different vision: "Grace, mercy, 
peace from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Lord. . . . For God gave 
us not a spirit of tearfulness; but of power and love and discipline" (2 
Tim.1:2,7). As a living exponent of his own teaching, the writer, having 
turned his world upside down for Christ, declares, "By the grace of God I 
am what I am" (1 Cor.15:10). But this great truth touches also the matter 
of physical strength and capacity. It remains true that, "He knoweth our 
frame . . .". And so to Paul, concerning that "thorn in the flesh" we have 
the good and profound word, "My grace is sufficient for thee: for My 
power is made perfect in weakness"; and the Spirit-given response, "Most 
gladly therefore will I rather glory in my weaknesses, that the power of 
Christ may rest upon me" (2 Cor.12:9). 

Furthermore, this world is disappointed about people. Human 
relationships fall apart and disintegrate with bewildering readiness. In the 
family, in industry, in government the fragility of human bonds increas-
ingly defies human ingenuity to sustain or repair. Why? Because the grace 
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of God fails to find its place in the lives of men and women. Grace which 
displays itself in words and deeds. Of the Lord it was said, "all . . . 
wondered at the words of grace which proceeded out of His mouth" 
(Lk.4:22). For us comes the exhortation, "Let your speech be always with 
grace" (Col.4:6). No other antidote compares, in neutralizing the "deadly 
poison" of the uncontrolled tongue (Jas.3:8). Similarly with deeds: "God 
is able to make all grace abound unto you; that ye . . . may abound unto 
every good work" (2 Cor.9:8). Gracious words and gracious works unite 
human spirits in a harmony of the divine Spirit. It may seem little wonder 
that people who have never "tasted that the Lord is gracious", who have 
not known the personal application of the words, "by grace have ye been 
saved through faith", should achieve little of the grace of word and deed 
we have spoken of. (Yet the Christian is often rebuked by a remarkable 
graciousness in one making no Christian profession). How great is our 
privilege and responsibility here! One final word on this, perhaps more 
particularly for the younger Christian. In 1 Pet.3:7 there is a special word 
for husbands and wives on mutual honour and respect, "as being joint-
heirs of the grace of life". "The grace of life", an expression doubtless, in 
this context, touching the most intimate of human relationships, including 
the possibility of procreation of life within marriage. We do well to 
project this deeply precious message backward into conduct between 
young women and men before marriage. One of the saddest depreciations 
in human relationships of our days concerns the most intimate 
associations between men and women, young and older. 'Permissive' sums 
up this situation in modern currency. The spiritual corrective is bound up 
with all that we have considered about the beauties of the grace of God — 
"the grace of life" in Spirit-led Christian living shows up the 
contemporary 'permissive society' for the shabby, God-dishonouring 
phenomenon it is. 

In conclusion, let us turn again to Eph.2:6,7. Having been saved by 
divine grace we are raised "to sit with Him in the heavenly places, in 
Christ Jesus: that in the ages to come He might show the exceeding riches 
of His grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus". Our subject has been 
a lofty one — the grace of God. Only eternity can offer an ever-expanding 
comprehension of the "exceeding riches" of that grace. The words are the 
best our rich language can muster; but still poor for the subject. 'Kindness' 
is a word of deep human warmth. In the simplest of the human condition a 
single selfless act of kindness can engender a heart glow which is slow to 
fade. The prospect of this promise is limitless; a new dimension, and an 
eternal, for that word to the beleaguered saint and apostle, "My grace is 
sufficient for thee". 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (7) In The Disciple 

By A. F. Toms, of Cardiff 

The Day of Pentecost 

The Lord Jesus promised His disciples during the forty days of His 
appearance to them: "Ye shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit not many 
days hence" (Acts 1:5), although it is doubtful if they understood at that 
time the full significance of His words. But it happened as He said. 
"When the day of Pentecost was now come, they were all together in one 
place. And suddenly there came from heaven a sound as of the rushing of 
a mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting. And 
there appeared unto them tongues parting asunder, like as of fire; and it 
sat upon each one of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit, 
and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance" 
(Acts 2:1-4). 

This was the fulfilment of the Master's word on the great day of the 
feast, "He that believeth on Me, as the scripture hath said, out of his belly 
shall flow rivers of living water. But this spake He of the Spirit, which they 
that believed on Him were to receive" (Jn 7:38,39). We notice that each 
believing one personally and individually received the Holy Spirit that 
day. And since that day whenever a person receives Christ as Saviour, the 
Spirit of God takes up residence in his heart, just as certainly but not with 
the same visible demonstration as at Pentecost. 

The Holy Spirit in the believer 

Five expressions are used in the New Testament to describe the presence 
and work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of all believers. Such are said to 
be born of the Spirit, for the process of the new birth is the work of the 
Holy Spirit, who uses some portion of God's Word to the quickening of 
the one who was previously dead through trespasses and sins. At that 
moment the person is also baptized in the Spirit into the Body of Christ, 
the Holy Spirit being the Medium through whom the believing one is 
joined inseparably to Christ as a member of His Body. This is the teaching 
of 1 Cor.12:13. The Baptizer is the Lord Jesus. Some have misapplied this 
verse by introducing the term 'the baptism of the Spirit', 
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and teaching that it is an experience subsequent to salvation, but nowhere 
in the Scriptures is that taught. When the Lord Jesus said to the apostles 
that they would be baptized in the Holy Spirit not many days hence, He 
was clearly referring to what happened at Pentecost. 

"Know ye not that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit which is in 
you, which ye have from God?" (1 Cor.6:19) asked the apostle Paul of the 
Corinthians, in some of whose lives there were disorders which required 
correction. It is a solemn consideration that "the Spirit of God dwelleth in 
you" (Rom.8:9), and because of this we are not our own. We have been 
purchased with the blood of Christ, and to mark us as His own, God has 
sealed us with the Holy Spirit of promise. Eph.1:13 makes it clear that this 
also happens when we believe. In each case where the seal is mentioned 
the redemption of the body is in view. The Holy Spirit has been given as 
an earnest of our inheritance, pledge of the fact that the body will be 
resurrected, and the whole person, spirit, soul and body finally received to 
glory. So that with the mark of identification comes also a deep sense of 
security. 

Fifthly, "ye have an anointing from the Holy One, and ye know all 
things" (1 Jn 2:20). In the Old Testament, priests, prophets and kings were 
all anointed for service. Every time the cruse containing the holy 
anointing oil was poured over the head of a man thus set apart for God, it 
spoke the same message that it is "not by might, nor by power, but by My 
Spirit, saith the LORD of hosts" (Zech.4:6). The anointing with the Holy 
Spirit is particularly associated with the teaching of those who are called 
to the service of God. "He shall teach you all things" (Jn 14:26). "The 
anointing which ye received of Him abideth in you, and ye need not that 
any one teach you" (1 Jn 2:27), but it is clear that the experience is 
common to all believers, for in 2 Cor.1:21,22 it is linked with the sealing 
of the Holy Spirit and His presence in our hearts. 

But each experience carries its own responsibility. The born again soul 
is expected to manifest the new life within, living to glorify God by the 
indwelling presence of His Spirit, and to serve Him in the power of His 
anointing; which brings us to another aspect of the subject before us — 
the Holy Spirit in the disciple. 

All disciples are believers, but not all believers are disciples. "If ye 
abide in My word, then are ye truly My disciples" (Jn 8:31), the Lord 
Jesus said. A disciple is a person who disciplines himself to follow Christ 
and to obey His word. And this is where the Holy Spirit comes to the help 
of those who are willing to submit to His control. "No man can say, Jesus 
is Lord, but in the Holy Spirit" (1 Cor.12:3) and acknowledging His 
Lordship is the very essence of discipleship. 
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Let us now consider briefly two expressions which are used of the Holy 
Spirit's work which we might call conditional, in that they depend upon 
our co-operation. It will be noticed that both are commands to be obeyed. 

Walk by the Spirit 

"Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh". "If we live 
by the Spirit, by the Spirit let us also walk" (Gal.5:16,25). Two different 
Greek words are used for "walk" in these verses, the first peripateo, the 
general word for "walk" and the second stoicheo, "to walk in line", 
suggesting in step with others. So whether in our individual lives, or in our 
service in fellowship with other disciples, each step is to be taken under 
the direction and leading of the indwelling Spirit. 

Sandwiched between these two verses is the delightful teaching 
regarding the fruit of the Spirit, which He alone can produce in our lives. 
"He shall glorify Me" said the Lord Jesus as He introduced His disciples 
to the ministry of the other Comforter whom He would send. One of the 
ways in which He fulfils this promise is by forming Christ in us (Gal.4:19). 
The word "form" means "to give outward expression of inward character" 
and Kenneth Wuest explains that we use the word in English idiom when 
we speak of a player's form being excellent. We mean that he gives 
outward expression of an inward ability. If we walk by the Spirit He will 
produce in us those lovely traits which were seen in perfection in the life 
of the Lord Jesus. This is what God so much desires, the new life within 
expressing itself in Christ-like behaviour; and so shall we reflect the glory 
of the Lord, being transformed into the same image from glory to glory (2 
Cor.3:18). This also is the work of the Lord the Spirit. 

Be filled with the Spirit 

Consider now the second command. "Be not drunken with wine wherein 
is riot, but be filled with the Spirit" (Eph.5:18). It might be more 
accurately translated "be getting filled" for the tense is present continuous. 
In the will of God this is something which is to continue every day of our 
lives. The meaning of the word "fill" is indicated in the phrase, "sorrow 
hath filled your heart" (Jn 16:6). Sorrow had pervaded the disciples' hearts 
and taken possession of them, and that is exactly what the Holy Spirit 
wants to do with us. He wants to take possession. The flesh resents this, of 
course, and so "the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against 
the flesh" (Gal.5:17). But if we crucify the flesh with the passions and 
lusts thereof, the Holy Spirit will be able to fill us and take control and 
lead us into the abundant life which Christ came to give. How does this 
work out in practical terms? The Lord's teaching in 
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Jn 7:37,38 helps us, and two conditions are mentioned. "If any man thirst, 
let him come unto Me, and drink. He that believeth on Me, as the scripture 
hath said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living water. But this spake 
He of the Spirit". To thirst and to believe; those are the two conditions. If 
the fulness of the Spirit is to be a reality in our lives we shall need to thirst 
after it. We must deeply desire the Holy Spirit to take control in every 
area of our lives, putting sin out and enthroning Christ. Do we thirst after 
this? And do so continually? For Rotherham translates it, "If anyone be 
thirsting, let him be coming unto Me, and drinking". And secondly we 
must believe. We believe for salvation, taking God at His word. We must 
believe also for this fulness. Life and the abundant life are both received 
by faith. "That Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith" (Eph.3:17). 
And then, as we have seen, there is to be the conscious walking by the 
Spirit in every department of our lives. 

"Christ liveth in me" 

The effect will be seen and felt by all whom our lives touch. In Ephesians5 
the apostle Paul sets the filling of the Spirit in contrast to the drunken 
behaviour of a person under the influence of alcohol. Unsteady walk, 
waste of time, foolish talk, loud singing and resentment of any inter-
ference would seem to be in his mind as he exhorts to walking in wisdom, 
redeeming the time and understanding what the will of the Lord is, all 
lovely characteristics of the Spirit-filled life. He brings a melody into the 
heart, a deep sense of thankfulness to God at all times for all things, and a 
willingness to subject oneself to others, in the fear of Christ. Are not these 
traits which all who love our Lord Jesus seek after? 

Among many believers today there is an increasing desire for visible 
demonstration of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and they seek it in the 
gift of tongues and other miraculous gifts. It is true that these gifts were 
given at the beginning of this dispensation, and they were an indication of 
the Holy Spirit's presence. But Heb.2:3,4 makes it plain that there was a 
particular reason for these gifts. God was still speaking directly through 
His apostles and prophets, and to confirm to men that the words they 
spoke were truly from Himself, He bore witness with them by signs and 
wonders. It should be remembered that at that time the New Testament 
Scriptures were not completed. 

Is there no demonstration then today of the Holy Spirit's indwelling? 
There is indeed. A careful study of the dealings of God with men reveals 
that miraculous gifts were only given for very limited periods and always 
for specific reasons. God's normal way of working with men is to expect 
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that they will believe the Word which He speaks. "And he (Abram) 
believed in the LORD; and He counted it to him for righteousness" 
(Gen.15:6). Therein lies a principle which abides for all time. Those who 
exalt miraculous gifts do well to ponder it prayerfully. Let us seek after 
that demonstration of love and joy and power which the Holy Spirit 
delights to produce in the lives of those who yield to His control and which 
others will not fail to see. 

 
Fingerpost 
Dutch elm disease and the Christian 
Dutch elm disease has spread across Europe, jumped the Channel to 
England, and is now being found 6,000 miles away in Canada and the 
U.S.A. A beetle, one of the smallest of God's creatures, is held responsible 
for the fatal infection. Nothing, so far, seems able to hinder its deadly 
work. Thousands of trees have already died, and thousands more are 
doomed. The elm is being destroyed by a fungus which cuts off the water 
supply to the leaf, and the massive, green-leafed, healthy elm tree withers 
and dies. It must then be uprooted as a precautionary measure. The name, 
Dutch elm disease, is somewhat misleading. The tree is not a Dutch elm, 
but the link is brought about through the discovery fifty years ago in 
Holland of the fungus responsible for the death of the elm. It is not always 
possible to diagnose the disease until the fatal damage has occurred, and 
because a tree cannot cry for help, the outward symptoms are the only 
indicators of imminent death. 

Trees play such an important part in God's dealings with man, and the 
fact that He speaks of us individually as trees (Ps.1:3), and desires us to 
be green-leafed and fruitful, causes us to consider the tragedy of the elm 
as a parable with spiritual significance to Christians. Israel were forbidden 
to destroy trees when they besieged a city (Deut.20:19 AV). It appears as 
if God sees us in a church of God collectively as a miniature garden of 
Eden. Paul told the Corinthians that they were God's husbandry (1 
Cor.3:9). They were His tilled land, a productive garden, a place of 
delights, an enclosed area. We are His husbandry, and the Lord Jesus 
confirms that His Father is the Husbandman (Jn 15:1). In Eden, 
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Adam was the husbandman, and God loved to walk and talk with him 
amidst the beauty and the fragrance of the place He gave Adam to keep. It 
was a place fenced off from the field, and God must have grieved when 
"the serpent... the beast of the field" (Gen.3:1) entered the husbandry of 
God. Satan must be kept out or he will wreak havoc in churches of God 
today. 

From the beginning the Lord intended that blessing should be derived 
from trees, and the following descriptions might help us to see what 
should characterize us as trees planted by the rivers of water. The vine is 
associated with the wine of joy, and the fig with satisfying fruit; the cedar 
is a wood of great usefulness and most pleasant fragrance; the oak 
indicates strength, while the apple and the pomegranate provide pleasant, 
refreshing fruit; and the olive produces fresh oil for a healthy 
countenance. There are also trees for rest (Gen.18:4), and for sweetness 
(Ex.15:25). From these illustrations we can see the worth of what we have 
to protect, and because of this the enemy will be using things little and 
great to ruin with the blight, mildew, and fungus of sin and temptation our 
lives as trees for God. Let us make it our aim to be "trees of the LORD. . . 
full of sap" (Ps.104:16 AV) and "like a green olive tree in the house of 
God" (Ps.52:8). 

A Possibility 
Today I saw a field, all parched and bare,  
The growth was stunted, signs of life were rare,  
I pondered well, could this a picture be  
Of mine own soul? — a possibility! 
 
No depth of earth, no room for roots to grow,  
So there's no fruit, for there's no sap to flow.  
Oh, plough my soul more deep, that 1 may be,  
For Thee on earth — a possibility! 
 
Another field I saw, prolific, green.  
It showed much life, abundant fruit was seen.  
The roots were deep; ah! could my soul thus be  
A fruitful field? — a possibility! 
 
Revive me. Lord, to bear more fruit for Thee.  
Send sunshine, rain, send soul prosperity.  
E'en to old age I fain would bear for Thee  
The Spirit's fruit; — a possibility! 
 
Sweet, fragrant field! the soul the Lord hath blest  
Will to Him yield the firstfruits and the best.  
Take now Thy due, for all things come of Thee,  
And make me now — a possibility!    F. McCormick 
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Divine Guidance 

By A. H. Jones, of Barry 

"In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths" is a 
reassuring promise that should encourage us to take everything to God in 
prayer. From time to time in Life's experience we arrive at Crossroads and 
wonder which direction to take. If we go to God in prayer over the matter 
we should look to Him to guide us in one way or another to reach the right 
decision. He will direct according to His will and for our profit. Such 
divine guidance is essential if we are to walk in fellowship with God. 

Most Christians readily acknowledge the need for divine guidance. 
There is the sad possibility that while praying for it we may have already 
decided which path we will take. There is a striking illustration of this 
attitude in the book of Jeremiah. When Nebuchadnezzar finally carried 
away the inhabitants of the land to Babylon, he left a small remnant, 
including the poorer people, to dwell there. Gedaliah was the man the 
emperor left to govern the country. For a brief period these people 
enjoyed a measure of peace, if not of prosperity. This encouraged exiled 
Israelites from the countries of Moab and Ammon to return to Judea. One 
of these was Ishmael the son of Nethaniah. His motive in returning was 
treacherous. This was discerned by Johanan, one of the captains, who 
warned Gedaliah of the intent of Ishmael. But Gedaliah refused to listen, 
for he had confidence in Ishmael. Thus, although Johanan's motive was a 
pure one, he was refused permission to kill Ishmael. It was not long before 
Ishmael accomplished his purpose and slew Gedaliah. Then he proceeded 
to his further intention to carry the remnant to the king of Ammon. 
Johanan and his fellows nobly rose to the occasion and battled with the 
traitor. They defeated him. 

In spite of their victory they were greatly disturbed, for they feared that 
the Babylonian monarch would seek vengeance on them for the murder of 
his viceroy. So they determined to go to Egypt (Jer.41:17). They halted 
however and approached Jeremiah, asking him to seek God's face for 
guidance. Note what they said, "That the LORD thy God may shew us the 
way wherein we should walk, and the thing that we should do". Jeremiah 
readily acceded to their request, assuring them, "Whatsoever . . . the 
LORD shall answer, I will declare it unto you; I will keep nothing back". 
At first sight it appears that they were in a good state of mind to do all the 
will of God. The sequel however reveals their true state of mind and heart. 

Ten days later Jeremiah gave them the Lord's reply to their enquiry. 
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God's desire was that they should abide in the land. If they did so, God 
would build them. They were assured that they had nothing to fear from 
Nebuchadnezzar, for he would deal mercifully with them. Moreover they 
were warned that to proceed to Egypt would be disastrous. The final 
portion of the word from the Lord makes sad reading. They were told, 
"Ye have dealt deceitfully against your own souls". 

The truth of this was soon manifest, for they not only refused to act on 
the word from the Lord, but they denied it was the word of God. A 
marked contrast is seen in their attitude now and the one they professed 
when they came to Jeremiah. It was made evident that they sought not the 
will of the Lord but the blessing of God on their own desire. 

We might find ourselves ensnared in like manner. We desire to do a 
certain thing. We look to God in prayer, persuading ourselves that we are 
seeking divine guidance, while we are really looking to God for 
encouragement in our own purpose, forgetting that if we desire the Lord 
to lead, then our own will should be yielded to His will. 

The story of Balaam provides us with further warning in this matter. 
When the messengers of Balak came to Balaam the first time he waited on 
the Lord for His guidance. God's answer was very plain, "Thou shalt not 
go". Accepting the will of the Lord, Balaam refused to go with the men 
and said, "The LORD refuseth to give me leave to go with you". Balak sent 
again with an offer of greater reward and it was made by stronger men. 
Balaam again said, "I cannot go beyond the word of the LORD my God, 
to do less or more", but then he offered to go back to God again. Could he 
expect any different answer? For the LORD "is not a man that He should 
repent". God gave permission to Balaam and he went. His life would have 
been forfeit but for the faithfulness of his ass. Seeing this, he made what 
seems a half-hearted offer to return. His failure to curse Israel dismayed 
Balak, but from the New Testament we learn the sequel. It is clear that the 
will of God meant little to Balaam, for to ultimately gain the reward, he 
taught Balak to cast a stumbling block before God's people and to lead 
them to serious sin. 

Let us then seek God's guidance at all times. But let us be careful that 
when we do so we are ready to accept God's answer and to act on it 
whether or not it accords with our own desire. We are warned in 
Scripture, "Let no man deceive himself". This is what the men with 
Johanan did. 
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Voices from the Past 

Falling Away (4) 
We cannot pay too high reverence to the word of God, and of God 
Himself it is witnessed, "For Thou hast magnified Thy word above all Thy 
name" (Ps.128:2). 

What have we to guide us and to assure our hearts before Him but His 
word, which the Holy Spirit takes and reveals to us as we are able to hear 
it? 

This falling away from the living God is a definite act. No doubt it is the 
fruit of many a long day of indifference and carelessness, for a person 
does not fall away in consequence of an act done one day, while all the 
days which preceded this one were lived in happy obedience to God and 
His word. It is illustrated by the state of Israel in the wilderness, which 
had not been a happy one for a long time and reached a climax at Kadesh-
barnea when they definitely refused to enter the promised land. Their 
continuous unbelief and murmuring could have but one end if the course 
was persisted in, and that was death through unbelief and sin. Their 
carcases fell in the wilderness. What a journey and what deaths! Their 
course could be known by the graves which marked the way. Such was it 
then and such does it remain. Can we, dare we, look back in time across 
the wilderness through which the people have come? Would such a 
survey be safe? Is it permissible? What do we see but mounds here and 
there which mark the end of many who have come to a premature end 
through unbelief? But such a survey is not at all times profitable, for we 
are apt to let the hands hang down or sing our song with sadness, "How 
are the mighty fallen, and the weapons of war perished". Better, methinks, 
to forget the things that are behind and to press on to the things which are 
before; for the living God is with us, if we be with Him; and Jesus Christ 
is the same yesterday, today and for ever. 

Let us take courage, for such things have happened by way of ensample 
that we may not fall after the same manner of disobedience. Let us thank 
our God that we are alive and left a remnant to escape, and are like Noah 
who was a comfort in his day to all the generation of the righteous, 
because he was destined to carry on in the world after the flood that which 
they had struggled to do in dark and difficult days. "This same shall 
comfort us", said the patriarch, "for our work and for the toil of our 
hands". 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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Biblical Archaeology Comment by Torchlight 
Prior to his recent death, Yohona Aharoni, the distinguished Israeli 
archaeologist, compiled an account of his 13 years of digging in the 
Negub desert. This account appeared in the "Biblical Archaeologist", 
published by the University of Michigan. According to the London Daily 
Telegraph Professor Aharoni uncovered the Great Well of Abraham 
which is mentioned in Gen.21. To reach the well it was necessary to cut 
through 20 metres of rock. The well shaft was found to be two metres in 
diameter and was strategically placed among the substantial buildings of 
the 'city' of Beersheba. Its construction gave evidence of considerable 
expertise in building. Aharoni had plans for another 20 metres of 
excavation to reach the subterranean water level. His death was a serious 
loss to Biblical archaeology. It is hoped that the further research he had 
planned will be undertaken by others. Professor Aharoni's digging in the 
Negub desert confirms the importance of Beersheba as a cultural centre of 
the Patriarchs during their Canaan wanderings. 

In November last we commented on the other important archaeological 
discovery at Ebla in Syria — the remains of an ancient city-state which 
goes back to 2,500 B.C. The large collection of inscribed clay tablets 
found there, about 15,000 in number, are still being studied by scholars. 

In  the collection was found an 
account of the creation of the world 
which corresponds very closely to 
the Genesis narrative. There is also 
an account of a great deluge. 
Professor R. K. Harrison when 
reporting on the finding of this 
material described it as "probably 
the most important of its kind ever 
to be recovered". Further results of 
the study of these tablets are 
awaited with much interest. The   
discovery   by   Professor 
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Aharoni of the Great Well of Abraham is yet another powerful testimony 
to the accuracy of the Genesis record. 

The historical accuracy of the Old Testament narrative has been called 
in question by the recent series of television programmes entitled, BC: the 
Archaeology of the Bible Lands, presented by Magnus Magnusson. These 
caused widespread comment. To many the impression was given that 
what had formerly been accepted as historical fact should now be 
dismissed as mere legend. The substance of the 12-part television series 
has now appeared in book form (£6.50, Bodley Press and BBC). This 
beautifully produced volume has fifty-one colour plates and numerous 
photographs and drawings. But the text follows very closely the script 
used in the TV film. 

Some archaeologists, well equipped for the task, have taken issue with 
Magnusson on his treatment of Biblical archaeology. Among these are Dr 
K. A. Kitchen, Reader, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies, 
University of Liverpool; and A. R. Millard, MA, MPhil, FSA, Senior 
Lecturer in Hebrew and Semitic Languages at the same University. The 
latter, who is a practising archaeologist, was provoked by the Magnusson 
TV series to write a booklet on some of the issues in question. This is 
published by Inter-Varsity Press at 50p, and is entitled, "The Bible BC, 
What can Archaeology prove?" It contains a brief scholarly survey of 
Biblical archaeology and its present relevance. 

The Christian who accepts without question the testimony of the Lord 
Jesus Christ to the historical accuracy of the Old Testament narrative 
requires no further proof. But it is useful, when meeting with any whose 
views on Old Testament history have been influenced by the Magnusson 
television series, to be armed with authentic information on Biblical 
archaeology from those qualified to give it. For this reason we warmly 
commend to readers the booklet referred to above. 

In two important papers published in The Life of Faith (May 21 and 
28), Dr Kitchen exposes some of the errors of fact in Magnusson's treat-
ment of his subject. He concludes with this comment on Millard's booklet: 
". . . there is the matter-of-fact, quietly-assured tone of the specialist who 
knows his material, and at first hand. No journalistic jibes or mud-
slinging; no personality-cult — just a straight, cool professionalism. The 
work was completed in a fortnight. . . . The contrast between the judicious 
product of twenty years' experience and the flippant offspring of two 
years' second-hand journalism and romping round sites is all too clear. ... 
In final conclusion, one may say that Mr Magnusson's work is ... in 
content heavily underpowered, its arrogance exceeded only by its 
ignorance. 
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knowing GOD
 

 (4) His Goodness 

By J. D. Terrell, of Carlisle 

The character of the God of heaven is many-splendored; rich in glories 
beyond human expression; truly ineffable. Among the divine attributes, 
perhaps that which appeals most readily to the human spirit, as it reaches 
out to God, is God's goodness. The very term is immediately full of 
meaning to our simplest thoughts about God. And nowhere else do the 
simple and the profound converge so perfectly as in such contemplation of 
His Person and Nature. Goodness, as we shall show from Scripture, 
embraces many quite specific virtues and attributes, as applied to God. 
Yet in Rom.5:7 we have an intensely human distinction drawn between a 
'righteous man' and a 'good man'. The former may, and should, prompt 
admiration and respect; the latter excites the love that lays down life itself 
for a friend. The former is unimpeachable in law; the latter all-expendable 
in love. So a glimpse is offered of the essential warmth and nearness of 
spirit in what the Bible calls goodness. 

Now let us look more closely at what the Scriptures teach about the 
goodness of God. We shall examine this in four aspects. Firstly, 

Its essence 
Our main Scripture reference here is Ex.33:17-34:8. The context of this 
passage is solemn. Israel's worship of the golden calf had cast a terrible 
shadow over the pilgrim people. Moses mourned their sin before God and 
pleaded for tokens of divine confidence in him to still lead Israel. He 
dreaded any withdrawal of God's guiding presence. And so he pleads, 
"Show me, I pray Thee, Thy glory". Clearly, God was ready to respond 
generously to His beloved and loyal servant and friend. Yet His reply is at 
first surprising. "I will make all My goodness pass before thee, and will 
proclaim the Name of the LORD before thee". God did in fact, as we see 
from vv. 22,23, accord Moses a very limited vision of His glory in physical 
terms. But the glory He primarily wished to impress on His servant was that 
expressed in "all My goodness'. Thus we find in Ex.34, when Moses 
ascends mount Sinai with the second two tables of stone, God proceeds to 
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fulfil His promise, and in its fulfilment we learn a great deal about God's 
goodness. For goodness is not simply a very generalized expression of the 
summing up of all virtues and graces. When the Lord "stood with him 
there" and "passed by before him", the first thing that He did was to ' 
'proclaim the Name of the LORD''. Moses must first be reminded of who 
this Person was beside whom he stood. In writing of the greatness of God, 
we touched on the Name JEHOVAH, the covenant God of Israel. The words 
of Ex.33 show that Moses' faith had been severely tested, as had 
Abraham's before him (Gen.22), when presented with an apparent 
contradiction about the character of God. Now Moses was solemnly 
reminded that the very basis of God's goodness is in His covenant-keeping 
constancy and power. Human goodness, however nobly motivated and 
selflessly offered, so often fails because the willing spirit is frustrated by 
the weak flesh. Good intentions falter for lack of means to fulfil. Not so 
with Jehovah. "I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will shew 
mercy on whom I will shew mercy" (33:19). And to Israel the sovereign 
God of the covenant had made His commitment and would not repent. 

This established, there follows in Ex.34 a statement of the principal 
content of the goodness which God had promised to display to Moses. 
This is presented in vv. 6 and 7. "The LORD, the LORD, a God full of 
compassion and gracious, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy and truth; 
keeping mercy for thousands; forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin; 
and that will by no means clear the guilty . . .". We have here both a 
galaxy of virtues and a significant sequence in the elements of God's 
goodness which are set out. Compassionate, gracious, patient, merciful — 
like a river glorious indeed! Springing from a full understanding of the 
human condition, a 'feeling with', which the word compassion conveys, 
the grace of God flows out, as we have seen more fully in an earlier article 
in this series. The result is patience from the One who "knoweth our 
frame" and "remembereth that we are dust" (Ps.103:14); and overflowing 
mercy in the face of our waywardness and sin. Yet there is no sacrifice of 
truth for "mercy and truth are met together; righteousness and peace have 
kissed each other" (Ps.85:10). However our human failure expresses itself, 
whatever word in the judicial vocabulary fits best — iniquity, 
transgression, sin — all is met by a sweet forgiveness which stills the soul 
to peace. Untarnished, however, remains divine righteousness, for He will 
"by no means clear the guilty". Forgiveness does not entirely exclude the 
repercussions of sin even upon succeeding generations. But ultimately it 
must be put away, as we shall see, in the Person and work of Christ. 
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Students of the Word will profit here by examining the two main New 
Testament Greek words used for 'good' and 'goodness'. To one of these, 
often rendered 'kindness', we have already alluded in writing of the grace 
of God — as in Eph.2:7. The same word appears in Tit.3:4,5, "But when 
the kindness of God our Saviour, and His love toward man, appeared... 
according to His mercy He saved us . . .". Having tasted of the supreme 
goodness of God in salvation, there is then given to the Christian to 
himself express in his life, something of that goodness which was seen in 
perfection only in Christ. Thus, while this thought is applied in several 
places in the New Testament to the disciple, e.g. 2 Cor.6:6; Eph.5:9, both 
Greek words lie beautifully side-by-side in Gal.5:22, "But the fruit of the 
Spirit is love... kindness, goodness...". Whatever lovely shade of meaning 
each word has, the gracious Spirit's work in the heart of the believer 
brings forth a double crop of fruitfulness to God's glory. 

Let us now return briefly to Moses on Sinai, and note with reverence 
the powerful effect of the passing before him of such surpassing goodness. 
"And Moses made haste, and bowed his head toward the earth and 
worshipped" (Ex.34:8). An awesome display indeed of God's goodness 
for Moses, yet similar was the effect upon Abraham's servant when God's 
"kindness unto my master Abraham" began to unfold before him at the 
well by the city of Nahor (Gen.24:12,26). "And the man bowed his head 
and worshipped the LORD". Must we not pause worship-fully before such 
incomparable goodness as we have known in Christ? The perfect 
complement of worship remains as the final effect of God's goodness to 
which we wish to refer, namely praise. Go to Ps.107 and its oft-repeated 
refrain, "Oh that men would praise the LORD for His goodness, and for 
His wonderful works to the children of men". Of all Scripture, the psalms 
express this most superbly. Outstandingly, in the closing verses of the 
psalter, our spirits are lifted high in a crescendo of praise and exaltation of 
the Name of our God; with the resounding climax, "Let everything that 
hath breath praise the LORD. Praise ye the LORD". 

Its endurance 
We stay with the sweet psalmist of Israel for our further contemplation. A 
confident peace, born of experience and faith, exudes from those words of 
undying comfort, "Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the 
days of my life; and I will dwell in the house of the LORD for ever" — a 
many-jewelled crown indeed for a psalm of unique preciousness. A sure 
sense of divine all-embracing care commands the psalmist's lips; and all 
has been said, the shepherd psalm closes on the perfect note. 
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David writes in similar vein but in wider, universal context in Ps.65; and, 
as in Ps.23, we observe the link between the goodness of God and His 
house. "We shall be satisfied with the goodness of Thy house", and "Thou 
crownest the year with Thy goodness" (vv.4,11). We venture to submit 
that in both these inspired poems, David points to a very significant truth 
about God's goodness. Nowhere can this blessed and variegated 
expression of God's care and love be better appreciated than in God's 
house. The magazine in which we write has devoted much attention over 
many years to the great truths of the house of God. And in recent numbers 
this has again been dealt with in relation to the kingdom of God. In no 
other context can the fulness of the glories of God be better apprehended 
on earth. The passage of God's goodness before Moses on Sinai was the 
prelude to the revelation of the pattern of the earthly dwelling-place of 
Goa on earth. We do well to keep this clearly in mind as we rejoice in that 
same goodness today. 

Its expression 
The expression of God's goodness, as revealed in Scripture, is twofold. In 
the first place let us look at the words of Ps.145. In this psalm of praise, of 
David, there is a majestic vista of God's glory in, and care for, all of His 
vast creation. So the men of v.6 who "speak of the might of Thy terrible 
acts" are also those who "shall utter the memory of Thy great goodness" 
and "sing of Thy righteousness'. Observe next how closely the following 
words in v.8 of the psalm follow the Ex.34 passage discussed above. "The 
LORD is gracious, and full of compassion, slow to anger and of great 
mercy". Then follow the words, "The LORD is good to all, and His tender 
mercies are over all His works". This is the common goodness of God, 
common to all His creatures and throughout His creation. "Thou openest 
Thine hand and satisfiest the desire of every living thing". This is parallel 
with the amazing revelation of Matt.6:26 and Matt.10:29 concerning the 
sparrows of the field — all provided for; the demise of each accounted by 
God. "Ye are of more value than many sparrows". We see a world of rich 
provision for all, in God's universal goodness, though a provision sadly 
distorted and frustrated by human folly and greed. 

Yet His care for His creatures extends away beyond this daily material 
bounty to a vastly deeper concern to meet far deeper human needs. For, 
"the LORD is nigh unto all them that call upon Him, to all that call upon 
Him in truth" (v.18). Men must consciously place themselves in the hand 
of God if they are to experience the fuller blessings of His goodness in the 
inner man, in spiritual terms. The divine invitation is matched unerringly 
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to the divine promise. "He will fulfil the desire of them that fear Him" 
(v.19). And so in our thoughts we move to the special unfolding of the 
goodness of God in Christ, the One who, when Moses wrote, was still to 
come; in whom all the goodness of God in all its finest manifestations, was 
to be fully expressed. "Why callest thou Me good?", the Lord Jesus 
demanded of the ruler who enquired, "Good Master, what shall I do to 
inherit eternal life?" "None is good save one, even God" (Lk.18:18,19) — 
clear challenge this to the ruler's faith in the deity of Christ. We may be 
uncertain about the vital response in the young man's case, but there is no 
doubt he had been genuinely attracted to this gentle, good and gracious 
Man. He had doubtless witnessed something of what Peter recalled to 
Cornelius and his household — "who went about doing good, and healing 
all that were oppressed of the devil; for God was with him" (Acts 10:38). 
All the compassion, patience and forgiving mercy which had passed 
before Moses on Sinai were here revealed in glorious perfection, and in 
completely human terms. Furthermore, His prime objective was a cross of 
suffering where the righteousness of God would be finally vindicated and 
full atonement made for sin. At Calvary we pause reverently as a God of 
infinite love causes all His goodness to pass before us; and we gladly 
show grateful acknowledgement as did Moses who "bowed his head 
toward the earth, and worshipped" (Ex.34:8). Yes, Lord, we ask no more 
than a vision of Thy Son in life and in death to behold the glory of all Thy 
goodness! 

Its effect 
The first effect on man that God expects to see flowing out of His 
goodness is repentance. The solemn text here is Rom.2:4 which stands as 
part of that trenchant statement on human responsibility to God and His 
Self-revelation ". . . the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance". Man 
will not remain guiltless in rejecting a God who has so generously opened 
His hand in so many ways. There is a closely related message of warning 
later in the epistle to the Romans, to the favoured and called Gentile 
Christians who had been grafted into God's dispensational purpose. 
"Behold the goodness and severity of God: toward them (Israel) that fell, 
severity; but toward thee God's goodness, if thou continue in His 
goodness: otherwise thou also shalt be cut off" (Rom.11:22). Without any 
reference, we are persuaded, to the matter of eternal salvation, the place of 
prominence in God's favour requires this second response to His 
goodness, namely constancy in our appreciation and reflection of divine 
goodness. 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (8) His Work in the Churches of God 

By J. L. Ferguson, of Barrhead 

The references to the Holy Spirit in connexion with the New Testament 
Churches of God are extremely informative. Some illustrations of His 
position in relation to the churches may help us to appreciate more the 
One whose aim is ever to glorify the Son rather than Himself. The Spirit 
was:— 

1. Power to the churches 
The commission to the apostles involved the teaching of the new Faith to 
new disciples everywhere. So, following the descent of the Holy Spirit on 
the day of Pentecost, they established in Jerusalem a church order which 
was in accordance with the pattern laid down by the Lord, which pattern 
He wished to be maintained among the nations right through until His 
return. 

The apostles had been utterly dismayed by the crucifixion of their 
Leader; altogether fearful of the outcome of pursuing His cause. Acting, 
however, on the promise that enabling power was shortly to come to 
them, they gave themselves to prayer and waited. 

When the Spirit came He supplied the power they had waited for. That 
power removed all sense of apprehension from the disciples as they 
gathered in church activity in Jerusalem; gave them a boldness previously 
undreamed of in united witness and personal testimony; and a complete 
disregard for the great persecution through which they were called on to 
pass. That power enabled the disciples who were dispersed from 
Jerusalem to take the message to Jews, Samaritans and Gentiles; it 
stopped Saul's fanatical pursuit of the disciples and sent him "far hence to 
the Gentiles", taking with him the whole counsel of God, and leaving 
behind him, year after year, a growing chain of integrated churches of 
God. 

2. Comfort to the churches 
Acts 9:31 is a unique verse, showing in few, well-chosen words the united 
state of the early growing work throughout Judea, Galilee and Samaria. 
The persecution by Saul had ceased and the resultant peace brought 
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edification to the united churches. Thus enabled to walk freely in the fear 
of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, they were multiplied. It 
was the "other Comforter" at work, pledged by the great Original in the 
upper room. Many of the saints were to endure a great conflict of 
sufferings. Some would be in bonds, others were going to take joyfully the 
spoiling of their possessions. There would be those who would be 
prepared to suffer as Christians, reproached for the Name of Christ. 
"Blessed are ye", wrote Peter, "because the Spirit of glory and the Spirit of 
God resteth upon you". Comforted indeed of God, by His Spirit. 

3. The Unifier of the churches 
The Spirit distributed the gifts of the Head of the Church the Body in 
great diversity, dividing to each one severally as He willed. Yet He 
Himself remained the great Unifier of the ministry of these gifts in the 
churches, so that the saints could be maintained in the bond of peace. It 
was not an unassailable bond. It could only be kept intact by the diligence 
of the saints themselves. So it was the responsibility of the gifted disciples 
to expound and maintain the apostles' teaching, embracing such matters 
as: "one Body, and one Spirit, even as also ye were called in one hope of 
your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, 
who is over all, and through all, and in all" (Eph.4:3-6). Holding fast to 
such matters would bind the saints together in a common cause in the 
unity of the Spirit. 

4. The Controller of the churches 
Peter experienced the Spirit's control in Acts 11:12, "The Spirit bade me 
go". The leaders in the church in Antioch acknowledged it in Acts 13:2, 
when "the Holy Spirit said, Separate Me Barnabas and Saul", and these 
two brethren themselves knew it when the Spirit sent them forth to the 
work (Acts 13:4). The church in Jerusalem was in fellowship with His 
control in Acts 15:28 when they resolved the problem from Antioch. Paul 
was completely in the control of the Spirit in his journey through Asia 
Minor, "forbidden", and "suffered. .. not" (Acts 16:6,7). The making of 
overseers in the churches was the work of the Spirit (Acts 20:28). He 
pointed out the men. And seven times over the Lord said to the churches 
in Asia, "He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith to the 
churches" (Rev.2,3). Yes, they were good days for the churches when 
individually and collectively they allowed the Holy Spirit to control. 

5. The prayer and worship Channel of the churches 
Having enumerated the pieces of armour essential to the disciple in his 
spiritual warfare, Paul called on the early churches for "all prayer and 
supplication, praying at all seasons in the Spirit" (Eph.6:18). Again, 
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Jude referred to "praying in the Holy Spirit" as one of the great safeguards 
in the individual and collective life of disciples. This is evidently prayer 
arising from hearts which are in communion with the Holy Spirit; which 
prayer seeks to interpret, by His help, what the will of the Lord is in any 
circumstance; taking full advantage of the immediate intercessory power 
with God which the Spirit within the disciple enjoys. So the early 
churches were taught to pray to the Father, in the Name of the Son, and by 
means of the great channel of the Spirit. And not in prayer only, but in 
worship also, as expressed in Phil.3:3, "For we . . . worship by the Spirit 
of God". 

6. The Illuminator of the churches 
The Spirit revealed to the early churches things which the natural man 
could not understand. As the Searcher of the deep things of God He was 
well able to enlighten the minds of those He indwelt (1 Cor.1:20). One of 
these deep things, for example, was the unique truth of the way of the 
holies. An understanding in regard to it came by means of "The Holy 
Spirit this signifying" (Heb.9:8). In many other ways the Spirit revealed to 
the New Testament writers both the fulfilment and the significance of Old 
Testament prophecy. In 1 Cor.14:21 He cast light on the basic reason for 
the gift of tongues by reference to Isa.28:11,12. He expounded the truth of 
election from what was written about Rebecca's children (Rom.9:11-13). 
He gave a time-setting to death being swallowed up in victory (1 
Cor.15:54). And many more instances will come to the reader's mind. It 
was all as the Lord Jesus predicted: "Howbeit when He, the Spirit of truth, 
is come, He shall guide you into all the truth" (Jn 16:13). 

7. The One who indwells the churches 
The church of God in Ephesus was "builded together for a habitation of 
God in the Spirit" (Eph.2:22). What was true of Ephesus applied similarly 
to all the churches of God, for they were fitly framed together. The 
separated disciples in Ephesus who acknowledged the truth of the 
kingdom of God and were obedient to the way (see Acts 19:8,9) were 
"builded together" as a unit of divine testimony, a church of God, and as 
such were "a habitation of God in the Spirit". The position in Corinth was 
similar, although differently described. Paul reminds the church there that 
they are "a temple of God, and the Spirit of God dwelleth in you" (1 
Cor.3:16). So not only did the Spirit indwell the individual believer, so that 
his body took on the character of a temple of God (1 Cor.6:19); but the 
Spirit indwelt the church as a whole, thus giving the local assembly the 
high status of "temple of God". 
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There we leave our brief consideration of the very close relationship 
which existed between the Holy Spirit and the early New Testament 
churches, a hallowed relationship which must always be present when, as 
in our own day, there are churches of God standing firmly integrated on 
the foundation of the apostles and prophets with Christ Jesus still the chief 
Corner Stone. 

 
Question and Answer 

"It was necessary therefore that the copies of the things in the heavens 
should be cleansed with these; but the heavenly things themselves with 
better sacrifices than these" (Heb.9:23). What is the meaning of this 
verse? 

"The first covenant had ordinances of divine service, and its sanctuary, 
a sanctuary of this world" (Heb.9:1). Men and women constructed that 
sanctuary from materials found in this world. These men and women were 
endued with divine wisdom and worked in complete subjection to the 
authority of the Lord expressed in His commandments and embodied in 
the pattern given by the Lord to Moses. In this sanctuary, which was His 
house and temple, God dwelt among His people. The sanctuary had two 
sections, the holy place and the holy of holies. Separating these two 
compartments was a beautiful veil. The holy of holies was the place of the 
divine Presence and in it was the holy throne of Him who dwelt between 
the cherubim. The approach of the people to their God was governed by 
strict conditions laid down by the Lord and it involved the elaborate ritual 
of defined ordinances. The people could enter into the court of the 
Tabernacle to offer sacrifices at the altar of burnt offering, as the law of 
the Lord instructed them. But direct approach into the holy place was not 
permitted to them. It was experienced representatively in the persons and 
service of the priests who continually entered through the screen to fulfil 
the requirements of the Lord in the holy place which housed the 
lampstand, the altar of incense and the table of shewbread. Approach into 
the holy of holies was much more restricted. The sole entrant into 
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that sacred area was the high priest. Only once a year did he enter through 
the veil into the place of the divine Presence. He entered alone, but he was 
the representative of the whole people, whose names he carried on his 
shoulders and on his heart. 

His was the work of making comprehensive atonement for himself and 
his house and for all the assembly of Israel. This atonement was necessary 
because of the claims of the absolute purity of the infinite holiness of God 
relative to the "uncleannesses of the children of Israel". Atonement was 
secured by the sacrifice of indicated animal victims and the application of 
their blood. But we observe that not only was atonement made for the 
people but also for the holy place and the tent of meeting and the altar 
which carried the sacrifices. The extent of this atoning work is tersely 
conveyed in the words of Heb.9:21, "Moreover the tabernacle and all the 
vessels of the ministry he sprinkled in like manner with the blood". 

Something of the significance of this statement is seen clearly in what we 
read about the altar of burnt offering, "He shall sprinkle of the blood upon 
it with his finger seven times, and cleanse it and hallow it from the 
uncleannesses of the children of Israel" (Lev.16:19). We may readily 
concede the necessity for atonement and cleansing to cover and to cleanse 
the people of God who, though they were a holy people because of their 
covenant relationship with the Lord, were an erring people who through 
their personal sins and transgressions incurred guilt and defilement. But 
the material sanctuary and the vessels of its service could not commit sin 
and transgression. Why did these things need cleansing? Part of the 
answer to this is found in Lev.16:16, "he shall make atonement for the 
holy place, because of the uncleannesses of the children of Israel, and 
because of their transgressions, even all their sins: and so shall he do for 
the tent of meeting, that dwelleth with them in the midst of their 
uncleannesses". The consequences of the wrong-doing of the people 
affected the Tabernacle in their midst. 

The tabernacle with its two parts and its ordinances of divine service 
were earthly copies of heavenly realities. "There are those who offer the 
gifts according to the law; who serve that which is a copy and shadow of 
the heavenly things, even as Moses is warned of God when he is about to 
make the tabernacle: for, See, saith He, that thou make all things 
according to the pattern that was shewed thee in the mount" (Heb.8:4,5). 
It is in association with these heavenly realities that Christ in resurrection 
entered into His priestly service. He approached as High Priest of the good 
things of which the law and its ordinances contained the shadow. The 
sphere of Christ's high priestly activities is the holies not made with 
hands, the true holies, the heavenly substance of the earthly 
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shadow. There He took His place as great Priest over the house of God to 
offer on behalf of God's people their gifts and sacrifices. To this office He 
brought the embellishment of the glory of His own Person and character, 
and the efficacy of His own work. Into this holy place (the holies) God's 
people in this dispensation enter in their holy priesthood capacity to 
worship God. We emphasize that we are now speaking of collective 
approach to God, the drawing near of a people. Today God's people are 
His house, "whose house are we" (Heb.3:6), and the people who are His 
house constitute the holy priesthood "to offer up spiritual sacrifices, 
acceptable to God through Jesus Christ" (1 Pet.2:5). The house of God is 
on earth and finds expression in the aggregate of the churches of God. The 
place of their priesthood service as a worshipping people is in heaven, the 
holies where is Christ the High Priest. 

God's people are a holy priesthood, brought into a collective relation-
ship with God which answers to His holiness, that attribute of the divine 
Being which necessarily excludes from His Presence everything that has 
been defiled. But the men and women who constitute God's house and 
priesthood are persons living on earth in mortal bodies in which the evil 
principle of the flesh produces many kinds of defilement. How then can 
such persons approach God and worship in His holy sanctuary? It is true 
that our entrance into the holies is a spiritual movement. We do not enter 
physically, but organs of our physical bodies are used in our service. 

Considering, then, who they are that enter the heavenly holies to 
worship, it will be apparent that there must be some means by which the 
absolute purity of God is protected. That protection is guaranteed by the 
blood of Christ. The efficacy of His Sacrifice extends to the holy sanctuary 
wherein as great Priest He officiates, and its cleansing power secures in 
perpetuity the purity of the place of worship. "It was necessary therefore 
that the copies of the things in the heavens should be cleansed with these 
(animal sacrifices); but the heavenly things themselves with better 
sacrifices than these". We emphasize that the one Sacrifice of Christ has 
once and for ever wrought this cleansing of the holies. There is no 
repetition of offering as was necessary under the Old Covenant. The blood 
of Christ has removed for ever the possibility of the heavenly sanctuary 
being defiled by the failures of the worshipping priesthood. This 
assurance gives boldness of approach and service. Who is there that has 
engaged in the service in the holies and has not experienced the sorrow of 
wandering, and even unworthy, thoughts? Why does not the righteous 
judgement of the holy God summarily fall upon us? The answer is that not 
only are we personally "cleansed and clothed as priests" to "bring in His 
name thank-offering" but the place also in which we 
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worship enjoys the abiding cleansing of the precious blood. Our High 
Priest who by the presentation of His sacrificial work makes continuing 
"propitiation for the sins of the people" (Heb.2:17) by the efficacy of that 
same work accomplishes the continuous cleansing or purification of the 
sanctuary in heaven in which they worship. 

The cleansing of the copies of the things in the heavens necessitated the 
sacrifice of several different animals. This plurality taught in type the 
varied needs of the people which had to be met. The one Sacrifice of 
Christ answers to all that the plurality emphasized, but the implications of 
that plurality are fittingly recognized in the expression, "But the heavenly 
things themselves with better sacrifices than these". 

J.D. 

How mothers pray 
By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

It has been said that the hand which rocks the cradle rules the world. Of 
the truth of this we are unsure, but we are certain that greater things have 
been wrought by a mother's prayer than this world realizes. John Newton, 
author of "Amazing Grace", lost his mother, the one clear guiding-star of 
his early life, at the age of seven. But up to that time she prayed with him, 
and for him, every day. Faithfully she sowed the good seed of the word of 
God in the fertile soil of this young life, and she grieved on her deathbed 
at leaving him to the mercy of a rough world. He wrote later: "In evil long 
I took delight, un-awed by shame or fear"; and sin brought him to the 
lowest depths of degradation. He became the slave of a slave woman, and 
he fed on the crusts of bread which she threw to him under the table. 
During a terrible storm when the ship in which he served threatened to 
capsize, Newton began to pray. His mother's example and godly 
instruction were bearing fruit in strange circumstances. He cried for 
mercy, and "the Lord came from on high and delivered me out of deep 
waters", he was to write later. He was certainly the most suitable person to 
pen the memorable words, 

"Amazing grace how sweet the sound, 
Which saved a wretch like me". 

But for the prayers of Hannah, one of Scripture's great women of faith, 
and the spectacular answer she received, it is questionable if her husband, 

Elkanah,  would  ever  have  found  mention  in  the  divine  record. 
Dispirited, heartbroken, tormented, this godly soul shed copious tears, 
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but she did not relax her faith in God. Although afflicted by an inability to 
have children, she prayed, and prayed, and prayed for a son. "Is anything 
too hard for the LORD"? (Gen.18:14). "With God all things are possible" 
(Matt.19:26). These two scriptures seem so suited to her case. She held on 
to the invisible cord of faith which joined her to the throne of heaven. 

Do you sometimes ask, as the disciples once asked, "Lord, teach us to 
pray"? Listen in to Hannah, and learn a precious lesson. "O LORD . . . 
look on the affliction of thine handmaid . . . remember me, and not forget . 
. . give unto thine handmaid a man child . . ." (1 Sam.1:11). Look! 
Remember! Give! were pleadings of faith, and it is then written: "She 
continued praying before the LORD: . . . she spake in her heart; only her 
lips moved ... I poured out my soul before the LORD" (1 Sam.1:12-15). 
There was no giving up with this dear woman until her prayer was 
answered, and her hope realized. Then follow these revivifying words: 
"and the LORD remembered her" (1 Sam.1:19). Encouraging words, too, 
for all who plead at the eternal throne. 

Wonderful is the change in the soul which receives an answer to prayer. 
This was true of Hannah, whose name means, gracious, merciful, restful. 
God gave her a son, the longing of her heart, and she called his name 
Samuel ("heard, or asked of God"). How long Hannah prayed we know 
not; but the delay in God's answer, and the resulting reproach from others, 
did not cause her to faint in her soul. Notice her words to aged Eli: "I am 
the woman that stood by thee here, praying unto the LORD. For this child 
I prayed; and the LORD hath given me my petition" (1 Sam1:26,27). 
Standing and praying, seem to typify Hannah. This shows a determination, 
a patience, an expectancy of faith. And having received her answer, this 
praying woman became a worshipping woman (1 Sam.1:28, RVM). 

We should not underestimate the prayer of a mother for her son, or for a 
son. Mrs Newton's prayer life had its influence on son John who, in turn, 
by his Christian life greatly influenced such men as Cowper, Wilberforce, 
and Buchanan. The last named evangelized the East Indies and wrote a 
book which moved Judson to visit Burma. And what shall we say of 
Hannah? Her son became a great prophet like unto Moses. "But a woman 
that feareth the LORD, she shall be praised. Give her of the fruit of her 
hands; and let her works praise her in the gates". 
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Voices from the Past 

Falling Away (5) 
We pass on to the next part of our subject that some in later times shall fall 
away from the faith. How cheering is it that the word is "some" and not 
"all" shall fall away. The foreknowledge of the Spirit caused Him to speak 
through Paul so that it would be a warning to Timothy and to all who had 
ears to hear it. The way in which this apostasy was to be accomplished 
was that those who would fall away would give heed to seducing spirits 
and doctrines of demons. Spirits cannot work except they have 
instruments. They work in the same way as it is the normal way of God to 
work, and that is through men. They spread their doctrines through "men 
that speak lies" while at the same time those men try to make it to appear 
that they are following the truth; so the error enters through the "hypocrisy 
of men that speak lies". 

All, and especially those who are young in the faith, cannot be too 
careful as to what they lend their ears to. Some think they can with 
impunity read anything that comes their way, thinking that they are 
immune from the infection of evil doctrine. If we want to have pure minds 
we shall not be found dabbling in every muddy puddle created by whom-
soever. There is a river of God, friend, where you may wash and be clean, 
and it flows full from bank to bank in all seasons, "for in summer and in 
winter shall it be", and its course is marked within the covers of your 
Bible and not outside. 

If you wish to escape being apostate from the faith then follow it, be 
nourished in its words, so shall you have a well-nourished spiritual 
constitution. 

The faith is to the present day what the law was to the past dispensation. 
Before the faith came they were kept under law shut up unto the faith 
which should afterwards be revealed (Gal.3:23). Now it isa dispensation 
of God which is in faith (1 Tim.1:4). 

The Jews accused Paul of teaching the Jews of the dispersion among the 
Gentiles that they should become apostate from Moses (Acts 21:21); 
whereas had they understood his words they would have seen that he 
taught what Moses and the prophets said would come, the better things of 
which the things in their days were shadows. "For the law had a shadow of 
the good things to come". 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918). 
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Spiritual depression Comment by Torchlight 
We frequently sing with gusto: 

Happy day! happy day! 
When Jesus washed my sins away. 

He taught me how to watch and pray, 
And live rejoicing every day; 

Happy day! happy day! 
When Jesus washed my sins away. The hymn is a 

favourite one. Mature Christians as well as new converts are invigorated 
with its note of happy assurance. It is not our purpose to deprecate its use; 
to do so would only arouse a storm of protest! Yet is it not true that 
sometimes our hymnology soars to heights far above the average 
Christian's experience? We have but to ask ourselves, Am I always 
watchful and prayerful? Do I live rejoicing every day? to prove the point. 
As we all know, there are ups and downs in all our lives. Sometimes we 
are up on the mountain top; at other times we are down in the valley. In 
the interests of a balanced understanding of the ebb and flow of Christian 
experience we offer these brief comments. 

A discerning writer has recently drawn attention to the danger of that 
kind of preaching which, with the best of intentions, so glamourizes 

the Christian life as to lead the 
young convert to expect that 
henceforth his life will be trouble-
free. He puts it like this: "It is 
possible so to play down the 
rougher side of the Christian life — 
the daily chastening, the endless 
war with sin and Satan, the periodic 
walk in darkness — as to give the 
impression that normal Christian 
living is a perfect bed of roses, a 
state of affairs in which everything 
in the garden is lovely all  the  time,   
and  problems  no 
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longer exist. . . . This is to suggest that the world, the flesh, and the devil, 
will give a man no serious trouble once he is a Christian, nor will his 
circumstances and personal relationships ever be a problem to him; nor 
will he ever be a problem to himself. Such suggestions are mischievous, 
however, because they are false". The result is that young converts, after 
the early joy of the new life has passed, may become disillusioned and 
decide that the Christian life is not all that it is made out to be, or that they 
lack the right kind of "faith". Readers will find a most helpful treatment of 
this problem in the chapter entitled, "These Inward Trials" in the 
paperback Knowing God by J. I. Packer (Hodder and Stoughton, 80p) 
from which the above quotation is taken. 

But it is not only young converts who are beset with problems of this 
kind. Mature Christians too are plagued with "inward trials" with which 
our heavenly Father disciplines His sons and daughters. This is all part of 
the larger subject of the place and purpose of suffering in Christian 
experience. There are many examples in Scripture of men and women of 
God whose godly characters were forged in the furnace of suffering. The 
apostle Paul's "thorn in the flesh" is an outstanding example of this. There 
is a deep lesson for us all in his account of that distressing experience (2 
Cor.12:7-10). 

I have been impressed when reading biographies of men greatly used of 
God in former days by references to periods of severe depression which 
sometimes overtook them in their service. Such experiences of "spiritual 
depression" are quite distinct from the ordinary despondency through 
which many of us pass from time to time. They seem to be the inevitable 
accompaniment of intense spiritual conflict, and are obviously used by 
God to cut away all self-reliance so that divine grace may flow freely from 
the empty vessel. I quote an example which came to my notice recently: ". 
. . this is the mystery; I never seem to have loved God. I never did. 
Therefore I never believed, in the Christian sense of the word. Therefore I 
am only an honest heathen, a proselyte of the temple. And yet to be so 
employed of God, and so hedged in that I can go neither forward nor 
backward.... I have no direct witness, I cannot even say that I am a child of 
God". Who wrote that? Some timid half-believer? No! They are the words 
of John Wesley, addressed in cypher to his brother Charles. Superficial 
Christians will be perplexed that such words came from a man so 
eminently used by God. Men of God will understand. To such Isaiah's 
words are pertinent (Isa.50:10): 

". . . he that walketh in darkness, and hath no light, let him trust in the 
name of the LORD, and stay upon His God". 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (9) Spiritual Gifts 

Guidance from 1 Cor.12-14 

By G. Prasher, Jr., of Manchester 
In these three chapters God has enshrined for us His wise counsel 
regarding certain gifts of the Holy Spirit which were granted to disciples 
in the Church of God in Corinth. This brief study is designed to review the 
setting in which those gifts found expression, and to place in scriptural 
perspective their purpose and usefulness. The subject matter of the three 
chapters may be summarized thus — 

Chapter 12 Chapter 13 Chapter 14 
The Gifts and their Love as the The Gifts and 

CO-ORDINATION MOTIVATION EDIFICATION 
The subject is not treated so fully in any other area of our New Testament: 
it is recommended that the three chapters be read through as a whole, for 
this helps towards a balanced understanding of the gifts of the Spirit in 
apostolic times. Principles established from these chapters have singular 
value in guiding our understanding of other New Testament references to 
spiritual gifts. Unless otherwise indicated, all scriptural references in this 
article are to the first Epistle to the Corinthians. 

What were 'gifts of the Holy Spirit'? 
This question assumes special importance because of frequent modern 
reference to 'charismatic gifts', by which are meant such gifts as 
prophecies, healings, or speaking in tongues. It should be noted that 
scriptural usage does not in the same way distinguish such gifts as 
'charismatic'. The Greek word charisma has the basic meaning of a gift 
involving grace or favour. It is indeed applied directly to gifts of healings 
(1 Cor.12:9), and by implication to tongues and prophecy (1 Cor.12:30; 1 
Cor.13:2). But it is equally used in respect of the gift of eternal life 
(Rom.6:23) or of Israel's special favours under sovereign divine choice 
(Rom.11:29). Scripturally, therefore, we must include in our consideration 
of gifts of the Holy Spirit not only the nine manifestations listed in 1 
Cor.12:8-11, but such additional gifts as 'teachers, helps, governments' (1 
Cor.12:28). Compare also Rom.12:6-8 and 1 Pet.4:10-11, where the Greek 
word translated 'gift' is again charisma. The word translated 'gifts' in 
Heb.2:4 is not charisma but 
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merismos (a dividing or distribution). As this refers to the confirmation of 
the Lord's word through the apostles by miraculous gifts, it is significant 
that merismos should be used. Scriptural guidance would therefore 
discourage the term 'charismatic gifts'. By referring to 'gifts of the Holy 
Spirit' or 'spiritual gifts' our thoughts will be more accurately related to 
Bible revelation. 
The Gifts and their Co-ordination (chapter 12) 
God's work, whether in natural creation or in redemptive purpose, is 
characterized by a diversity which He co-ordinates to effect His overall 
design. The work of the Triune God through disciples together forming 
the Church of God in Corinth was in harmony with this. The same Spirit, 
the same Lord, the same God, effected diversities of gifts, ministrations 
and workings (1 Cor.12:4-6). The greatest spiritual fulfilment for each 
individual disciple would be found within the setting designed by God for 
spiritual service — a church of God. An individual might be blessed with 
certain gifts of the Spirit, but he would not be given all the gifts. It was 
ordained that by distribution of the gifts among different disciples each 
would feel his dependence upon God's working through others also. God's 
most effectual working would be by means of co-ordinating different 
manifestations of the Spirit through a variety of individuals, "to each one 
severally, even as He will" (1 Cor.12:11). Here is divine wisdom for our 
guidance: independence brings spiritual loss, interdependence spiritual 
fulfilment. 

A key point is established in 1 Cor.12:13, where it is asserted that all the 
disciples were baptized in one Spirit into one Body, and all made to drink 
of one Spirit, whatever their racial or social status. So the fact was that all 
who believed the gospel were baptized by the Lord Jesus in the Holy 
Spirit to become members of the Church which is His Body (compare 
Matt.3:11 and Acts 11:16,17). It should be particularly noted that this 
obtained even though some did not have the gifts of healings, tongues or 
miracles (verses 29-30). Despite the varying distribution of gifts, each 
believer was joined with Christ the Head as a member of His Body (com-
pare Eph.5:23,30). Hence the remarkable word 'so also is Christ' (1 
Cor.12:12). The definite article is placed before the word 'Christ' in the 
Greek, literally reading, 'so also is the Christ'. It is as though the members 
of the Church which is His Body are seen so closely identified with Him 
the Head that He and they together are in this context referred to as 'the 
Christ'. 

On the basis of this great truth Paul proceeded to illustrate the co-
ordination of spiritual gifts by reference to the working together of 
members of the natural body (1 Cor.12:14-26). Foot, hand, ear and eye are 
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each 'of the body' and are intended to function in harmony with other 
members. God has set the members in the human body 'even as it pleased 
Him'. Each member has a special function and is needed, some of the 
seemingly feeble being most necessary. This lucid parallel was applied to 
disciples in the Church of God in Corinth. "Ye are the Body of Christ, and 
severally members thereof" (1 Cor.12:27). It was not that disciples in the 
Corinthian church comprised the whole Body of Christ. Every believer 
was included in that Body. Verse 27, literally reads "Ye are Body of 
Christ" (no definite article before the noun soma). Because they were 
individuality members of the Body they should function together in 
character with that fact. Through Christ the Head they were joined in 
organic spiritual union, therefore this truth should govern all their 
relationships in service together within a church of God. They came 
behind in no gift (1 Cor.1:7), but their individual gifts, divided to each one 
severally according to the will of the Spirit, were to be used 'to profit 
withal' (1 Cor.12:7). The Spirit who divided to each one the appropriate 
gift(s) must be allowed to control the co-ordination of those gifts for 
mutual blessing. 
Love as the Motivation 
The 'more excellent way' shown in this chapter demonstrates that God is 
more concerned about the motive which prompts the use of a spiritual gift 
than about the gift itself. We are readily the victims of our own 
weaknesses, from which only the balancing grace of Christ can keep us. 
To some of the disciples in the Corinthian church their Spirit-given gifts 
had become a cause of self-esteem and rivalry. The gifts were intended to 
find expression in love to God and to fellow-disciples. There was danger 
that the gift of tongues could become a means of self-display, and that 
ability to prophesy or to know divine mysteries could lead to spiritual 
pride. Without love as the motivation, apparently brilliant expressions of 
gift were valueless (1 Cor.13:1-3). 

Characteristics of true love before God and others are detailed in 1 
Cor.13:4-7. This was doubtless with a view to correcting attitudes which 
had arisen among the Corinthians through their preoccupation with certain 
spiritual gifts. 
"Love envieth not; . . . vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not 
behave itself unseemly . . .  is not provoked" (1 Cor.13:4,5). Some were 
puffed up with knowledge, others proud of their gifts, and there was 
selfish assertiveness in exercising gifts whether others could be edified as 
a result or not. This we may glean from the moderating counsel of 1 
Cor.14:23,27,30, counsel which had to be given to correct these wrong 
attitudes. 
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Further to emphasize the basic importance of love as the motivation in 
all exercise of the spiritual gifts, the apostle proceeded (verse 8) to show 
that love will abide eternally. Prophecies and knowledge shall be done 
away, and tongues shall cease. All inclination to pride because of spiritual 
gifts would shrivel up in the perspective of eternity. For instance, when we 
know as we are known how limited any present degree of knowledge will 
seem to be! As for prophecy and tongues, they will have no further 
relevance. Yet love will abide eternally, and the disciple of Christ should 
above all else follow after love. Only as love is the motivation could 
spiritual gifts yield anything of abiding value. 

The Gifts and Edification (chapter 14) 
It was the divine intention that believers should be grouped together to 
form a church of God in their locality. The Acts of the Apostles describes 
the development of such churches of God, first in Jerusalem and then in 
other places as the gospel was spread more widely. When writing to the 
Church of God in Corinth on the subject of spiritual gifts Paul was led to 
stress in 1 Cor.14 the central importance of the gifts being used to edify 
the church. The word translated edify is oikodomeo, literally meaning 'to 
build a house', but used figuratively in the sense of promoting the spiritual 
growth and development of believers. So the Corinthians were exhorted— 
"Since ye are zealous of spiritual gifts, seek that ye may abound unto the 
edifying of the church" (verse 12). With this in view the apostle pointed 
out certain disadvantages of the gift of tongues, and the superior 
usefulness of prophesying. 

One speaking in a tongue was speaking unto God rather than unto men 
(1 Cor.14:2); in the spirit he could be speaking mysteries, but if others 
could not understand they would not be edified; he would be edifying only 
himself (1 Cor.14:4). But "he that prophesieth speaketh unto men edifica-
tion, and comfort, and consolation" (verse 3), which would edify the 
church (verse 4). Similarly in prayer, though a brother bless with the spirit, 
the unlearned could not say the Amen if he had not understood what had 
been said: "Thou verily givest thanks well, but the other is not edified" (1 
Cor.14:17). So Paul himself felt that despite being able to speak with 
tongues more than them all, in the church he would rather speak five 
words with his understanding, that he might instruct others also, than ten 
thousand words in a tongue (1 Cor.14:18,19). 

Then there was the effect on the unlearned or unbelieving who might 
attend gatherings of the church. If all spoke with tongues, the unbeliever 
would say they were mad. But if God's word was spoken forth by 
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prophecy the message would be understood, "so he will fall down on his 
face and worship God, declaring that God is among you indeed" (1 
Cor.14:25). 

In summarizing his advice to the Corinthian church (1 Cor.14:26-33) 
the keynote of the apostle's advice is "Let all things be done unto 
edifying". Even if an interpreter was present, not more than three should 
speak in a tongue; and if there was no interpreter, "let him keep silence in 
the church; and let him speak to himself and to God". There was to be 
orderliness, self-control and consideration for one another (1 
Cor.14:29:33,40). 

It would seem from 1 Cor.14:34-38 that some of the women in the 
Corinthian church had wished to exercise certain gifts publicly when the 
church was assembled. This was firmly forbidden by the Lord through 
Paul — we note that the affirmation of Paul's authority from the Lord in 
verse 37 is closely related to his instruction that women should keep silent 
in the church (verse 34). So this is not merely 'Paul's opinion', it is the 
Lord's commandment. It is helpful to compare the following statements— 

"Let him keep silence in the church" (1 Cor.14:28) 
"Let the first keep silence" (1 Cor.14:30) 
"Let the women keep silence in the churches" (1 Cor.14:34). There can 

be no question as to what Paul meant in verses 28 and 30. Is not the 
meaning in verse 34 exactly the same? He was not referring to irreverent 
chattering among women, as some have suggested, but he was correcting 
the wrong desire of some women to lead the assembly publicly, whether in 
prayer, prophesying or with a tongue. We read elsewhere of Philip's 
daughters prophesying (Acts 21:9), but the instruction given through Paul 
in 1 Cor.14:34-37 confirms that the exercise of this gift would not be at 
public meetings of the church. 
Conclusion 
This section of the epistle closes with a wisely balanced statement — 
"Wherefore, my brethren, desire earnestly to prophesy, and forbid not to 
speak with tongues. But let all things be done decently and in order" (1 
Cor.14:39,40). Among all the spiritual gifts with which the Holy Spirit had 
enriched the Corinthian church, speaking with tongues had assumed an 
undue prominence in their spiritual experience together. The apostle was 
guided to write correcting this tendency, and in doing so imparted much 
valuable information about the spiritual gifts — the secret of their co-
ordination, the vital need of love as the motivation, their being used for the 
edification of the church. The value of this scriptural instruction in our 
contemporary spiritual background and experience is the subject of a 
further article in this series. 
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The Ministry of Angels 

By C. L. Prasher, of Hayes. 

Perhaps you, like me, have felt angels to be rather remote from present 
reality. 

These myriad beings that hover in the presence of God, David tells us in 
Ps.103:20, are mighty in strength and fulfil His word. The fulfilling of His 
word has involved appearance to human beings only on special occasions 
over history. We may think of Daniel's deliverance from the lion's den and 
Hezekiah's salvation from Senacherib after prayer in which Isaiah joined 
(2 Chron.32:20,21). In these and similar circumstances, angels have been 
God's agents on earth. Never were their appearances so prolific, however, 
as when the God-man was on earth. His coming was specially marked by 
an angelic choir which you and I would have loved to have heard, and will 
one day. His departing was similarly marked: "He is not here, but is risen, 
said two in dazzling apparel. 

By contrast, or so it seems to me, how few since then have had an 
experience like Peter of release from prison by angelic assistance (Acts 
12:8), or have found a man of God, like Cornelius in Acts 10, by similar 
means. 

Yet when the Scriptures are examined, the evidence for the reality and 
presence of angels in the experience of present-day Christians cannot be 
denied, and seven facets are discussed. 

(1)    Interest in Human Activity 
It is Peter in his first letter (1 Pet.1:12) who indicates that the angels are 
intensely interested in what the prophets foretold and presumably in its 
accomplishment. Paul in 1 Cor.4:9 shows he was quite assured that angels 
were witnesses to all that the apostles said and did in their gospel 
testimony and the same must be true of God's servants today. Whatever 
may have been the angelic comment in respect of this testimony, we know 
that they do not remain silent when any single person accepts the gospel 
message, for they speak out their joy to the whole of heaven — so Luke 
tells us (Lk.15:10). Such is the interaction between heaven and earth 
through the watchfulness of these specially created servants of the Lord. 
Despite the far-reaching knowledge implied in the above, it must be 
emphasized that it is only God who is omniscient. 
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(2) Help in Time of Need 
Angelic activity is not confined to heaven, for Heb.1:14 reveals that God's 
ministering spirits are sent forth to do service for the sake of them that 
inherit salvation. Reverting to the time when the Lord was on earth, we 
can sympathetically visualize them crowding round their Lord after His 
temptation in the wilderness, and can see by faith that single angel 
upholding Him in the garden of Gethsemane after the intense experience 
of the foretaste of Calvary. No human eye saw on either occasion, we 
would judge. Similarly we can be assured of unseen support in our lesser 
hour of need: but it is the power of God Himself that is transmitted 
through His agents. 

(3) Protection 
Beaten on the anvil of experience and resounding down the centuries 
come David's words expressed in Ps.34:7. "The angel of the LORD 
encampeth round about them that fear Him, and delivereth them". This is 
exactly in tune with the statement of Ps.91:11 that" He shall give His 
angels charge over thee to keep thee in all thy ways". We must note that 
this applies to those who dwell in the secret place of the Most High, a 
condition corresponding with "them that fear Him" of Ps.34. The Lord 
certainly fulfilled these conditions and hence the angelic protection was 
available to Him. Elisha was another who satisfied the conditions and he 
was able to demonstrate to his servant the reality of the protection, for the 
mountain was "full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha" (2 
Kgs.6:17). Today angels are available to protect the Lord's own who 
respect Him. Peter Marshall, the Scottish preacher who became Chaplain 
to the United States Senate, tells of a voice that saved him from certain 
death as he neared the edge of a quarry when crossing a lonely moor one 
dark night. Can we not all multiply examples from our own lives? The 
angels are but shields in the divine hand, and operate under His guidance. 
Sometimes, however, it is God's will that we suffer. 

(4) Examples of Reverence in Worship 
The concept of the passive presence of angels at our church gatherings is 
perhaps suggested by Paul in his first letter to Corinth, because in the 
eleventh chapter he declares the reason that women should have their 
heads covered is "because of the angels". While many have seen in this 
phrase an analogy to the subjection of angels in the divine presence, could 
it not also imply that they directly surround the gathering of the church 
and look on with interest and reverence? In either case, we should not be 
less reverent than they. 
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(5) Carrying Souls to Heaven 
It was the angels who carried the soul of Lazarus to Abraham's bosom 
(Lk.16:22) and angels will be given the task of gathering the elect from the 
four corners of the earth at the end of the great tribulation (Matt.24:31). 
This suggests a transporting duty for them: that of carrying souls to the 
Redeemer who saved those precious souls. Let it be clearly stated that it is 
only Christ and never angels that do the work of salvation. 

(6) Effecting the Judgement of God 
Apart from the pleasant duties outlined so far, angels have some dreadful 
assignments. When David sinned and God had to punish Israel, He did so 
through the agency of angels, just as He did to the Egyptians on the 
Passover night. Looking to the future, it is clear that again angels will be 
called on to execute what has been described as God's strange work. In the 
parable of the tares (Matt.13:24), it is the angels who gather them and put 
them into the fire, the tares being representative of those who oppose the 
truth of God. It is to be emphasized that God alone is the Judge, and the 
righteous Judge. He makes the just and right decisions. The angels only 
carry out His will: they can never be the judges themselves. 

(7) God's Announcers 
The book of Revelation cites many instances of angels in the future 
pronouncing doom and destruction on the world. However, their 
announcements may also be glad, and Christians today can look forward 
with delight and satisfaction to the voice of the archangel which will 
resound through the skies at the rapture, calling God's own to meet His 
Christ "in the air". This mighty sound and the trumpet of God shall be 
heard, but it is not angelic power that will raise and change bodies, both 
dead and alive, to be like His own glorious body. That is a divine work 
alone. 

It is clear that angels are not so remote after all. Their work is very 
much entwined with that of the saints on earth. In this review, at each 
stage emphasis has been placed on the status of angels as being 
subordinate to God. Their power and knowledge are limited. Both they 
and we are fellow-servants of the same Lord and Master, but may it be 
that, as a result of this study shared together, we may be enabled to serve 
Him better because we are more conscious than formerly of the part 
played by angels. 
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for YOUNG believers 

Time for a Change 
By D. T. Hyland, of Middlesbrough 
In the northern hemisphere, autumn is almost here. The leaves on the trees 
will soon be turning from green to shades of brown; they will fall, leaving 
the branches gaunt and bare. Some birds will migrate to warmer lands; 
some animals prepare to hibernate; plants will lie dormant. Autumn is a 
season of change; all nature seems to engage a lower gear. 

This autumn may bring changes in the lives of some of our younger 
readers. Some will be changing from one school to another. For a while 
they will feel lost in their new surroundings. Others will be passing from 
the sheltered life of home and school to take up residence at college or 
university. There will also be some who, having completed their full-time 
education, will be taking up employment. 

It is vital in these circumstances to take an early stand and let it be 
known that you are a Christian; it is best to "nail your colours to the mast" 
at once. It may become more difficult afterwards. Do this humbly but 
firmly, "being ready always to give answer to every man that asketh you a 
reason concerning the hope that is in you, yet with meekness and fear" (1 
Pet.3:15). Be patient in discussion with others, even in the face of pro-
vocative remarks. Hitting back in an aggressive spirit can ruin your 
testimony. 

Whether in employment or studying there will be activities in which you 
will be able to cooperate with your colleagues. You may, however, be 
invited to join in worldly activities which would be detrimental to your 
spiritual life. These should be avoided. 

Those who become students may face special problems. Daily reading 
of the Scriptures and prayer are vital. Attend assembly meetings whenever 
you can. Some of the views expressed by your teachers on Scripture and 
morals may conflict with what you have been taught at home or at 
assembly meetings. Remember that spiritual things are spiritually 
discerned (1 Cor.2:6-10). If you do have problems, it would be wise to 
discuss them with a mature believer who has passed this way before you. 
It is always better to do so at an early stage, when doubts first arise in the 
mind, rather than leave it until the matter has become deep-rooted. 

Because of personality differences, people react to change in various 
ways. Some enjoy the challenge of a new situation. Others are 
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The Singing Saint   Fingerpost 
Deathbed utterances from some of earth's mighty ones have been recorded 
for posterity; but they are not to be compared with those of God's heroes 
and heroines. One of the Lord's best, a true shepherd of the flock, once 
caused the walls and ceilings of a hospital's ward to ring with his beautiful 
tenor rendering of "Blessed assurance, Jesus is mine". It caused some 
consternation, but much admiration. For who could despise a Christian 
hymning his final doxology to an unarranged hospital congregation, before 
entering the portals of heaven? One person of authority did object, and in 
stern tones asked the doctor-friend of the singing saint: "Who is this man 
that sings such hymns"? Perhaps she was astounded, or secretly touched; 
an occurrence such as this had not happened in the hospital before. But 
what a glorious, victorious epitaph! "Blessed are they that dwell in Thy 
house: they will be still praising Thee. Blessed is the man whose strength is 
in Thee" (Ps.84:4,5). 

One of God's treasures, a devout lady who loved her Lord and His 
precious word, was coming to the end of life's journey in hospital. 
Drawing near to her bedside, I whispered: "Let not your heart be 
troubled". Before I could complete the verse she opened her eyes, and said 
quite firmly: "My heart isn't troubled". She closed them again indicating a 
finality of peace and contentment; a restful waiting for the Lord to take her 
home. Her faith in the Saviour was ample provision for the brief journey 
through the valley of the shadow. "And they that know Thy name will put 
their trust in Thee; for Thou LORD, hast not forsaken them that seek 
Thee" (Ps.9:10). Great people deserve great epitaphs. It is said of John 
Bunyan that he was saved through the Lord's words: "and him that cometh 
to Me I will in no wise cast out" (Jn 6:37). His last words on earth were: 
"Take me for I come to Thee". John Knox rested his soul on the verse: 
"And this is life eternal, that they should know Thee the only true God, 
and Him whom Thou didst send, even Jesus Christ" (Jn 17:3). "That", said 
God's mighty, fearless servant, "is where I cast my first anchor". To which 
we add our amen! 

 

more apprehensive and take longer to adjust. We can be reassured by 
contemplating the unchangeableness and faithfulness of God. Whenever 
changes come, may the Lord help us to glorify Him in the new situation. 
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Question and Answer 

 

The two men in white apparel who appeared to the two disciples said: "Ye 
men of Galilee, why stand ye looking into heaven? this Jesus, which was 
received up from you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye 
beheld Him going into heaven" (Acts 1:11). Does this coming refer to the 
Lord's coming to the air or the earth? 

In the words which were spoken by the heavenly messengers the truth 
of primary importance was that Jesus would be coming back again. The 
disciples had seen Him as they accompanied Him during His earthly 
ministry. They had seen Him nailed to the tree. They had seen Him after 
He had been raised from the dead. They had seen Him ascend from their 
midst. As they gazed heavenwards watching His ascent their hearts would 
be sad and bewildered. In these circumstances there came to them the 
message, "This Jesus . . . shall so come . . .". The disciples had not seen 
the last of their Lord. They would see Him again. He was coming back 
again. Thus at the very beginning of this dispensation the revelation of 
God placed before the followers of Christ the stimulating, sanctifying, 
strengthening hope of the Lord's return. 

In His ministry the Lord Jesus referred to His coming again. Much of 
His teaching in this matter was in relation to His coming back to the earth 
as the Son of Man who would execute divine judgment. But to His chosen 
apostles the Lord made the precious additional disclosure that though He 
was going to leave them and go back to His Father He would come back 
again for them. "If I go and prepare a place for you, I come again, and will 
receive you unto Myself; that where I am, there ye may be also". We note 
that He was coming to receive His disciples so that they might be with 
Him. I believe that it was this promise that was being confirmed by the 
heavenly messengers at Olivet. This was the message which was to give 
them immediate comfort and purpose. Later the word of the Lord to Paul 
revealed what would take place when this promise would be fulfilled. This 
revelation is recorded in 1 Thess.4:13-17. 
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The message at Olivet contained the words, "This Jesus . . . shall so 
come in like manner as ye beheld Him going into heaven". It was the same 
Person who went that would return again. He would return in like manner 
as they had seen Him going. He went personally and alone. He went in the 
body in which He had lived and died, and which had come forth from the 
tomb in the triumphant miracle of the resurrection. He would come back 
in like manner, personally and alone; "The Lord Himself shall descend 
from heaven . . ." (1 Thess.4:16). He would come bodily. 

Some have inferred from the words of Acts 1:11 that "in like manner" 
means that as Christ left the earth and ascended to the cloud and thence 
into heaven so in like manner He would come again to the air and then to 
the earth. That the return of the Lord will have these two stages is clearly 
taught. He will descend from heaven and His saints will meet Him in the 
air. Later He will come to the earth. But it should be borne in mind that 
when the Lord comes back as Son of Man to the earth He will be 
accompanied by His holy angels and His saints of this dispensation. There 
will be a marvellous display of divine glory, power and activity. This does 
not fit into the "in like manner" of Acts 1:11. Moreover, after Christ has in 
the Rapture received to Himself the saints of this dispensation there will 
be an interval of at least seven years during which will take place the 
solemn experience of the Judgment-seat of Christ, the marriage in heaven 
of the Lamb, the presentation of the saints to God the Father. Again we 
say that this militates against the view that "in like manner" means that 
Christ will come to the air and then to the earth. My understanding is that 
Acts 1:11 refers to the coming of Christ to the air, which is the blessed 
hope of believers in Christ in the present dispensation. 

J. D. 

Readers will be interested in a slightly different view expressed by Mr J. 
A. Boswell in answer to the same question in Needed Truth, 1896: 
"Probably this passage will have a double fulfilment. Those spoken to 
were Israelites, and when addressed in this chapter the Church was yet in 
mystery. Further on these disciples were builded into the Church, and 
became partakers of its hope. They, therefore, will be caught up with other 
sleeping saints to meet the Lord in the air. To them, therefore, He would 
come in like manner as they had seen Him go up, silently and quietly, 
unseen by the world; yet shortly after He returns with those of the elect 
remnant (Rom.11:5), and His feet stand on the Mount of Olives. Then will 
He appear as Son of Man". 
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Preparation for the Remembrance 
By T. W. Fullerton, of Melbourne 

Those gathered in churches of God are privileged on each first day of the 
week to keep the commandment of the Lord. "This do in remembrance of 
Me". The emblems are intended to keep continually before us, during our 
Lord's absence, the sufferings of Christ and the great price which He paid 
for our redemption. On such occasions many thoughts occupy the hearts 
and minds of God's people: the mystery of the incarnation, reminding us 
that Jehovah the Son had left behind the glories of heaven to partake of 
humanity through His birth by the virgin; of His life spent among men, 
holy, harmless and undefiled; of Gethsemane; of the cross, where He who 
knew no sin was made to be sin on our behalf; of His resurrection and 
glorification, when the everlasting doors were lifted up that the King of 
glory might enter in. His glorified body bears eternally the marks of the 
cross. As Advocate and Great Priest He now appears before the face of 
God for us. All this is comprehended in the story of redemption by His 
blood, even the forgiveness of our trespasses. 

What preparation is required to engage in the Remembrance? The 
apostle Paul instructs the Corinthians, "Let a man prove (examine) 
himself, and so let him eat of the bread, and drink of the cup" (1 
Cor.11:28). There is to be self-examination. Unconfessed sin of thought or 
word or deed must be confessed before coming to the Remembrance. We 
must endeavour to see ourselves as God sees us, confessing and putting 
away that which we discover. In the case of the Corinthian saints there had 
been failure to do this; there had not been that which answered to the 
washing of the priests at the laver before approaching God; and they were 
experiencing divine judgement as the result. Some were physically weak 
and sickly and some had fallen asleep (died). The apostle continues, "If 
we discerned (judged) ourselves we should not be judged. But when we 
are judged (by the Lord) we are chastened of the Lord that we may not be 
condemned with the world". 

Thus the Remembrance not only continually keeps before us the Person 
and work of our Redeemer, but its weekly occurrence is designed so that 
we should keep short accounts with God, by self-examination and 
confession. 
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Voices from the Past 

On Falling Away (6) 

Falling away from the living God and the faith involves departing from 
the house of God. The house of God is as nothing when we are out of 
touch with the One who dwells therein. David's longing after the house of 
God, so often expressed in the Psalms, was the result of the love he had 
for the Lord, whose presence filled the house. How simple and plaintive 
are the words of Ps.27:4: "One thing have I asked of the LORD, that I will 
seek after: that 1 may dwell in the house of the LORD all the days of my 
life, to behold the beauty of the LORD and to inquire in His temple". 

Can we so speak of one thing being before us all the days of our life? 
Do we pray for and seek after this, that when the day of our release shall 
come either at the Coming of the Lord or on the day when we shall be 
absent from the body and at home with the Lord, it will find us in the 
house of the Lord? 

To eyes that are not anointed with divine eyesalve the house is as 
nothing (Hag.2:3). A poor and feeble remnant struggling amidst many and 
great difficulties both from without and within; yet to the Lord and to 
those who love Him and seek to walk in His ways it is our mutual joy and 
gladness. There was but little about the temple to cheer aged Anna. The 
proud and lofty Pharisee, the carnal Sadducee, had each their place there, 
and what brought her there and kept her there? Let me draw near and 
breathe it reverently in your ear. "It was the Lord". The Lord was there, 
and that was everything and was all she sought and needed. She hoped for 
better days than those that were then present. The redemption of 
Jerusalem from all her troubles was centred in one glorious Person, the 
Babe she saw brought there by His mother. The Redeemer had come, the 
hope of her heart had been realized, and all her many supplications 
answered in full; and she herself had lived to see the day. 

Can it be, and will it be, that there is like blessing awaiting us, if we 
depart not from the house of our God in this day, being in continual 
prayer and supplication for the return of the Lord that we shall live to see 
the day of His glorious return? 

Oh joy, oh delight should we go without dying!  
No sickness, no sadness, no dread and no crying. 

Blessed hope! Blessed moment! 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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Middle East Stalemate  Comment by Torchlight 
At the beginning of the year there were confident hopes that 1977 would 
bring some settlement of the Middle East stalemate. The fresh U.S.A. 
initiative of the Carter regime was launched on a note of optimism and 
gave the impression that a solution was in sight. Events, however, have 
not justified those hopes. There are no signs of an early breakthrough. 
The deadlock continues. 

The situation has been aggravated by the harder line taken by the new 
Begin administration. Its determination to increase Jewish settlement in 
the West Bank of Jordan has the disapproval not only of her Arab 
neighbours but also of America, Britain, France and the Soviet Union. In 
spite of this an Israeli plan providing for the settling of some two million 
Jews in the West Bank in the next 20 years has been disclosed. This plan 
was severely condemned at the meeting of the Arab League's Foreign 
Ministers at Cairo early last month. Although there was disagreement 
between Syria and Egypt as to the measures that should be taken against 
Israel on this issue it is probable that some form of sanctions will be 
proposed at the next United Nations Assembly in New York. The attitude 
of the major Powers to any such measures could well be crucial. 

It is the general view at U.N.O. that any peace formula which leaves 
unresolved the Palestinian claims is doomed to failure.  Yet Israel 

remains obdurate in her policy of 
no direct negotiations with the 
P.L.O. According to a recent state-
ment by former Israeli Prime 
Minister Rabin 95 per cent of 
Israelis support the Begin govern-
ment on this issue. In view of this it 
is his opinion that prospects for 
reconvening the Geneva Middle 
East peace conference this year "are 
not rosy". 

The recent visit to London of 
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the Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan to confer with British Jewry 
was significant. It indicated the gravity of the international situation. This 
was followed on September 6 by an announcement from Jerusalem that 
Israel had prepared a draft peace plan to be discussed with Mr Vance, 
U.S. Secretary of State, during Mr Dayan's visit to Washington on 
September 19. Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin said that his 
government's legal adviser, with a team of experts, had worked day and 
night to produce the draft. He declined to release details until its contents 
were made known to the Arab States. Questioned at a news conference 
Mr Begin said that the plan was being presented at the request of the 
United States. But he made it clear that the Arab position, as far as it is 
known to Israel, remained intransigent. They demand the establishment of 
a Palestinian state, a full Israeli withdrawal from territory captured in 
1967, and Arab sovereignty over East Jerusalem. Israel has consistently 
resisted these demands. But unless concessions are made there seems little 
hope of any peace plan getting off the ground. 

The above outline sums up the Middle East situation at the time of 
writing (Sept. 10). No doubt events will outdate it before this comment 
appears in print. Our concern here is to emphasize the gulf to be bridged 
before a settlement can be reached, and the grave threat to world peace 
unless some progress is made. These are matters for concern and 
continuing prayer. 

In the prophetic Word Israel lies at the centre of world events in the 
end-time. The shape of "things to come" is clearly discernible in the 
present Middle East crisis. The words of a departed fellow-worker are 
apposite: 

"Our Lord's coming draweth nigh. 
His long-sought unveiling; Let us 
Maranatha cry With a faith 
unfailing." 

"Go, labour on" 
"We are labouring for eternity, and we count not our work by each day's 
advance, as men measure theirs; it is God's work, and must be measured 
by His standard. Be well assured that, when time, and things created, and 
all that oppose themselves to the Lord's truth shall be gone, every earnest 
sermon preached, and every importunate prayer offered, and every form 
of Christian service honestly rendered, shall remain embedded in the 
mighty structure which God from all eternity has resolved to raise to His 
own honour" (C. H. Spurgeon). 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (10) Spiritual Gifts  (continued) 

Scriptural Precedent and Modern Experience 

By G. Prasher, Jr., of Manchester 

The Christian today may often meet those who claim to have experienced 
certain gifts of the Holy Spirit such as were manifested in the apostolic 
era. In this, as in all matters of our Christian life, we shall find our guide 
and safeguard in the written Word. From careful attention to scriptural 
precedent and teaching there emerge certain lines of principle by which 
claims to spiritual gifts can be assessed. "To the law and to the 
testimony!" (Isa.8:20) should be our watchword. 

Nine gifts of the Spirit are named in 1 Cor.12:8-10: 
The word of wisdom. Gifts of healings. 
The word of knowledge. Workings of miracles. 
Faith. Prophecy. 

Discerning of spirits. Divers kinds of tongues. The interpretation of 
tongues. Of these nine, some are classed as 'greater gifts' (1 Cor.12:31). 
The relative importance of any gift would depend upon its usefulness in 
relation to the continuing development of God's purpose throughout the 
present age of grace. This great purpose centred in the spread of the 
gospel, with the resulting growth of the Church which is the Body of 
Christ, and the gathering of disciples into churches of God. 

So at the beginning of the age it was necessary to confirm the word of 
the Lord through the apostles "by signs and wonders, and by manifold 
powers, and by gifts of the Holy Spirit" (Heb.2:4). Hence the importance 
at that juncture of such gifts as healings, miracles, tongues and their 
interpretation. Moreover, during that early phase of the dispensation the 
written Word of the New Testament was incomplete. God therefore 
imparted the knowledge of His will through the word of wisdom, the 
word of knowledge and prophecy. Once the great new revelation through 
Christ and the apostles had been confirmed, and its truths enshrined in the 
written New Testament, several gifts of the Holy Spirit no longer had 
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the same importance. For God had given ample evidence that the new 
revelation was of divine origin. To continue miraculous manifestations 
beyond the apostolic era would take away from the distinctiveness of that 
era. Nor were further revelations needed or intended. The written Word 
would be an all-sufficient guide (2 Tim.3:17; Jude 1:3; Rev.22:18.19). 

Special attention should be given to the Lord's words in Jn 14:12: "He 
that believeth on Me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater 
works than these shall he do; because I go unto the Father". This cannot 
apply to the continuance of miraculous gifts. For in what way did even the 
apostles do greater works than the Lord Himself? Their works were not 
greater in the sense of being more wonderful! Certainly the modern 
claimant to miraculous power does nothing comparable to the work of 
Christ. The 'greater works' are not necessarily greater signs. The Master's 
words apply to the world-wide extension of the kingdom of God by the 
work of the apostles and others, in contrast to the limitation of the Lord's 
own work to "the lost sheep of the house of Israel" (Matt.10:5,6; 
Matt.15:24). 

Other gifts of the Spirit would, however, be of permanent importance 
for the continuing development of God's purpose in the making of 
disciples and in their spiritual well-being in churches of God. Prophecy, 
the word of wisdom and the word of knowledge, would find abiding 
expression in relation to the written Word. The Holy Spirit would gift 
some to prophesy in the sense of speaking forth the scriptural message in 
terms of "edification, and comfort, and consolation" (1 Cor.14:3). To 
some would be given the gift of knowledge in the interpretation of the 
Word; to others the gift of wisdom in application of the Word to current 
problems. Those with a gift of faith would be of abiding helpfulness in the 
encouragement and upbuilding of the disciples. The discerning of spirits 
would operate through the testing of 'doctrines of demons' by truths of the 
written Word. 

Tongues and their Interpretation 

Comparison of 1 Cor.12:31 with 1 Cor.14:1 suggests that prophecy was 
one of the greater gifts. By contrast, tongues and their interpretation were 
among the lesser. They had assumed undue prominence among the 
Corinthian disciples. It is noteworthy that among many believers today a 
similar desire to speak in tongues has assumed very great importance, 
despite the fact that it was one of the lesser gifts. This fact is of itself 
instructive. It reflects an imbalance in spiritual attitudes which the Word 
of God will at once adjust. 
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Added to this is the frequent linking of speaking in tongues with 
progressive experience in relation to the Holy Spirit. For instance, some 
assert that a believer is not baptized in the Holy Spirit until he speaks in 
tongues. Others aver that speaking in tongues is a necessary accompani-
ment of the fulness of the Spirit. Yet others have even taught that one 
cannot be sure of the Spirit's indwelling unless there has been an 
experience of speaking in tongues. Whatever the variations of these 
teachings, they have in common that they make speaking in tongues an 
evidence or sign of some special phase of the Spirit's dealings with the 
believer. One brief word of Scripture exposes the fallacy of such 
teachings: 

"Tongues are for a sign, not to them that believe, but to the 
unbelieving" (1 Cor.14:22). 

This illuminating word from the Lord will deliver the believer from the 
notion that he must have spoken in tongues before being indwelt by, or 
baptized in or filled with the Holy Spirit. Rather, he will rest on the 
assurances of God's word in such places as 1 Cor.6:19 (as to the 
indwelling) or 1 Cor.12:13 (as to baptism in the Spirit). As to the fulness 
of the Spirit it is clear that this was not necessarily accompanied by a 
manifestation of tongues. Peter was among those filled with the Spirit on 
successive occasions — the day of Pentecost (Acts 2:4), before the 
Sanhedrin (Acts 4:8) and among his own company (Acts 4:31). Yet 
tongues are mentioned only in Acts 2. Moreover, the disciples in Ephesus 
were exhorted to be filled with the Spirit (Eph.5:18) as a matter of normal 
Christian experience, quite apart from miraculous manifestations. 

Nor is there the slightest hint in the New Testament that a desire to 
speak in tongues should be the believer's main objective after he has 
accepted Christ. The artificial stimulation of excitement to promote this 
experience is entirely unscriptural. In each recorded instance when God 
granted certain to speak in tongues the gift was poured out on them 
without their expectation or request (Acts 2:4; Acts 10:46; Acts 19:6). 

These brief scriptural considerations illustrate the unsoundness of much 
associated at the present time with claims to tongues or their 
interpretation. Such claims are often related to wrong doctrinal exposition 
of Scripture regarding the Holy Spirit and the believer. Indeed some who 
are seriously in error as to the Person of Christ and His redemptive work 
also claim this gift. If those speaking in tongues have such widely diverse 
spiritual outlooks, to what truth could God be bearing witness by their 
common exercise of the gift? (compare Heb.2:4). 
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Gifts of healings 

Claimants to these gifts have also gained continuing prominence in recent 
times. They believe that such powers of healing as were exercised by the 
apostles and others in the first century have been renewed. The nature of 
this claim should be carefully noted. For there is no question that God 
may be pleased to grant healing beyond all medical expectation in answer 
to prayer, where this is His will. But this is a different matter from 
claiming to have apostolic gifts of healings. Again we must be guided 
alone by Scripture. A study of the Gospels and the Acts reveals certain 
general principles which governed the exercise of healing power, and 
these are helpful in considering modern claims to such gifts. 

(1) The Principle of Discernment in the Healer. 
With the power to heal in the Name of the Lord Jesus went the 
ability to discern when it was the will of God to heal in any par-
ticular case. This was an essential feature of the gift as exercised by 
the apostles. For it was a guarantee that the precious Name of God's 
Son would not be dishonoured by attempted healings which failed. 
This discernment is illustrated in Acts 3:4 and Acts 14:9: both Peter 
and Paul looked intently on those they were about to heal, and in the 
case of the cripple at Lystra it is explained that Paul saw he had faith 
to be made whole. The fact that Paul left Trophimus sick at Miletus 
(2 Tim.4:20) reflects the same truth of discernment in the healer. 
For Paul had the gift of healing, but on that occasion he must have 
discerned that it was not God's will for Trophimus to be healed 
immediately. 

(2) The Principle of Unfailing and Absolute Restoration. 
"This perfect soundness in the presence of you all" (Acts 3:16). The 
Holy Spirit's description through Luke of the perfect healing of this 
lame man may be taken as the true hallmark of all healing which 
resulted from the exercise of these gifts. It was a perfect healing, 
evident to all. One who had been well known as a life-long cripple 
was walking, leaping and praising God; and the following day he 
was still perfectly healed! (Acts 4:16). Other examples include the 
palsied man of Lydda (Acts 9:34), the cripple of Lystra (Acts 
14:10), the victim of fever and dysentery in Melita (Acts 28:8). In 
each case the disease was clearly defined, evident to all, and instant-
aneously and fully cured. 

(3) The Principle of Divine Sovereignty. 
The man at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple asked for alms and 
received miraculous healing. This was gratuitously bestowed by 
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God in sovereign grace, just as the Lord cured the sick man at the 
Pool of Bethesda (Jn 5). There were often earnest seeking and 
ardent faith on the part of those healed, but these two illustrations 
show that it was not necessarily so. Faith was indispensable on the 
part of the healer; some who expressed little faith, if any, were 
cured.  

(4)    The Principle of the Modest Exercise of the Gift. 
The Lord frequently charged those He healed that they should not 
publicize what He had done for them (Matt.9:30: Mk.5:43; Mk.7:36: 
Mk.8:26: Lk.5:14). Nor did the apostles use miracles as a means of 
publicity. The gift was exercised when the Holy Spirit made plain to 
His servants that God would be glorified by a miraculous expression 
of healing power. A danger is illustrated in Acts 3:12 and Acts 
14:11. Attention was all too readily focussed on the human 
instruments of healing grace rather than on the deeper spiritual 
purpose of confirming divine truth. 

When tested by these four principles, many modern claims to the 
recovery of New Testament gifts of healings are found wanting. It would 
be quite unmistakable if God were to grant a recurrence of such miracles 
as are seen in Scripture. Much that is claimed today is not comparable, 
either as to the type of affliction involved, or as to the character of the 
healing. This is not to say that no benefit has resulted from the activities of 
those claiming a renewal of the gifts. For God may honour faith in His 
power to heal despite misunderstanding of doctrine. But where do these 
healings in any sense compare with the order of miracles seen in the 
Scripture record? It would appear that healings among believers who 
claim miraculous gifts, although more publicized, are in fact no more 
remarkable than those resulting from prayer by other believers who make 
no such claims. 

It is vital that every aspect of our experience should be governed by the 
Word of God. In regard to healings, therefore, we should be concerned to 
ensure that the characteristics of our Master's healing activities are clearly 
evident. How deeply grieving it is to the Spirit if scriptural principles are 
violated! For instance, there are cases where through lack of discernment 
by a would-be healer the patient's condition is not improved. This is 
blamed on the patient's lack of faith, an unkind perversion of truth, since 
the slightest evidence of faith was always rewarded by the Lord Jesus 
(Mk.9:22-24). It is equally contrary to scriptural principle if healing 
powers are publicized as a means of propaganda, or used as a means of 
financial gain. 
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The Miraculous in Divine Purpose 

Generally speaking God has expected His people to walk with Him by 
faith, not by sight (Hab.2:4: Heb.1:1,6; 2 Cor.5:7). In line with this 
principle visible manifestations of miraculous power have been the 
exception rather than the rule. When it has been granted, the power to 
work miracles was given only for short periods and for particular reasons. 
Acceptance that certain miraculous gifts of the Spirit were withdrawn 
after the special witness of the apostolic period is therefore in harmony 
with a Bible-wide pattern. 

This is confirmed by the Lord's statement in Mk.16:17,18. The Lord 
said that certain signs would follow them that believe the gospel. Yet 
multitudes have believed through the centuries without the signs 
following. If God had intended this statement to be applicable throughout 
the gospel age, such signs must necessarily have followed continually. 
Experience proves that this was not implied in the Lord's words. The signs 
did follow during the apostolic age, but they were not a usual result of 
belief in the gospel afterwards. It is important to face facts and see them 
in clear perspective. Mk.16:17,18 must be interpreted in the light of actual 
experience. The evidence of history is that the signs have not in fact 
followed in the vast majority of cases where believers have put saving faith 
in Christ over the past eighteen centuries. Yet the gospel has so often been 
proclaimed in the manifest fulness and power of the Holy Spirit. 

In view of much misunderstanding about the gifts of the Holy Spirit in 
our time, readers are asked to consider the subject in the light of the 
exhortation: 

"Quench not the Spirit; despise not prophesyings; prove all things; hold 
fast that which is good" (1 Thess.5:20,21). 

Temptation 

By E. Neely, of Hamilton, Ontario 

When believers are tempted they emerge from the temptation in two 
groups, the one much larger than the other. Temptation either leads to the 
fulfilment of our own lust, in turn conceiving sin and bringing forth death 
(Jas.1:15); or it strengthens our faith in God. Those who endure 
temptation are promised a crown of life (Jas.1:12). God gives us 
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encouragement to meet each temptation with the knowledge that there is a 
way of escape. 

Scripture teaches us all we need to know about temptation, concerning 
both the tempter and his methodology. A comparison of Gen.3 with Lk.4 
shows the scope of the trial: the tempting of body, spirit and soul with the 
lust of the flesh, and lust of the eye, and the vainglory of life. It also shows 
how to deal with its source. Eve desired the food of the tree for her body, 
delighted her eyes with it, and longed for wisdom through it. She took and 
ate. The Lord Jesus Christ, tempted by Satan to satisfy His hunger by a 
miracle, denied His body: "Man shall not live by bread alone"; delighted 
not in the vision of worldly kingdoms: "Thou shalt worship the Lord thy 
God, and Him only shalt thou serve"; and rejected any temptation to act 
independently to His own glory: "Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God". 
Every temptation is a variety of these. The scope falls well under the 
protection that God has provided for the believer. The power of the 
tempter pales under the pronouncement of God the Spirit who indwells us: 
"Resist the devil, and he will flee from you (Jas.4:7; 1 Pet.5:9). We know 
that we will be beset with temptation and the Scripture teaches us how to 
be victorious over it. We are not ignorant of Satan's devices. 

Above all there must be the desire to overcome. We must not allow our 
minds to become sin's breeding grounds and then expect to be immune to 
its effects. Daniel's mind was skilled in all wisdom, endued with know-
ledge and understanding science, quick to be educated in language and 
custom, but all that together would not protect him in temptation. Daniel 
purposed in his heart that he would not defile himself. It was that purpose 
that brought about the proving of his faith through the threats of kings, 
pomp of power, plots of presidents, and mouths of physical and spiritual 
lions. In God's eyes he was a man greatly beloved, perfect and entire, 
lacking nothing (Jas.1:4), of whom the world was not worthy 
(Heb.11:32,38). 

Purpose of heart will lead to separation of the godly from all that 
threatens to lead us in our own enticement and lust. Joseph's example is a 
good one for us all. Faced with temptation, he fled, and Paul exhorts us in 
his advice to Timothy to do the same: "Man of God, flee these things (1 
Tim.6:11; 2 Tim.2:22). 

Finally the armour of God will enable us to stand where flight is 
impossible. The victories of Josheb-basshebeth, Eleazar and Shammah (2 
Sam.23:8-12) are won daily against far more dangerous foes by those who 
arm themselves as directed in Eph.6:10-18. 
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A Question of Duty 

By J. L. Ferguson, of Barrhead 

It all arose out of the Lord's word regarding forgiveness in Lk.17. It 
seemed to the apostles to place altogether excessive demands upon them. 
It was not the first time He had spoken on the subject. Very early in His 
ministry He had taught the disciples that there was no point in asking their 
heavenly Father for forgiveness if they themselves were not prepared to 
forgive others. On another occasion He had told them that so vast was the 
debt their Father had forgiven them, that any forgiveness shown by them 
to others was small by contrast. But now the word was even more explicit 
and expansive. "Take heed to yourselves: if thy brother sin, rebuke him; 
and if he repent, forgive him. And if he sin against thee seven times in the 
day, and seven times turn again to thee, saying, I repent; thou shalt 
forgive him". It is the only time that the apostles are recorded as replying 
in unison to the Lord. They said, "Increase our faith". 

But the Lord pointed out that this was not a question of faith, it was one 
of duty. First rebuke the brother who has wronged you. But then, if he 
expresses his regret, forgive him. Thereafter there is to be no limit to 
recurrence of the procedure. 

It brought from the Lord a very interesting parable on the subject of the 
sense of duty which prompted response to His commandments. He 
referred to the farmer who engages a servant to plough and to keep the 
sheep. At the close of the day it was not a question of the farmer calling 
the servant in from the field to the evening meal and attending first to his 
needs. Indeed it was just the reverse. "Even so ye also, when ye shall have 
done all the things that are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable 
servants; we have done that which it was our duty to do". 

Ploughing and keeping sheep — there is something very akin to this in 
our own commandments from the Lord. We have an outgoing com-
mission to take the message of life and the word of truth to others. This 
"ploughing" is very, very often hard and seeming unrewarding work. 
Talks with neighbours, friends and colleagues; Bible messages from door 
to door; teaming up with brethren and sisters for outreach work. The 
servants of the Lord still plough in the steadfast hope of reaping someone, 
some day: still sow in tears in the dauntless faith that sheaves will yet be 
gathered in. 

We have also the continual demands of assembly life. Sometimes it is 
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hard going, this matter of "keeping sheep". Caring for one another; 
avoiding offence; visiting the afflicted; constant in attendance while 
others seem to sit on the perimeter; some brethren in perpetual exercise; 
others with their talent hidden away; well instructed sisters maintaining 
their subjection though irksome many a time. 

But our Master says that this is the path of duty. Sometimes we chafe 
our spirits, questioning our motives in all this. Are we doing it "for love's 
sake"? Well indeed when it is so. But the plain fact remains, that we have 
received certain specific commands from our absent Lord and in our 
loyalty to Him it is our unremitting duty to respond. 

Then one day, at even-time, we shall all go in together from ploughing 
and keeping sheep. And on our way to whatever place of service may be 
assigned to us in infinite grace in the eternal Kingdom, we shall stay a little 
while at His Judgement-seat. Please God, we shall come there, in spite of 
all our failures, in that sense of accomplishment envisaged in verse 10 of 
our chapter, "Even so ye also, when ye shall have done all the things that 
are commanded you". And already, as it were, the Master has taught us 
what to be ready to say at the conclusion of our giving of account, We are 
unprofitable servants; we have done that which it was our duty to do. 

Amy Carmichael, you may remember, wrote very beautifully about 
India and duty: 

When each duty crowds the other 
Through the sultry days,  
Plant the little flower of patience  
By our ways. 

When the slothful flesh would murmur, 
Ease would cast her spell,  
Set our face as flint till twilight's 
Vesper bell. 

On Thy brow we see a thorn-crown, 
Blood-drops in Thy track,  
O forbid that we should ever 
Turn us back. 
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for YOUNG believers 

The Compass was wrong 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

It was winter. The two hunters were comfortable and warm as they slept 
overnight in their wilderness cabin in northern British Columbia. The 
morning revealed a deep blanket of fresh snow, which gave the country-
side an entirely different appearance from the night before. Standing in 
the doorway together they discussed their plans. "This is our direction", 
remarked the one, indicating with his finger. The other seemed uncertain. 
"My compass says we should go the opposite way", he answered. Both 
men were experienced in the ways of the wild, and finally they agreed to 
follow the compass. For more than an hour the two tramped through the 
deep snow before realizing that they were not only lost, but had headed in 
the wrong direction. They had been misled by the compass. An 
impossibility, some say, because the instrument is so carefully made and 
tested. But a later check revealed that it did have a defect. Two concerned 
hunters found their way back to their cabin safely, and as a result of their 
experience they were, no doubt, much wiser. 

God has a compass for Christians. It is His word, the Bible. It will never 
lead a person astray. It is never wrong. We can trust it completely. We can 
rest our lives on it for eternity. It is infallible. Sir William Osier, once 
described as "the greatest physician in history", gave this advice to his 
medical students: "Begin the day with Christ and His prayer. . . . Learn to 
know your Bible . . . its touch has still its ancient power . . .".The Bible is 
the Voice of God, which alone is able to reach dead souls and give them 
eternal life. We need to know our Bibles in the personal work of leading 
people to Christ. We must have confidence in its power over our own lives 
and the lives of others. The very power God used in creation is contained 
in every word of Scripture. The worlds were brought into existence by the 
word of God (Heb.11:3). "For He spake, and it was done; He commanded, 
and it stood fast" (Ps.33:9). Think of this other miracle of creation. "And 
God said, Let there be light: and there was light" (Gen.1:3). Instantly, 
light replaced the darkness. 

According to records in China, the compass was in use 1800 years ago; 
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to be exact, 121 A.D. One of the first consisted of a magnetized needle 
floating on a piece of cork in a bowl of water. But sailors who did not have 
a compass carried birds aboard their ships. Sailors who were lost released 
the birds and hopefully followed them to land. We are thankful that we 
are not dependent on this method today. To say the least, it proved to be 
risky, and certainly inaccurate. Some Christians, however, use the Bible 
on a "hit and miss" basis, which is not a method to be imitated. Life is far 
too serious, it has too many uncertainties, dangers, problems, and 
temptations. The Bible must be used on a regular, active basis, if we are to 
get its full benefit. We need something dependable by which to steer 
accurately our "craft" (our lives) on the ocean of life. There are rocks to 
avoid; there are high seas to battle; there are safe harbours to find. We 
need the Bible as our compass. Let these Scriptures re-assure us of the 
absolute reliability of God's Book. The word of the Lord is RIGHT 
(Ps.33:4); TRUE (Ps.119:160); GOOD (Isa.39:8); POWERFUL 
(Lk.4:32); LIVING (Heb.4:12): PURE (Prov.30:5). Do you have implicit 
trust in your Bible? Do you give it the value it deserves? It is light in a 
world of darkness; it is a living thing in a dead world. The word of God is 
eternal (1 Pet.1:23); it is to be trusted (Ps.119:42); it should be hidden in 
our hearts (Ps.119:11); we should hear its voice (Jer.17:20). 

John, the apostle of love, lived in days similar to our own. The Bible 
was under attack and disbelieved, and Christians were forsaking the Faith. 
He left these words perhaps for you: "I have written unto you, young men, 
because ye are strong, and the word of God abideth in you, and ye have 
overcome the evil one" (1 Jn 2:14). 

It is important to build ourselves healthy bodies by good food, exercise, 
and plenty of rest; it is more important to apply these things to our 
spiritual lives by obeying the voice of our Master who said: "Man shall not 
live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of 
God" (Matt.4:4). 

"Walk in newness of life" (Rom.6:4). 
"Walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit" (Rom.8:4). 
"Walk honestly" (Rom.13:13). 
"Walk by faith, not by sight" (2 Cor.5:7). 
"Walk in love, even as Christ also loved you" (Eph.5:2). 
"Walk as children of light" (Eph.5:8). 
"Walk worthily of the Lord" (Col.1:10). 
"Walk in wisdom toward them that are without" (Col.4:5). 
"Walk in the light" (1 Jn 1:7). 
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Jealousy 

By G. Jarvie, of Glasgow 

"Jealousy is cruel as the grave" (Songs 8:6). 
"I am jealous over you with a godly jealousy" (2 Cor.11:2). That there 

are two kinds of jealousy is evident from the scriptures quoted. So far as 
the first is concerned, there are few of us who do not sometimes feel the 
twinge of carnal jealousy in our nature. For we still have an old nature. 
Taught by the Spirit of God from the Word of God, we can sometimes 
detect it in ourselves, as we can also see it in others. It is one of the works 
of the flesh (Gal.5:20). 

Jealousy is indeed cruel as the grave. It begets hatred, and hatred 
murder. It has destroyed many lives that might have been used by the 
divine Spirit but for this sin in the heart. The first murder was caused by 
this burning sin in the heart of Cain, who slew his godly brother Abel. It 
has caused countless murders since that dark day. 

Jealousy attacks the godly, as well as the carnally-minded. Aaron and 
Miriam gave way to it in their verbal attack on Moses (Num.12). It left 
Miriam a leper shut up outside the camp, where, but for the intercession 
of Moses, she might have remained until death. Jealousy was the cause. 
This sad story has an important lesson for us. If we see jealousy in another 
saint, we must pray earnestly for such a one, as Moses did for Miriam. 

When we ourselves are affected by jealousy we must brace ourselves 
with the girdle of truth (Eph.6:14), and we must be true to ourselves. We 
must beseech the Lord to deliver us from this deadly snare. Not only must 
we pray for ourselves, we must pray for any of whom we are jealous. We 
must pray the Lord to bless our brother or sister, or any of whom we are 
jealous. When we pray for them this also brings deliverance to our own 
souls. Praying for others is well-pleasing to God. We remember how God 
blessed Job when he prayed for his three friends who had so wrongly 
assessed the cause of his sufferings (Job 42:10). "Pray one for another" 
wrote James, "that ye may be healed" (Jas.5:16). This is a weighty 
statement indeed. So we must pray tenderly and earnestly for each other, 
knowing, that we are compassed with infirmity, and apart from the power 
of the Spirit of God, we cannot prevail in this warfare against the flesh. 

But there is a godly jealousy, which we should all long for. This is of 
God, for He is a jealous God, and His name is Jealous (Ex.34:14). And so 
Paul wrote to the Corinthian saints, "I am jealous over you with a godly 
jealousy . . . that I might present you as a pure virgin to Christ". 
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He was jealous over the disciples that they might not be drawn away from 
Christ. He prayed over them that they might not be corrupted from the 
simplicity and the purity that is toward Christ. 

Carnal jealousy tears down our lives and turns us away from Christ. But 
godly jealousy builds us up, and spends itself to save the lives of others 
for Christ's sake. Are we jealous for Christ's sake over the lives of fellow-
saints, even if they do us wrong? 

"Oh, give us hearts to love like Thee.  
Like Thee, O Lord, to grieve  
Far more for others' sins, than all  
The wrongs that we receive".  

Let us covet this godly jealousy that saves the lives of others, and enriches 
our own lives. The source of this jealousy is the love of Christ, the love 
which passes knowledge (Eph.3:19). 

Let us think often of that remarkable prayer of Paul's for the saints in 
Ephesus. When he was leaving them, he knew that some of them would 
turn aside from Christ. Jealousy would arise even among the elders to 
whom he was speaking and they would draw away disciples after 
themselves (Acts 20:30). Paul, now a prisoner at Rome, thinks often of 
the saints at Ephesus; Ephesus where he had seen such a mighty working 
of the Spirit of God (Acts 19:20). He is now far away from them, but he 
bows his knees to the Father, in prayer on their behalf. He was jealous 
over them for Christ's sake. And so he prayed — 

1. That they might be strengthened with power through God's Spirit 
in the inward man. 

2. That Christ would dwell in their hearts through faith. 
3. That they would know the love of Christ that passes knowledge. 
4. That they would be filled to all the fulness of God. 
Let us pray in this way for all our fellow-saints, and for ourselves, and 

the love of Christ will lift us up beyond the reach of all carnal jealousy, to 
be jealous only with a godly jealousy. 
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Voices from the Past 

On Falling Away (7) 
We cannot leave this subject without referring to the terrible side of 
falling away. Some seem to think that they can fall away from God and 
His house, and come back again just as and when they please; that the 
making up of the difference between God and themselves is all in their 
hands; that they can, so to speak, patronize God with their service and 
make amends in this and other ways and it will put matters right. Nothing 
can be further removed from the ways of God than this, and we believe 
we have not overstated the case with many. In the case of certain persons 
who had been led away with the teaching of Hymenaeus and Philetus it 
was a case of doubt whether God would give them repentance or not. 
"Peradventure God may give them repentance unto the knowledge of the 
truth" (2 Tim.2:25). For Hymenaeus and Philetus themselves and all such 
like there was no hope. The only thing to do was to out-purge oneself 
from such persons. There is a great difference between deceivers and 
deceived, though both may be together in the same thing. 

In Heb.6 we have two classes contrasted. Those who fell away, and 
those who through faith and patience inherit the promises, of whom 
Abraham is cited as a bright and happy example. He never fell away from 
the word of God as contained in the promises and never went back to the 
place from which he had been brought by the call of God. He heard, he 
obeyed, and came out not knowing whither he went, and he never went 
back again. Some, known both to Paul and to the Hebrews, had gone back 
after all God had done for them; for we believe this is not merely a case 
stated as a basis of argument which had no existence in fact, as some have 
taught (Heb.6:4,5), but is a statement of fact relative to those persons. 
They have gone back, and further, have burnt the bridges behind them, for 
in going back they have turned their back upon Christ and have joined the 
ranks of those who despise Him; gone back to a part of the world system, 
which still holds that Christ received His due on the Cross, and its thoughts 
will never be converted. For a man to go back to Judaism was no worse 
than for one who is a Gentile in the flesh to go back to some form of 
apostate Christianity. 

God alone can give repentance through Christ, whether to a sinner unto 
the remission of his sins or to a child of God who has got away in heart 
from God. 
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President Carter's dilemma Comment by Torchlight 
We referred last month to the initiative of U.S.A. President Carter and his 
Secretary of State, Cyrus Vance, in trying to bridge the gulf between 
Israel and her Arab neighbours and to reconvene the Geneva Peace 
Conference before the end of this year. Since then events have re-
emphasized the complexity of the task they have undertaken. The Israeli 
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan has had prolonged discussions in New 
York with President Carter who has also discussed his proposals with 
various Arab Statesmen. A new development was the joint U.S.A./Soviet 
statement on Middle East policy which on the face of it seems to indicate 
some compromise on the former attitudes of both the Great Powers. But 
in these delicate matters, as is evident from former statements of this 
nature, words can be differently construed even by contracting parties. 

The early Israeli reaction to the joint communiqué was one of dismay. 
It was thought to indicate a significant shift of policy by America and 
brought fears of an imposed settlement detrimental to Israeli interests. 
However, a delegation of 27 Jewish members of Congress who expressed 
concern were assured by President Carter, "I'd rather commit political 
suicide than hurt Israel". In the meantime the Israeli government has been 
hampered by the illness of Prime Minister Menachem Begin who has been 
in hospital suffering from severe exhaustion. At the time of writing 

there are rumours that Israel has 
declared a state of emergency. 

There are two conflicting factors 
which President Carter has to bear 
in mind when trying to balance his 
options. On the one hand, there is 
strong support for Israel in the 
U.S.A., and, on the other, there is 
the spectre of an oil embargo by the 
Arab States. It is an agonizing 
dilemma. Will he be able  to  
resolve  it? That  is the  
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question which will need to be answered before the Geneva Peace 
Conference can be reconvened. 
"The word of the Cross" 

". . . he departed from Athens, and came to Corinth" (Acts 18:1). Luke's 
terse reference to Paul's arrival at Corinth gives no hint of the state of 
mind of this valiant servant of Christ as he approached one of the great 
mercantile centres of the Roman world. An important trading city like 
Corinth would be accustomed to receiving celebrities, and no doubt there 
were appropriate civic formalities to welcome them. But Corinth had 
never before had a visitor like this one — and none so important. He 
traded in imperishable wares. Yet there were no civic dignitaries to 
welcome him. He entered the city alone, unknown and unnoticed. Who 
was this stranger? What was his business, and how would he go about it? 

Paul was "a servant (slave) of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle, 
separated unto the gospel of God" (Rom.1:1). These were his credentials. 
As a slave of Jesus Christ he is completely detached from his own 
interests and entirely occupied with the affairs of his Master. But Paul is 
also an apostle, an envoy of the court of heaven. And he is separated unto 
the gospel of God. Whatever pursuits engaged others, this only and this 
always was to be his work. Political struggles, humanitarian aims, social 
ideals, and other like causes may occupy the energies of other worthy men 
but for him — "separated unto the gospel of God". Corinth was indeed 
honoured to find a place in this remarkable man's itinerary and would 
soon become aware of his mission and message. 

Paul came to Corinth fresh from his encounter with the philosophers on 
Mars' Hill. The Athenians had been left to ponder his profound statement 
on the nature and being of the God he served (Acts 17:22-31). But Corinth 
was not Athens. What tactics would he adopt in this hotbed of wickedness 
and licentiousness? We are left in no doubt, "I determined", he wrote later 
to the church in Corinth, "not to know anything among you save Jesus 
Christ and Him crucified" (1 Cor.2:2). This would be his theme. Yet he 
trembled to handle it. Paul was a man with fiery zeal and a mighty 
intellect. He was a born leader of men. Such men can sway others, mould 
their thinking, and attach to themselves a following. But Paul was the 
slave of his Master. So it was to be "the word of the cross". Corinth was to 
hear that the salvation of men was worked out by God on a Roman cross. 
If the sinners at Corinth were to receive that salvation they must come to 
the place called Calvary. 

Take away the cross of Christ and the New Testament does not make 
sense. Without it there is no gospel. To present "the word of the cross" 
without gimmicks and tricks of oratory is the solemn task of every true 
servant of Christ. 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (11) His Work in the End Times 

By H. King, of Kirkintilloch 

The hope of the believer today is the return of his Lord and Saviour from 
heaven. Then the believer will be taken out of this world and transported 
to the realms above. This is where he belongs because he belongs to 
Christ and Christ belongs to those heavenly realms. Our mortal bodies of 
flesh and blood could not endure the atmosphere of heaven, far less 
endure the presence of the Lord of glory who dwells there. So these 
bodies must needs be changed to suit their new environment. This change 
will take place at the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ to the air. The 
apostle describes it in 2 Cor.5. He calls it being "clothed upon with our 
habitation which is from heaven"; then he says, "He that hath wrought us 
for this very thing is God, who gave unto us the earnest of the Spirit" 
(v.5). 

The Holy Spirit indwells every believer, as previous papers on the work 
of the Holy Spirit have established, but here is a further truth which 
emphasizes the security of the believer. Note the expression "He that 
wrought us"; it directs our thoughts to a piece of soft wax receiving the 
impression of a seal. When we first believed our hearts were soft and 
responsive, making us fit subjects to be wrought in this way and sealed by 
His Spirit. Compare also Eph.4:30, "... the Holy Spirit of God, in whom ye 
were sealed unto the day of redemption". If we are sealed unto that day 
how can we be lost again? Moreover, how can there be a partial rapture of 
the Church, as some would tell us? It is the Spirit within the believer who 
will hear that voice from heaven, and He will respond in all whom He 
indwells and seals, and they will all be changed. This "changing" is not 
the believer's responsibility: he need not even be anxious about it! 

We turn now to another scripture which the present writer considers to 
be applicable to the Holy Spirit. In 2 Thess.2:6-7, there are two 
expressions, "that which restraineth", and "one that restraineth". The 
Thessalonians knew what Paul was referring to, but we are left to ponder 
the question, who and what can be restraining the revealing of the man of 
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sin spoken of in the previous verses. In the programme of prophetic events 
a central place is given to the truth of the Church which is the Body of 
Christ which commenced at Pentecost when the exalted Lord Jesus Christ 
baptized the disciples in the Holy Spirit into the one body. This Church 
will be caught up to meet the Lord in the air, and thus taken out of the way 
of the manifestation of the man of sin. 

The present Church age is unique, coming as it does between Daniel's 
69th week of years and the 70th. That 70th week cannot commence until 
the Church is taken out of the way, and the man of sin will be revealed in 
his own time, not in the time of the Church. 

The Holy Spirit of God, in His unique work in connexion with the 
Church, restrains the flood of lawlessness in the world and the mani-
festation of the man of sin, but when the Spirit is taken out of the way at 
the rapture that flood will sweep over the world and the fearful lawless 
one himself will be made known. 

Some object to this interpretation and say that in the seven-year period 
the Holy Spirit will indwell men and women who will turn to the Lord 
during that time. This is true, as the Lord Jesus said in Matt.10:20 
concerning that time: "It is the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you", 
but we should note that the prophecy of Joel, which Peter referred to on 
the day of Pentecost, will have a second fulfilment after the Church has 
gone. 

When Peter stood up on the day of Pentecost to explain the remarkable 
speaking with tongues he quoted the passage from Joel 2, which, strange 
to say, does not mention speaking with tongues, but mentions things 
which did not take place in those early Pentecostal days, such as the signs 
in sun and moon, and on the earth beneath, blood and fire and vapour of 
smoke, etc. 

These signs immediately precede the day of the Lord, that great and 
notable day, so that Joel is prophesying an outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
that will take place in that seven-year period. Peter did not say that what 
was happening at Pentecost was the fulfilment of Joel's prophecy. He 
merely said, "This is that which hath been spoken by the prophet Joel". 

One important point to note is that when the Holy Spirit was poured out 
at Pentecost, He filled a house in Jerusalem and the persons who were 
inside that house. He did not come upon other people until the persons in 
the house came out and preached the Word of God, whereas Joel's 
prophecy indicates a much wider outpouring. 

During the seven years that follow the rapture of the Church we know 
of no collective testimony by those who will turn to the Lord, perhaps 
because of the fearful persecution of those days and the scattering from 
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place to place which will be the portion of the saints of that time. 
An outstanding example of Spirit-filled men in those tribulation days is 

that of the two witnesses of Rev.11. The Holy Spirit is not named in this 
passage, but the two prophets are described as two olive trees and two 
lampstands standing before the Lord of the earth (v.4). This is similar to 
the two sons of oil of Zech.4, where we have that word from the Lord, 
"Not by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, saith the LORD of hosts". 
All testimony for the Lord in this world is maintained by the Spirit of God 
working through people and enabling them to witness for Him. 

During the 1,000 years of the Lord's reign on the earth the work of the 
Spirit takes place in much happier circumstances especially in relation to 
a re-born nation of Israel. 

In Rom.11:15 we read, "If the casting away of them is the reconciling 
of the world, what shall the receiving of them be but life from the dead?" 
It is the Spirit that quickeneth, and He will abound in this work as 
described in Ezek.36:26, "A new heart also will I give you, and a new 
Spirit will I put within you: and I will take away the stony heart out of 
your flesh and I will give you an heart of flesh. And I will put my Spirit 
within you". Reviving is the Spirit's delight, especially when He has the 
response of willing hearts, as will be the case in the nation of Israel when 
they are restored, not merely to their land but restored to the Lord, which 
is a much greater achievement. 

Ezek.37 describes the valley of dry bones. "Can these bones live?" the 
Lord said. "Prophesy unto the wind. . . . Thus saith the Lord GOD: Come 
from the four winds, O breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may 
live. . . . And I will put My Spirit in you, and ye shall live . . . and ye shall 
know that I the LORD have spoken it, and have performed it". This 
graphic picture of the work of the Spirit of God in the nation of Israel is 
magnified when we think of the effect of Israel upon Gentile nations in 
the world at that time. This is seen in Isa.60, when the nation upon whom 
the Spirit of the Lord has breathed a new life, is addressed in the words, 
"Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the LORD is risen 
upon thee . . . and nations shall come to thy light, and kings to the 
brightness of thy rising". The divine and eternal Spirit of God will bring 
peace to the nations through Israel, who themselves have found peace 
through our Lord Jesus Christ. 
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Isa.53 

By J. W. Archibald, of Manchester 

The fifty third chapter of Isaiah is an outstanding example of the rich 
ministry of Christ that God has given through His Old Testament 
prophets. In this portion many souls have found the saving knowledge of 
the Lord, as did the great man of Ethiopia to whom Philip preached in the 
desert long ago (Acts 8:26). 

The passage is introduced by the last three verses of Isa.52, where 
Isaiah demands our attention by presenting the Christ in two aspects. In 
one aspect we are brought to Calvary to see the form of the suffering 
Saviour on the Cross. The bystanders there are silent in astonishment 
when they finally witness the effects on His Person of those terrible 
hours; "so marred more than any man". In the other aspect is displayed 
the Christ of highest exaltation. The prophet piles up words to depict the 
lofty greatness of this vision, before which the greatest rulers of men are 
silent in wonder and admiration. All their abilities are fully employed in 
attempting to comprehend the excellence of Jehovah's Servant. This 
twofold presentation is necessary to any proper appreciation of the Lord 
Jesus. We must recognize that the crucified Redeemer is also the King 
eternal. 

It is only possible to know Jesus as the Christ through divine revelation 
and belief in that revelation (Matt.16:16,17). No man can attain to any 
understanding or appreciation of the Lord merely by an exercise of human 
intellect. Hence the necessary challenge issued in verse 1, "Who hath 
believed?" and "to whom . . . revealed?" The prophet then reveals to us 
how God the Father viewed His Son in the days of His flesh. From the 
parched ground of human society, dry and barren in God's sight, there 
grew one fresh green plant of rare and tender beauty. Sweet and precious 
to the God of heaven were those days of obedience and lowly service 
spent here on earth by His blessed Son. In stark contrast, men in their 
spiritual blindness failed to recognize the attractiveness of His divine 
presence. They despised and rejected Him. "As one from whom men hide 
their face He was despised". In Isa.6, Isaiah describes the seraphim who 
covered their faces with their wings before the might and splendour of the 
high throne of the Lord. When He left that throne and came to earth, men 
whom He had formed from the dust turned their faces from Him to 
demonstrate their lack of esteem. 

In verses 4-6, the prophet dwells on the punishment of Christ and its 
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significance. Here the sinner sees his own burden carried by Another. Our 
griefs and our sorrows are there with Him. They are our transgressions 
and our iniquities for which He is wounded and bruised. We pleased 
ourselves and "turned every one to his own way", but He took His way to 
the place of sacrifice and was stricken, smitten of God and afflicted. Here 
alone is peace and healing for the sinner. 

We now come to the verses (Acts 8:7-8) that the Ethiopian was reading 
when the evangelist joined him in his chariot. The Ethiopian, although 
possessed of great power and influence, could have no son, no successor 
to perpetuate his name. His spirit must therefore have been deeply moved 
by the desolation in the words of Isaiah, "He was taken away" and "He 
was cut off out of the land of the living". The cross must have seemed an 
untimely end to the brief earthly life and ministry of the Lord. It was as if 
the tender plant was crushed and broken in the dry ground. Daniel wrote 
that "the Anointed One shall be cut off and shall have nothing" 
(Dan.9:26). However, as we consider the loneliness and desolation of the 
death of the Cross we remember the Lord's own words, "Except a grain of 
wheat fall into the earth and die it abideth by itself alone; but if it die, it 
beareth much fruit" (Jn 12:24). Isaiah was moved to express the same 
glorious truth in the final section of the chapter: "He shall see His seed". 
The awful loneliness of Calvary has resulted in the bringing of many sons 
to glory. It is a happy thought that when our blessed Redeemer looks with 
divine affection upon those that He has purchased with His blood, "He 
shall see of the travail of His soul, and shall be satisfied" (verse 11). 

Isaiah was given a glimpse of the resurrection life of the Lord. "He shall 
prolong His days". In resurrection, His activity on behalf of those for 
whom He died continues. Isaiah speaks of His work of justification 
(Isa.53:11) and intercession (Isa.53:12). He was raised for our justification 
(Rom.4:25) and He ever liveth to make intercession for them that draw 
near unto God (Heb.7:25). In concluding the chapter, the prophet pens the 
remarkable statement, "Therefore will I divide Him a portion with the 
great, and He shall divide the spoil with the strong". With whom would 
the triumphant King of glory share the fruits of His great victory? We 
would suggest that Isaiah is here inspired to describe the mutual pleasure 
of the three Persons of the Deity in the consequences of the sacrifice of 
Calvary. That mighty conflict was in accordance with the eternal counsels 
of Deity and the spoils of that victory are for the praise of the glory of the 
triune God. 
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The role of women in churches of God 

By J. L. Ferguson, of Barrhead 

The movement for equality of opportunity of the sexes and what has been 
termed the "liberation" of women generally has in the main achieved its 
goal in several of the countries in which this magazine circulates. It has 
also penetrated the spiritual sphere. As far back as 1930 a group was 
formed within the Church of England to consider "the impoverishment 
resulting from the Church's refusal to ordain women to the threefold 
ministry". Today that Church has women priests. The Church of Scotland 
now has women elders as well as women ministers. Other instances will 
come to the reader's mind. 

The first assembly of the World Council of Churches was at Amster-
dam in 1948. Consideration was given to "The life and work of women in 
the Church". Reference was made to a Report by a Council of Bishops in 
Norway which contained the following paragraph. "The question how far 
women ought to be used in the service of the Church cannot well be 
decided by a mere legal plea to the Biblical basis. The question must also 
to a certain degree be solved on the basis of what contemporary 
requirements demand. The fundamental point of view of the New 
Testament concerning the religious equality of women with men has by 
degrees raised the social position of woman and made her free to make a 
higher contribution also in the life of the Church, a contribution she could 
not possibly have made in the congregation of the early Christian Church" 
(The service and status of women in the Churches, p. 147). 

In the December 1976 issue of the Harvester the question was asked: "I 
should like to know more than I do of the extent to which, in churches 
within the 'Brethren' tradition, ladies are free to participate audibly in the 
prayer meeting. In particular, I should like to know (i) if the distribution 
of this practice is quite haphazard or if a pattern, geographical or other-
wise, reveals itself, and (ii) if the practice is frequently accompanied by 
other departures from inherited custom. (Note: I am not asking at present 
about the propriety of the practice.)" In due course several replies were 
printed which indicated a lack of unity in teaching and practice in the 
"Churches within the 'Brethren' tradition", some apparently encouraging 
the participation by sisters in assembly prayer, others finding the practice 
wholly unacceptable. 

This was highlighted in a subsequent question in the June 1977 issue 
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of the same magazine where the question was asked: "In our assembly 
sisters are now allowed to take audible part at meetings including that for 
the Breaking of Bread. After fifty years amongst the brethren I am 
confused: were our late brethren wrong in their teaching of the Scrip-
tures?" In reply it was pointed out that "we are all of us quite certainly 
wrong about some questions of Biblical interpretation; it is as well to be 
clear about this, to be ready to change our minds when this is appropriate. 
... It might be argued that Christians today are in a similar way receiving 
fresh light on what the Bible says about the role of women". 

Clearly, and of recent years, a strong body of opinion has emerged in 
favour of women participating in a specific way in the conduct of the 
public exercises of congregations of God's children. The whole evidence 
of Scripture which bears on the subject must therefore be examined and in 
particular the teaching of the New Testament must decide. It is irrelevant 
to give weight, as some do, to the position of women in the churches after 
the close of the first century if it is found that this is at variance with the 
recorded Word. It is therefore timely for the churches of God to set out 
their understanding of the teaching of Scripture in relation to the subject 
generally. 

William Booth is credited with the statement: "My best men are 
women". It will be well for us first to pay tribute to the women of God of 
Bible times, of the intervening centuries, and of our own day and 
experience, whose lives have made so great an impression for good on the 
lives of others, men in particular. For our present purpose it will be 
desirable to confine ourselves in the main to those of New Testament 
times and then to consider how the Holy Spirit viewed their service in 
relation to the recognized assembly gatherings. But first: 

Before the fulness of the time was come 
The women of Old Testament Israel could experience a very profound 
sense of the blessing of the Lord in their home life; whether "in the tent" 
as Jdgs.5:24 describes the ordinary home, or "within the palace" as 
Ps.45:13 describes the royal dwelling. Their status was never expressed in 
leadership, and Deborah, who perhaps came closest to this, was careful to 
call for Barak as the Commander of the nation, while she sat under her 
palm tree, giving counsel as a mother in Israel. In keeping with this 
principle, while the wise-hearted women spun the blue, purple, scarlet and 
fine linen for the Tabernacle, it was the wise-hearted men who made' the 
curtains, the finished product for all to see (Ex.35:25). Nor did the women 
find a place in the administration of the service of God as priests or 
Levites. Nevertheless they enjoyed a wide participation in 
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the spiritual exercises of the people. They were expected to come to the 
house of God with the men folk at certain festal seasons (Deut.12:12,18; 1 
Sam.1:7); they could take the Nazirite vow (Num.6:2); they could be 
known for their singing (Ezra 2:65), their wisdom (2 Sam.14:2), their skill 
in judgement (Jdgs.4:5), their understanding of God's will (2 Kgs.22:14). 
This brings us to: 

The great women during the period of the Lord's ministry 
There were many women in the itinerant band which journeyed through 
the cities and villages of Galilee (Lk.8:3) and finally made their way with 
the group to Jerusalem, standing far off in the sorrows of Calvary 
(Matt.27:55). They were ministering women; Matthew says, "unto Him", 
Luke, "unto them", the group. Some "had been healed of evil spirits and 
infirmities"; others had simply received with joy the forgiveness of sins. 
They all loved the heavenly Man who had drawn them, and the more they 
were forgiven, the more they loved. They did to and for the Lord in their 
personal care what no men are credited with doing. All are chronicled in 
the Book of Life, some are individually referred to in the Gospel records. 
We shall touch on them in order of appearance. 
1. The "woman which was in the city, a sinner". In some way the Lord 
must have reached her heart and she loved Him deeply. She brought her 
alabaster cruse of ointment and standing behind at His feet, she wet them 
with her tears, wiped them with her hair, kissed them and anointed them 
with the precious ointment. To her they were the beautiful feet of which 
Isaiah had written. She loved them for they had come a long way for her 
(Lk.7:36-50). 
2. Mary Magdalene, from whom the Lord cast seven demons. A uniquely 
spiritual woman, with a deep love for the Lord, she stood near the Cross, 
watched the burial, came early on the first day of the week, and was 
singled out for the deeply moving experience of being the first disciple to 
see the risen Lord (Lk.8:2; Jn 19:25; Matt.27:61, 28:1; Jn 20:14). 
3. Joanna, the wife of Chuza Herod's steward, and Susanna. These were 
clearly women of substance, out of which they ministered to the needs of 
the itinerant group who had left behind them all means of livelihood 
(Lk.8:3). 
4. Martha and Mary. They were not of the travelling band. To the oft-
weary Master, theirs was the Bethany home of the open door. Here 
Martha served, Lazarus communed, Mary brought her anointing. These 
women drank deep of His teaching. Mary's spikenard, in particular, 
seemed to indicate a clearer understanding of the pending crucifixion 
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than the twelve showed. So Martha and Mary are not recorded as present 
at His death or burial, but the Lord went toward Bethany, to Olivet, for 
His ascension (Jn 11:1-44, 12:1-8; Lk.24:50). 
5. Salome, or sister of Mary, the Lord's mother, or the mother of the sons 

of Zebedee.    A woman ambitious for her sons, she doubtless had the 
early impression of Israel delivered from the Romans and entering the 
glory of Messiah's kingdom. But the happenings of the last journey to 
Jerusalem must have put the timing of the kingdom into proper per-
spective, not only in her mind, but in that of her sons also (Matt.20:20, 
27:56; Mk.15:40; Matt.16:1; Jn 19:25). 
6. Mary, wife of Clopas and mother of James the less and Joses. In one 
sense, here was a family woman, wife and mother of men well known in 
those days, yet she travelled with the group. And when the apostles were 
for the greater part noticeably absent, she stood by the Cross of Jesus, 
waited after John had taken the Lord's mother away, watched the burial 
and hurried to the tomb at the dawning of the third day (Jn 19:25; 
Mk.15:47, Mk.16:1). 
7. "And many other women". We thank God for the unnamed women; not 
marked out but impossible to be forgotten by Him to whom in selfless 
devotion and fearless loyalty they ministered (Lk.8:3; Mk.15:41). 

They all loved Him for His forgiving grace, for His patient under-
standing of problems peculiar to them, for His courteous acknowledgment 
and expressed appreciation of their contribution as women to the cause of 
His kingdom. They are not recorded as murmuring nor contending for 
place. They accepted the limitations of their privileges. They were not 
among the three, the twelve, the seventy. They were not at the last 
Passover (Matt.26:40) so did not hear first hand the momentous Upper 
Room ministry. They were not at Gethsemane when the cohort came to 
take Him. Yet, to their eternal credit be it said, they stood, some near, 
some afar off, at Calvary, when as we have already noted, the men were 
conspicuously absent. 

Finally, we come to: 

The great women in the New Testament churches 
Again we take them in order of reference. 
1. "The women, and Mary the mother of Jesus". This group included at 
least, and perhaps in the main, the itinerant band from Galilee. During the 
forty post-resurrection days the Lord had spent considerable time with the 
apostles, instructing them regarding the Kingdom of God. But the women 
had never been far away. And when the apostles returned from the 
ascension they were joined by the women and the Lord's 
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brethren and for ten days continued in prayer. So the women from the 
period of the Lord's itinerant ministry found their place also in the new 
arrangement, which quickly settled into the established church of God in 
Jerusalem (Acts 1:1-15). 
2. Dorcas. She was an early disciple at Joppa, to whom many were 
indebted, including in particular the widows, for her "good works and 
almsdeeds which she did", evidenced in the coats and garments she had 
made for them (Acts 9:36-43). 
3. Mary, mother of John, surnamed Mark. Apparently, a well-to-do 
woman, two things made her famous. One was the son she gave to the 
work of the Lord. The other was the home she gave to the Jerusalem 
disciples for a place of prayer (Acts 12:12). 
4. Lydia. A prosperous business woman from Thyatira, come to Philippi 
in pursuit of the sale of the celebrated purple dye. Probably a devout 
Jewess in a city without a synagogue. Her sense of worship found 
expression in Sabbath-day prayer with likeminded women by the riverside 
outside the city. When Paul came with the good news, the Lord opened 
her heart, and after her baptism she on her part opened her home to the 
travelling preachers. A business woman with a dedicated home (Acts 
16:11-15). 
5. Prisca. She worked tirelessly with her husband Aquila in helping 
forward the work of the Lord. They never seemed able to settle long in 
one place, but wherever they went they furthered the cause. Prisca had the 
house of the open door, for Paul and doubtless for many more beside. It 
was a home for instruction in the will of God, as Apollos found. It was a 
home where the church could meet when necessity called. Paul 
remembered appreciatively how, with her husband, she had risked her life 
for his sake. For so worthy a partnership all the churches gave thanks 
(Acts 18:1-4; Acts 18:26; Rom.16:3-4; 1 Cor.16:19). 
6. Philip's four daughters. Their father was the notable evangelist, the 
only man actually so named in the New Testament. He was originally of 
repute in Jerusalem, founded the testimony for the Lord in Samaria and 
led the Ethiopian treasurer to Christ in the desert, from where Philip 
itinerated till he reached Caesarea. There he entertained Paul on his last 
journey to Jerusalem. At home he had four unmarried daughters who had 
the gift of prophecy. This they exercised to the profit of others, in general 
exposition of the mind of God with either a present or future application. 
We can rest assured that so godly a father, entertaining also so powerful 
an exponent of Scripture, would ensure a setting for his daughters' 
ministry which was in the home and not in the assembly (Acts 7:5; Acts 
8:4-40; Acts 21:8,9). 
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7. Phoebe. She served the church in Cenchrea, helping many by her 
deeds of kindness, and to her help Paul also bore testimony (Rom.16:1,2). 
8. The women of Rom.16. They included, for special reference, Mary 
who bestowed much labour on the assembly in Rome; and the unnamed 
mother of Rufus, made famous by her son (Rom.16:6,13). 
9. Euodia and Syntyche. An estrangement had come in between these 
two sisters and Paul remembered gratefully how they had once laboured 
with him in the gospel. He besought his yokefellow to help them in their 
problem (Phil.4:2,3). 
 

10. Lois and Eunice. They were respectively grandmother and mother of 
Timothy, Jewish women of unfeigned faith. In the quietness of their home 
they taught him the alphabet as a babe, and how to read as a child, from 
the letters of the sacred scrolls. And thus in due course, by the preaching 
of Paul, he was made "wise unto salvation" and became a dedicated man 
of God (Acts 16:1; 2 Tim.1:5; 1 Tim.3:15). 
11. " The rest of my fellow-workers, whose names are in the book of life". 
Chronicled in that book we can safely leave the host of loyal, devoted but 
unnamed women who helped establish the early testimony. 

The coming Day will declare and reward all. These women were not 
among the appointed twelve, nor the seven. They were not among the 
elders, nor the leaders generally. But their devoted service was dear to 
God and contained those feminine traits of affectionate loyalty which had 
characterized the itinerant women who accompanied the Lord when He 
was on earth. Their service, in the sequence of the foregoing selection, lay 
in good works and almsdeeds; in prayer; in a spiritual life in the business 
sphere; in home life with all its opportunities for hospitality and help in 
the Word; in the private exposition of Scripture; in the general giving of 
help; in assisting by presence and effort the maintenance and outreach of 
assembly work; in the bringing up of children in the fear of the Lord. 

If this assessment of the contribution to the work of the Lord by these 
beloved women is found reasonably accurate, it will be noted also that 
their lives provide a remarkable demonstration of the qualification of 
sisters detailed in 1 Tim.5:10: "Well reported of for good works; 

if she hath brought up children, 
if she hath used hospitality to strangers, 
if she hath washed the saints' feet, 
if she hath relieved the afflicted, 
if she hath diligently followed every good work". 

(to be continued) 
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Wonderful Places 

By R. Darke, of Victoria, B.C. 

Ziklag, where he strengthened himself in the Lord his God (1 Sam.30:1-
6), and Adullam's cave (1 Sam.22:1,2), were two places David would not 
forget. The winepress, where he received the assurance "The LORD is with 
thee thou mighty man of valour", was a memorable place for Gideon 
(Jdgs.6:12). As for Moses, his never-to-be-forgotten places were the bush, 
the mountain top, the Tent, and the cleft of the rock. Those who had such 
great experiences invariably became great for God for they heard the 
Voice of the Eternal, and learned His Omnipotent ways. The same 
wonderful places of meditation, communion, prayer, and protection, are 
available to the Lord's disciples today if we too long for our spiritual lives 
to be strengthened and blessed. 

Moses saw, and heard, and learned things which left on him their 
indelible impress. They were so necessary in assisting him as the fearless 
leader of a nation emancipated from Egypt. He was to shepherd the flock 
of God, a task far more important than tending Jethro's sheep (Ex.3). 
Awaiting Moses, too, was the place of the rock. Egypt and the Red Sea 
were now behind him, and a redeemed people were to build for God a 
glorious dwelling-place in the desert en route to the promised land. While 
Moses was receiving the plan of the Tabernacle, and the tablets of stone, 
on Mount Sinai, Aaron was busy down below with the golden calf. God's 
anger over this almost resulted in Israel's being consumed (Ex.33:5). 

For a time God was silent with His people, and it was a memorable day 
when Moses first disappeared into the Tent, followed by the gaze of an 
anxious people, and the Lord spake to him "face to face, as a man speaketh 
unto his friend" (Ex.33:11). As at the bush, Moses never forgot that early 
encounter of the Tent. In the Eternal Presence he pleaded the promise of 
grace, and sought the assurance of the continuing Presence of Jehovah. He 
cried, ". . . shew me . . . that I may know Thee . . . that I may find grace… 
and consider . . . this . . . Thy people". And the divine answer was, "My 
presence shall go with thee, and I will give thee rest" (vv.12-14). The 
bush, the mountain, the Tent, all unforgettable for Moses. Wonderful 
places of experience, but there awaited him yet, the place of the rock. 
God, you see, is never completely finished in His dealings with His 
servants, with you and me, on earth. He gives us as much as we can 
contain, and leaves us longing for more. And so the eyes which saw the 
bush burn, earnestly desired to see the glory. Did ever a prayer escape the 
lips of a man like that of pleading Moses on that day? 
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Just as if nothing else mattered, he cried: "Shew me, I pray Thee, Thy 
glory" (v.18). That prayer was to have a remarkable answer hundreds of 
years later; and it was to be on a different mountain, and in the promised 
land. Yes, Moses did enter the land, and with Elijah he saw the majesty of 
Messiah on the holy mount of Transfiguration. He saw His face shining as 
the sun, and His garments as white as the light (Matt.17:1-8). Moses could 
then have said, "We beheld His glory" (Jn 1:14). 

But at the place of the rock he was told, "Thou canst not see My face: 
for man shall not see Me and live" (v.20). Then came an invitation to an 
experience which would brand itself on Moses until the day of his death in 
Moab. "And the LORD said, Behold, there is a place by Me, and thou 
shalt stand upon the rock; And it shall come to pass, while My glory 
passeth by, that I will put thee in a cleft of a rock, and will cover thee with 
My hand until I have passed by" (v.22). Meditate, beloved, on the wonder 
of this experience. A place by Me! Standing upon the rock! Hidden in the 
cleft of the rock! And the mighty hand of God as a cover! Could Moses 
ever forget? Never! He would live in the strength of what he had heard and 
seen for many days. What of us? This, too, is the story of our full 
salvation, and all that accompanies it; the story of Calvary and all the 
contingent blessings of His presence, protection, and power. But we must 
seek the reassurance of the experience as Moses did. We must come to the 
unforgettable places of prayer, as Moses did, for refreshment of soul, for 
strength for the day. 

"A wonderful Saviour is Jesus my Lord,  
A wonderful Saviour to me;  
He hideth my soul in the cleft of the rock,  
Where rivers of pleasure I see. 

He hideth my soul in the cleft of the rock,  
That shadows a dry, thirsty land;  
He hideth my life in the depth of His love,  
And covers me there with His hand." 
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Voices from the Past 

On Falling Away (8) 
Too little attention has been paid to the sacrifice at the base of Sinai and 
the blood of sprinkling which was put upon the people, the book and the 
altar, which was called the blood of the Covenant. The antitype of this is 
the sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ (Heb.12:24; 1 Pet.1:2; 
Heb.10:29). 

The blood of the Covenant can be counted a common thing. Anyone 
who goes back who has been separated by God, does of necessity undo all 
that has been done on his behalf to bring him into the place of testimony 
and service, which requires as much the sacrifice of Christ in his behalf, as 
does the unchanging place and portion he has in Christ. It will be seen that 
it is a question of testimony and fruitbearing in Heb.6. Those who fell away 
are compared to the land which had received the best that both God and 
man could do for it, but it brought forth nothing but thorns and thistles. It 
did not come under the curse, but came nigh to it and the produce thereof 
went into the fire. Such will be the end of those who fall away, nothing 
for God, nothing for man and nothing for themselves from their lives on 
earth, mere cumberers of the ground. 

In Heb.10 we have a similar warning. Here the ensample is that of a 
rebellious Israelite who set at nought Moses' law and died without 
compassion. With the Israelite it was self-will, and so it is here, "if we sin 
wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth", there is no 
hope of recovery or repentance, because there is no sacrifice for the sin of 
self-will against the truth. The converse of this is, "Howbeit I obtained 
mercy, because I did it ignorantly in unbelief" (1 Tim.1:13). 

A thousand sacrifices could not atone for the rebellious Israelite, he 
must die. Korah and his company might come with their censers to God, 
only to be met by the fire of God's wrath, which burns intensely against 
rebels and adversaries. Truly vengeance belongeth unto Him and He will 
recompense. 

Just as the rebellious Israelite trampled upon Moses in trampling the 
law underfoot, so does a self-willed person today trample underfoot the 
Son of God, by rejecting the authority of Him who is Son over God's 
house. He also counts the blood of the Covenant by which he was 
sanctified an unholy, or common thing, that is to say that aspect of the 
death of Christ which brings us nigh to God as His people to do His will is 
regarded as nothing, and the kindly and tender leading of God's blessed 
Spirit is despised by all such as lean on their own wisdom for direction and 
who stay themselves on their own arm of flesh. 

(J. Miller, Needed Truth, 1918) 
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"At home" Comment by Torchlight 
One of the words used to describe the departure of the Christian from the 
present life is the Greek verb analuo. It occurs in Phil.1:23. Paul longed to 
"depart and be with Christ". In 2 Tim.4:6 he used the noun form, "the 
time of my departure (analusis) is come". In Greek poetry the word is said 
to have a nautical connotation. It has in it the idea of "being set free, of 
loosing a cable, of weighing an anchor, of unmooring a ship, so that the 
voyager may depart to another shore". 

The metaphor is deeply impressive. Farewells are often tinged with 
sadness. We recall the touching scene when Paul took his leave of the 
Ephesian elders: "they all wept sore . . . sorrowing most of all for the 
word that he had spoken, that they should behold his face no more" (Acts 
20:36-38). During 1977 some "greatly beloved" saints have been taken 
from us by death. We could ill spare them, but a loving Saviour had a 
prior claim. He said, "enough" and called them home. 

But what a glorious arrival they had on that other shore! "It is the 
Lord", exclaimed the disciple whom Jesus loved as he recognized the 
figure on the beach of the Galilean lake in the dim light of daybreak (Jn 
21:7). What a welcome the Master gave them, "Come, and break your 
fast" He said! What words of greeting came from His lips as our loved 
ones reached their longed-for home? We know not. But we know there 
was no strangeness. There was the peace and joy of perfect love. 

We know that the dead in Christ are "at home with the Lord", and that 
this is "very far better". Beyond this there is little in Scripture to   indicate   
their  present   employment.   They  still   await   the   glad 

morning of resurrection when all 
the saints will stand resplendent in 
glorified bodies. Mrs Cousin's 
paraphrase on Rutherford's last 
words express this well:  
Twixt me and resurrection,  
But Paradise doth stand;  
Then, then the glory dwelling  
In Immanuel's land." 
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The HOLY SPIRIT 

 (12) A Concluding Review 
By T. M. Hyland, of Birkenhead 

"And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters" 
(Gen.1:2), 

"The Spirit and the bride say. Come" (Rev.22:17). 

On holy ground 
When musing on the great themes of Holy Scripture the reverent 
expositor is continually aware of his unfitness to handle them. This is 
particularly the case when contemplating the subject of the Deity. No 
other field of knowledge available for human investigation is so 
calculated to humble the mind. Its immensity and grandeur overwhelm 
the human spirit. There are heights we cannot reach and depths we cannot 
fathom. "Behold, I am of small account", exclaimed Job when he stood 
exposed in the divine Presence. And when the great Solomon said, "I am 
but a little child", he gave voice to the sober truth. Such sentiments as these 
befit us as we reflect on the subject of the series of articles we now 
conclude. We have stood on holy ground. In this closing article we linger 
there with chastened spirits to review briefly some of the main features of 
the blessed Paraclete's offices and work. 

The All-pervading Spirit 
The range of the Holy Spirit's activity revealed in Scripture is indicated in 
the passages from Genesis and Revelation quoted above. The Genesis 
passage looks back to the creation of the universe. Whatever the divine 
intent for the shapeless mass described in Gen.1:2, "The earth was waste 
and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep", the Spirit of God 
had complete insight into it: "For the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the 
deep things of God" (1 Cor.2:10). He was there at the beginning, not 
merely observing but participating. As yet the earth was inundated with 
water; there was no light, no life. But the Creator was in full control: "And 
the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters". Light would be 
introduced, the waters would be divided, dry land would appear, and the 
earth would be fashioned according to the Creator's purpose. The Divine 
Spirit had full knowledge of the great master plan from which would 
emerge not only the present earth but also the glorious new creation 
which is yet to be. 
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The passage quoted from Rev.22:17 is the final reference to the Spirit 
before the canon of Scripture is completed. When viewed beside the 
Genesis reference its significance is striking. It reveals that the Divine 
Spirit who first moved on the face of the primeval deep still surveys and 
pervades the universe of God. And under His direction is the disclosure of 
"the things that shall come to pass hereafter". The apostle John was "in 
the Spirit" throughout the series of visions embodied in "the Revelation of 
Jesus Christ". In the climactic vision (Rev.21:1-22:5), John is transported 
into the coming day of God. Leaping the millennial age he is given a view 
of the new heaven and new earth which will be the Creator's crowning 
glory. Central in the vision is the holy city, new Jerusalem, the eternal 
home of the bride, the wife of the Lamb, which John saw coming down 
out of heaven from God. The splendour of the scene depicted by John 
dazzles the imagination. As if to silence any rising doubt we are twice 
assured, "These words are faithful and true". What was portrayed to John 
in vision is the divine blueprint for the final age. These are among the 
things "which God foreordained before the worlds unto our glory: which 
none of the rulers of this world knoweth: . . . but unto us God revealed 
them through the Spirit" (1 Cor.2:7-10). 

The present writer supports the view, as being most in keeping with 
context, that the invitation in the phrase, "And the Spirit and the bride say, 
Come" (Rev.22:17), is addressed to the Speaker in verse 16, "Jesus, . . . 
the root and the offspring of David, the bright, the Morning Star". As yet 
the new heaven and new earth remain, as it were, on the drawing-board. 
The first step along the road to their realization will be the second advent 
of the great Master Workman into whose hand the Father has committed 
all things. The entire creation awaits its deliverance from the bondage of 
corruption. And while waiting for their adoption, the children of God, 
who have the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan within themselves (Rom.8:18-
25). In eager anticipation of that glad day the Spirit and the bride are at 
one. "Come", they cry in unison! And the Seer of the Patmos visions, 
impelled by the Divine Spirit, breathes out his own fervent longing, 
"Amen: come, Lord Jesus" (Rev.22:20). 

The Divine Administrator 
We have looked at the references to the Spirit of God on the first and last 
pages of Holy Scripture. Between these two points the Bible documents 
the history of God's redemptive purpose. Although human instrumentality 
was employed in the development of the record, yet "no prophecy ever 
came by the will of man: but men spake from God, being moved by the 
Holy Spirit" (2 Pet.2:21). He had overall control of the entire written 
record. When quoting from the Old Testament the New 
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Testament writers sometimes link the human instrument with the 
inspiring Spirit (e.g. Mk.12:36). In other cases the human writer is not 
named: the authorship of the words being directly ascribed to the Holy 
Spirit (e.g. Heb.3:7). This area of the Spirit's activity is of primary, 
fundamental importance. Any lower view of Scripture undermines its 
authority as divine revelation. For fuller treatment of this part of our 
subject readers are referred to the valuable article in the February issue of 
Needed Truth, entitled, "The Holy Spirit and the Word". 

But the work of the Spirit of God is not confined to the production of 
the written Word. In this series of articles writers have given us a survey of 
His activities throughout the ages. The Spirit appears in Scripture as the 
divine Administrator who has empowered and directed the work of God 
among men in every age of human history. The following practical 
conclusions relative to ourselves emerge from this: 

(a) The Spirit of God is at work in our own age: 
(b) He works to a divine plan and employs human instruments in the 

execution of it: 
(c) He is sovereign and supreme in the choice and direction of those 

He uses for this purpose. 
If these conclusions are valid much follows from them. There will be an 
exercise to discern from the written Word what is the divine plan for the 
present age and how we may serve it. We will not presume upon the 
Spirit's sovereignty but humbly submit to it. We will not imagine that He 
is at our beck and call, or that we can manipulate His movements. Such 
comments may seem superfluous. They will serve their purpose if they 
arouse concern about some of the clichés we employ when referring to the 
blessed Paraclete and His work. 

Dishonouring the Spirit 
A well-known author, in a book published about forty years ago, 
described the Spirit of God as, "The neglected Member of the Godhead". 
To support this assertion he alleged that in Christian ministry and 
hymnology the Holy Spirit was not given His proper place. That may well 
have been the case forty years ago, but is it true of today? Judging by the 
bewildering array of books on the subject in religious bookshops it does 
not appear so. Whether this reflects the kind of interest which the author 
quoted above was pleading for may be open to question. What we are 
now faced with is a medley of conflicting voices. The Holy Spirit's 
patronage is claimed by all sorts of movements. In some cases rituals and 
methods are advocated which have no scriptural warrant: in others there 
is an imbalance through undue emphasis on particular manifestations 
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of the Spirit. While we should always be open to new light on this 
important subject, these discordant voices are a warning against 
undisciplined thought. One disturbing feature of some present claims to 
manifestations of the Spirit is that they emanate from sections of 
Christendom where justification by faith alone is rejected. The inspired 
Word is our sole guide in matters of faith and practice. It was Martin 
Luther who said, "I would sooner obey God than work miracles". In this 
regard we commend to readers the careful exposition of 1 Cor.12-14 
entitled, "Spiritual Gifts", by G. Prasher, Jr., which appeared in the 
September and October issues of Needed Truth. 

Another discerning writer has drawn attention to the dishonour done to 
the Holy Spirit in the "non-reformed churches". He points out that at the 
Reformation the Reformers were concerned with the Holy Spirit's 
primacy in the application and conveyance of the merits of Christ to the 
soul. He then makes the penetrating comment: "While Rome taught that 
such benefits were given through the Church and the Sacraments, the 
Reformers insisted that the true effective Agent of Christ's redemption 
was the Holy Spirit. By Him the sinner was born again and wholly united 
to Christ by faith. The sacramental and evangelical application of the 
benefits of the Atonement are irreconcilable" (Donald Gillies, M.A.). This 
is a matter to be carefully weighed by those born-again believers in the 
denominations who are being carried along on the rising tide of 
ecumenism. For any 'Church' to assume authority to impart to the sinner 
by sacramental or other means the merits of the Atonement is an affront 
to the Divine Spirit. 

The Centrality of Pentecost 
The particular phase of the Spirit's activity in the present age has been 
helpfully expounded by several writers in this series of articles. It is 
important to view the Pentecostal effusion of the Holy Spirit in its setting 
in the divine plan of the ages. The initial announcement of God's 
redeeming purpose was given in the garden of Eden following man's Fall. 
When Jehovah came down and surveyed the ruin, the Son of God was 
committed to the task of rescue and recovery. The promise was given 
when God pronounced judgement on the serpent: 

"I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy 
seed and her seed: it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise 
his heel" (Gen.3:15).  

It was as if the Son said, I will go after the man and liberate him from "the 
slavish chains of Satan and of sin"; I will bring him back renewed and 
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perfected. And when Adam and Eve were driven from Eden the 
Messianic promise was their one gleam of hope. From Eden God looked 
down the centuries and saw Bethlehem, Golgotha and Pentecost; then on 
to Messiah's second advent and to new heavens and a new earth. All this 
was foreshadowed in prophecy and type in the Old Covenant Scriptures, 
and embedded in the ritual of the seven appointed feasts observed by the 
Israel people in yearly cycles. These feasts set forth the whole of God's 
dealings with man in redeeming grace from the beginning to the end 
when the Son will deliver up the kingdom to the Father (1 Cor.15:24). 

Bethlehem, Golgotha and Pentecost are now history — gloriously 
executed ! The incarnation of the Son, His atoning death, His triumphant 
resurrection and ascension to the Father, must precede the coming to earth 
of the Spirit in the plenitude of His power. During His earlier teaching the 
Lord made several references to the Holy Spirit and His work, but He 
reserved the full disclosure of Pentecost until His ministry to His apostles 
on the night of His betrayal: 
"I go unto the Father. . . . And I will pray the Father, and He shall give 
you another Comforter, that He may be with you for ever, even the Spirit 
of truth" (Jn 14:12,16,17). The Spirit would come to earth as personally as 
the Son had come; with a mission as clearly defined and divinely ordered 
as His. But the Spirit would be unseen in a corporeal sense, He would 
come not by incarnation but by effusion; He would be "poured forth". 
And that form of manifestation was as necessary and as fitting to the 
mission the Spirit was to undertake as was incarnation to our beloved 
Redeemer. The participation of the Persons in the Godhead in these acts of 
divine grace, and the results flowing from them, are related with telling 
effect in the apostle Paul's summary in Gal.4:4-6: 

"But when the fulness of the time came, God sent forth His Son, 
born of a woman, . . . that He might redeem . . . that we might 
receive the adoption of sons. And because ye are sons, God sent 
forth the Spirit of His Son into our hearts." 

Bethlehem, Golgotha, Pentecost! 
Our Lord's instructions to His apostles on the role the Holy Spirit 

would fill after His ascension to the Father were not confined to His 
Upper Room ministry. They were supplemented during the forty days He 
appeared to them following His resurrection. He then commissioned His 
apostles to go forth into all the world as His accredited representatives, 
and He outlined the plan of campaign they were to follow. They must 
have been staggered by its scope and complexity. But to all their 
questionings and fears came this assuring answer: 
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"Ye shall receive power, when the Holy Spirit is come upon you" (Acts 
1:6). . . . "Tarry ye in the city, until ye be clothed with power from on 
high" (Lk.24:49). The promise of the Spirit was the complete answer to all 
the problems that lay ahead. 

The endowment of Pentecost 
The outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost was a unique event in the history 
of redemption. The persons involved were a small group of disciples 
gathered (Greek, epi to auto) in Jerusalem, presumably one hundred and 
twenty in number (Acts 1:15). They were the focus of a divine endow-
ment without parallel in the dealings of God with men. There was no 
angelic announcement of the impending event but there was evident 
miracle. First, "there came from heaven a sound as of the rushing of a 
mighty wind": the symbol of irresistible power. It sounded as if a mighty 
gale raged over the city, yet there was no visible sign of it. The sound was 
evidence that an unseen heavenly power was in course of transmission 
under divine control, directed to the house where the waiting disciples 
were assembled. This was the moment of fulfilment. It was marked by a 
visible miracle: "there appeared unto them tongues parting asunder, like 
as of fire; and it sat upon each one of them. And they were all filled with 
the Holy Spirit, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave 
them utterance" (Acts 2:3,4). There was a personal and also a collective 
endowment. Each disciple was filled with the Spirit, and at the same time 
the assembled company was fused into a unit with corporate respon-
sibilities. They were a Spirit-filled people. From that beginning in 
Jerusalem the river of Pentecostal blessing would flow to "the uttermost 
part of the earth". 

We referred earlier to the discordant voices which are a disturbing 
feature of much current literature on this important subject. Yet deep in 
the heart of every loyal disciple is an exercise to know more of the 
promptings of the indwelling Spirit; a longing for the peace and power of 
His conscious presence. But for the enjoyment of every Christian 
endowment a price has to be paid. The well-known passage in Eph.5:15-
21 which outlines the characteristics of a Spirit-filled Christian has its 
parallel in Col.3:16, "Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all 
wisdom". This link of the work of the Paraclete and the word of Christ is 
thrice emphasized by our Lord in His Paschal discourse (Jn 
14:15,16,21,23). Note verse 21: "He that hath My commandments, and 
keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me, . . . And I will love him, and will 
manifest Myself unto him". The keeping of His commandments is the 
hallmark of 
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devotion to Christ. Our Lord is saying to His apostles that when the 
Comforter comes to dwell within them a disclosure of Himself, deeper and 
more intimate than even His presence with them in the flesh, would be 
possible. But that disclosure, available to every believer through the 
indwelling Spirit, would be commensurate with the subjection of the 
disciple to the word of Christ. 

We conclude our review on this challenging note, praising the Father 
and the Son for the gift of the Holy Spirit: 

"Praise we now the Father's love — 
From His lofty throne above  
He has sent the heavenly Dove, 
Paraclete divine. 
Seated at the Father's side,  
Raised, exalted, glorified,  
Christ has sent Him to abide, 
Paraclete divine." 

The Twenty-third Psalm 

By J. Rodgers, of Toronto 

Many of the Psalms are a revelation and outpouring of human emotions. 
Ps.23 is in this category. It is an expression of deep individual experience, 
as is evident in the repetitive use of the pronouns, I, 'me', and 'my'. It is 
possibly because of the personal intimacy in this inspired passage of 
Scripture that myriads of people have been able, not only to identify with 
but also to appropriate and personally apply the sentiments herein 
expressed. Probably no other passage of Scripture has been paraphrased 
in poetic form and memorized to such an extent as Ps.23. It has brought 
joy and comfort to many; has seemed to meet every condition and 
circumstance in life and has even, in some unfathomable way, given to 
many unregenerate people a quietness, peace and comfort in periods of 
distress. 

David states, "The LORD is my Shepherd". Few could speak with more 
authority than he in respect to shepherd care. He knew what was involved 
in "following the ewes that give suck . . ." (Ps.78:71). He could doubtless 
join with Jacob in saying, "in the day the drought consumed me, and the 
frost by night; and my sleep fled from mine eyes" (Gen.31:40). 

In the care of God's people, shepherds should heed the solemn 
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warnings of Ezek.34 (see also 1 Pet.5:2-4). David had a deep-rooted love 
for the sheep under his care, to the extent of risking his life for them in 
facing both the lion and the bear as recounted in 1 Sam.17. His devotion 
to his calling, both in respect to tending his father's flock, and as the 
shepherd of Israel, transcended self and is reflected in the record of 2 
Sam.24:1-17. In Ps.22, we have a prophetic record of the good Shepherd 
giving His life for the sheep. In Ps.23 David details the after-care of the 
One who would withhold no good thing from him. 

We can readily picture the shepherd leading his flock to pasture land, 
luscious and green, to feed the sheep with food convenient for them, and 
bringing them to tranquil waters (v.2). In these peaceful and plentiful 
surroundings there is a calm and serene atmosphere in which the shepherd 
can effect his purpose. The spiritual application is expressed by David in 
the words, "He restoreth my soul". All these things are supporting 
evidence of the shepherd supplying EVERY need, as indicated in the 
introductory word, "I shall not want", and has an echo in the promise of 
the New Testament scripture, "And my God shall fulfil every need of 
yours ..." (Phil.4:19). 

Valley experiences are very much an integral part of the Christian life. 
Nature often teaches us spiritual lessons (see 1 Cor.11:14 and 1 
Cor.15:36-42). Mountain experiences cannot be enjoyed apart from valley 
experiences, quite often the height of the mountain corresponds to the 
depth of the valley. The glories of Mount Zion may eventually eclipse the 
Vale of Elah but that valley experience profitably lived in David's 
memory (1 Sam.21:9), and was essential, in divine tuition, for the role he 
would play in the leadership of God's people. The "valley of the shadow 
of death" is also called the "valley of deep darkness" (RVM), and this 
rightly portrays an experience in life rather than one exclusively 
associated with death. Thus the Psalmist states, "I will fear no evil, for 
Thou art with me". It is the comforting knowledge of the Lord's presence 
which gives light in the valley of darkness, makes the valley of weeping a 
place of springs (Ps.84:6), and gives the valley of Achor (troubling) for a 
door of hope (Hos.2:15). If there is a true appreciation of the presence and 
purpose of the Lord there will be no resentment of the rod of correction 
(see Heb.12:5-11), and as the Lord uses both the rod and the staff in 
perfect balance, the end product must be "for good" (Rom.8:28). In 
walking through the valley can we question the Lord's ways? None can 
stay His hand, or say unto Him, What doest Thou? (Dan.4:35). The man 
after the flesh may echo the words of Gen.48:18, "Not so, my father". But 
the man after the Spirit, although he may wonder, as he watches the 
refiner place the crucible in the furnace time after time, "How long, O 
Master?", 
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yet he is caused to breathe, "not as I will, but as Thou wilt". This is well 
exemplified in Job 13:15, "Though He slay me, yet will I wait for Him". 
Be encouraged, the valley experience is only for a little while; it will as 
surely give place to the mountain top as Elim must succeed Marah. The 
Lord always supplies exactly what is necessary in the trial; at Marah it was 
water and one tree, but immediately afterwards come the abundant riches 
of the blessing of God, "twelve springs of water and threescore and ten 
palm trees" (Ex.15:1-27). 

We journey through enemy-occupied land but the fulness of the 
Christian life and the manifestation of a possession and joy which is not of 
this world must be a constant wonder to the onlooker. In addition, that 
furnished table, laden with "every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places 
in Christ" (Eph.1:3), is set right in enemy territory, among "the spiritual 
hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places" (Eph.5:12). We can therefore 
with rejoicing join in the words, "Thou preparedst a table before me in the 
presence of mine enemies". 

"Goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life". The 
goodness of God leads the sinner (Rom.2:4) and follows the saint 
(Ps.2:6). God's goodness is linked with mercy, indicating, whether to saint 
or sinner, that it is unearned. It can be despised or appreciated. It is one of 
the sustaining forces in the Christian life, "I had fainted, unless I had 
believed to see the goodness of the LORD in the land of the living" 
(Ps.27:13). 

In the unfolding of the purposes of God it emerges that He not only 
desires communion with men but also the establishing of a place where 
that communion with His people can be maintained. The conception is 
expressed in the words, "let them make Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell 
among them" (Ex.25:8). The desire of God was given effect to in the 
succeeding chapters of Exodus and the Tabernacle was made, "according 
to the pattern" (Heb.8:5). This dwelling-place for God was the delight of 
the godly Israelite and was the governing factor in every aspect of the life 
of the people of God. David had a burning love for the house of God 
(Ps.26:8), and a consuming zeal for its establishment (2 Sam.7:1-13). In 
stating "I will dwell in the house of the LORD for length of days" (Ps.23:6 
RVM), his was not a prospect for eternity but a dwelling in the house of 
God upon earth, during his lifetime. This house of God, referred to in the 
Old Covenant Scriptures, has its counterpart in the house of God in this 
age, spoken of in the New Covenant Scriptures as being "spiritual" (1 
Pet.2:5), in contrast to the material house of the past. Being "Built up a 
spiritual house" it constitutes a divine centre for the worship of God (see 1 
Pet.2:1-5; Heb.10:19-22). To be formed and maintained as the 
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house of God necessitates the meeting of conditions (Heb.3:6) and 
requires a high standard of behaviour through subjection to divine 
government (1 Tim.3:15). 

The divine pattern in New Testament teaching is gathered together 
companies of people, subject to the will of God, continuing stedfastly in 
the apostles' teaching (Acts 2:42), and thus named churches of God (e.g. 1 
Cor.1:2). These churches, in various places, being grouped together 
according to the divine pattern, form the house of God (Eph.2:20,21). 
This was, in the purposes of God, not only for the apostolic period but for 
this entire age. 

The Lord had a design for David's life and the trials and triumphs of the 
journey directed him towards that grand objective, an undying desire for a 
place in the house of God. 

In reviewing all the gracious dealings of God enumerated in Ps.23, 
there should surely be a ready response in every redeemed heart to search 
out the truths relating to the house of God in this day, with a yearning 
desire to dwell therein "for length of days". 

The role of women in churches of 
God (contd.) 

By J. L. Ferguson, of Barrhead 

Women and the new relationship in Christ 
In Israel the family unit was strong and heredity was of great con-
sequence. What other nation could have produced a genealogy going back 
through 76 generations as is found in Lk.3:23-38? But when the Lord 
Jesus came He introduced a new relationship. When told one day that His 
mother and brethren were seeking Him, He pointed to His disciples and 
said, "Behold, My mother and My brethren" (Matt.12:46-50). It was the 
earliest of all references to the new spiritual family unit which He was 
bringing into existence. By Paul's time the clear light was shining. He 
wrote, "There can be neither Jew nor Greek, there can be neither bond nor 
free, there can be no male and female: for ye all are one man in Christ 
Jesus" (Gal.3:27,28). 

The unity of the Church which is His Body is therefore complete. It is 
not a question whether a member is bondman or free man, whether male 
or female, the only significant matter is that all are one in Christ Jesus. 

Once this truth was grasped by the women in the early churches of 
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God, it is not difficult to see how some among them may well have 
considered the ultimate had been reached in the emancipation of women. 
If in the new relationship there is neither male nor female, why should not 
all the offices in the churches be just as open to women as to men? We 
therefore continue — 

Women and their position in the churches of God 
(a) The sign of authority — the veiled head. Questions were reaching Paul 
from the recently planted, highly gifted church of God in Corinth. Some 
of these related to the position of women in the church. One point had 
evidently to do with why the women were called upon to veil their head in 
the gatherings of the church, if this was not required of the men. It may 
well have developed from an understanding in the sisters' minds that all 
the differentiation between the sexes had been eliminated in the Church 
the Body. Then why not in the church of God? 

In reply, Paul by the Spirit set out the divinely authorized teaching and 
custom of the churches of God so that contention in the matter might 
cease. In 1 Cor.Ilandl4he gave instruction for the saints when gathered 
together "in the church" (14:19) or assembly. There the basic distinction 
in the sexes must be observed. Men were to pray or prophesy in the 
gathered assembly with their heads uncovered, in honour to Christ who is 
appointed by God as Head of the man — a truth quite distinct from Christ 
being the Head of the Church which is His Body. Similarly women were 
to pray or prophesy with their heads veiled or covered, otherwise they 
would dishonour the men, man being appointed by God to be the head of 
the woman (1 Cor.11:3-5). Or, put another way, the man's head was to be 
uncovered because he is the image and glory of God, whereas the woman 
is the glory of the man, so her head should be veiled in the church because 
of the presence of men. And so her long hair, itself both a glory and a 
covering, was to be veiled in keeping with her position as a woman. 

When therefore the church approached God, for example in prayer, the 
men's heads were uncovered in accordance with the word of divine 
authority, and the women by contrast carried the sign of that same 
authority on their heads. And not only was this well-pleasing to the Lord, 
but it was also in keeping with the orderly arrangement maintained by the 
observing angels, who, in the divine service appropriate to them, never 
break rank (1 Cor.11:7-10). 

Men in authority, women in subjection in the gatherings of the church. 
Not that subjection indicates inferiority. For example, Christians are 
subject to rulers though not inferior to them. They honour an authority 
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divinely recognized. Nevertheless authority and subjection are age-
long principles in the ways of God. Adam and Eve were given 
authority over all earth's created things before the Fall. After the 
Fall, Eve came under the rule of Adam. And for our sakes, 
subjection reaches even to Deity (1 Cor.15:28). 

Perhaps a little reflection by sisters on the reasons for the Lord's 
requirements in this matter may be of some help to them in a day 
when the wearing of hats by women is largely out of fashion and 
those who do wear them may sometimes be singled out as oddities. It 
should, of course, be noted that a head-covering scarf equally serves 
the divine requirement. 

(b) Women praying and prophesying in the church. But in what way 
did the women of Corinth pray and prophesy with veiled head when 
the church was gathered together with men present? We shall 
consider in the next section how that the women were to keep 
silence in the church. The spirits of Philip's four daughters, for 
instance, would be subject to them and to their instruction in the 
Word, so that they would not prophesy in the church. Accepting this 
for the moment, how are we to understand "'every woman praying or 
prophesying with her head unveiled dis-honoureth her head"? There 
has been much controversy among Christians about this point and 
many have gone on record that they have never heard a satisfactory 
answer to the question. By reason of this many have accepted as a 
compromise that although a woman could not teach in the church, 
she could nevertheless publicly pray or prophesy. This view regards 
teaching as the prepared word of scriptural exposition, as distinct 
from prophecy which is regarded as spontaneous, ecstatic imparting 
of some word from the Lord. But the plain fact is that by reason of 
leading the assembly in prayer or expounding a word of prophecy, 
there would be an infringement of "Let the women keep silence in 
the churches" (1 Cor.14:34). What the Spirit wrote in 1 Cor.11:5 
must be in perfect keeping with what He wrote in 1 Cor.14:34. We 
therefore commend to the consideration of our readers the view put 
forward by J. Miller in his Notes on I Corinthians, p.47. "…the 
church when gathered together is viewed as engaged in praying and 
prophesying, and should any man present have his head covered 
during such exercises and while the church is in assembly, he 
dishonours Christ his Head, and should a woman be unveiled in 
church she dishonours man, her head". This view of the woman 
being part of a praying and prophesying company, rather than 
conducting a personal exercise in the church, would appear to assign 
a meaning to 1 Cor.11:5 which is in complete harmony with 1 
Cor.14:34. 
(c) Women teaching in the church. There are two relevant portions 
of the Word. They are: 1 Cor.14:34,35 — "Let the women keep 
silence in the 
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churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but let them be 
in subjection, as also saith the law. And if they would learn 
anything, let them ask their own husbands at home: for it is 
shameful for a woman to speak in the church". 

1 Tim.2:11,12 — "Let a woman learn in quietness with all 
subjection. For I permit not a woman to teach, nor to have dominion 
over a man, but to be in quietness". 

The reader will benefit from reading what goes before and after 
these verses. They are plain statements of Scripture. They are not of 
Paul but of the Spirit of God through Paul. They are more easily 
understood than many of the sophistries which well-meaning people 
have put forward in the explanation of them. We shall first consider 
two of the verbs used in the passages on which many have written 
much and in great variety. We shall rely on the consistent meaning 
assigned to the words in other places of New Testament occurrence 
and leave to others the use to which they are put in classical Greek. 

1. "Keep silence". The Greek word S1GAO is translated in the 
New Testament as "keep close" (Lk.9:36), "keep silence" (Acts 
15:12; 1 Cor.14:28,34), "keep secret" (Rom.16:25 AV) and "hold 
peace" (Lk.20:26; Acts 12:17; Acts 15:13; 1 Cor.14:30). The 
thought is uniform throughout. It is keeping silent as distinct from 
speaking aloud. This is particularly clear in the three occurrences of 
the word in 1 Cor.14. The women were to be silent in the church in 
the same way as the speaker in tongues kept silent when no 
interpreter was present (v.28) or the brother about to speak kept 
silent when a revelation was made to another beside him (v.30). 

2. "Speak". The Greek word LATEO is translated in the New 
Testament as preach, say, speak, talk, tell, utter. In the main it is the 
word extensively translated "speak" and, to confine ourselves to 1 
Cor.14, is found in: 1 Cor.14:6,9,18,19,21,23,27,28,29,34,35,39. 
Why should some resort to classical Greek to find a meaning for 
LATEO in 1 Cor.14:34 which is obviously not the plain meaning in 
other eleven verses in the same chapter? Some claim that since in all 
probability the women would sit together in one part of the room, as 
they did in the synagogues (see Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus 
the Messiah (i),434,436), that Paul was here calling on sisters to 
stop chattering or gossiping in the churches or asking aloud silly 
questions. This is simply inadmissible for the Greek word has too 
many other occurrences in the New Testament which all describe 
the same kind of speaking and which is certainly not chattering. 

The burden of the two portions is clear. Apart from 
participation in 
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communal singing and the common saying of the Amen, both 
of which are collective acts, the women were not permitted to take 
audible part in the services of the mixed congregations of the 
gathered churches. This applied specifically to teaching and of 
necessity to praying and prophesying also. 

The principle of silence was linked with subjection. Subjection 
is basic to the silence of women in the churches. In 1 Cor.14:34 the 
law is referred to in support and Gen.3:16 and Num.30 might well 
illustrate this. In 1 Tim.2:13-15 the principle is traced back to the 
Fall. Adam was first formed so he had an existence independent of 
Eve and could not be subordinate to her. Nor was Adam beguiled, 
but Eve yielded to the tempter's persuasion, revealing a trait which 
would point away from a leadership role. As a consequence she was 
brought under the rule of her husband. 

And so, for the well-being of the churches, for "He knoweth 
our frame . . . He remembereth", God has considered it right to vest 
authority in the men of the congregations. In token of this, women 
are not only to wear the sign of the covering veil, but they are also to 
remain silent in the churches' gatherings, not permitted to teach nor 
to have dominion over the men. Thus has God decreed. 

We pay tribute to the delightful way in which spiritually-
minded and good-hearted sisters in the churches of God accept 
unhesitatingly their position in relation to the service of God. They 
loyally support the gatherings of His people, many of them knowing 
better things than they hear brethren express. They have their own 
effective avenues of service in which their feminine appreciation is 
of great preciousness to God. "He that fashioneth the hearts of them 
all. . . considereth all their works" (Ps.33:15). 

We conclude with the rather choice words given in the course 
of an address by Sir Dyce Duckworth, Bt., M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.P., 
"A good deal of St Paul's teaching about women is now, in some 
quarters, repudiated as of no moment. In regard to this I would urge 
that while we may admit that some nineteen centuries . . . have 
rendered our Christian women today very different from their sisters 
of the first century, there are still clear evidences of God's law and 
will for the sex mentioned in much of that chivalrous Apostle's 
teaching which may not be flippantly disposed of". 

 


